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Abstract
California’s energy efficiency policies and energy use patterns have attracted widespread
national and international interest. Over the last three decades, the state has implemented
a variety of regulatory and legislative measures aimed at reducing the demand for energy,
through encouraging more efficient consumption. In a startling contrast to the nation as a
whole, the state electricity consumption per capita has stayed relatively steady since 1970.
A comparative graph of the state and national electricity intensities is called the Rosenfeld
Curve, named after the influential former Commissioner of the California Energy Commission.
In my thesis, I examine the structural determinants of electricity consumption with a view
to answering the question – What fraction of the state-nation difference in electricity consumption intensity might reasonably be attributed to policy interventions?
I begin with a simple decomposition analysis of the residential, industrial and commercial
sectors, using empirical data from a variety of sources. I find that over two-thirds of the
difference between state and national energy intensity may be attributed to structural factors
that are independent of policy interventions, leaving a smaller, unexplained portion that
could owe to program interventions (a share that has increased over time).
I next consider the residential sector in detail, a topic that is the primary focus of my
thesis. I describe residential consumption of electricity and secondary heating fuels, using
a structural model of household energy demand estimated using micro-data from the period
between 1993 and 2005. In doing so, I account for heterogeneity in household types in the
population.

iv

After controlling for structural factors such as climate, I find evidence suggesting that policy may have been particularly effective in reducing the energy needed for heating and
cooling end uses. I also find evidence of increasing policy effects over the ten years between 1995 and 2005. Additionally, the model suggests that incentive compatibility considerations may have resulted in inefficiently high energy consumption in rented dwellings.
Overall, the econometric model indicates about 20 percent of the state nation difference in
the residential sector may owe to program effects. These results are interesting as a retrospective look at the California experience, but more importantly as a benchmark of what
might reasonably be expected from energy efficiency elsewhere in the world. They also
underline the importance of using counterfactual policy evaluation techniques instead of
comparisons of aggregate statistics in understanding policy impact.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Managing consumption of energy is a global challenge today. In the developing nations,
energy poverty is a key contributer to low standards of living. In some ways, this is a
problem of underconsumption. In the developed world, ‘energy security’ and the ‘energywater nexus’ are catch-phrases of contemporary discourse. In the opinion of many, these are
problems linked to over-consumption. Globally, tackling climate change remains perhaps
our greatest long term developmental challenge, intimately tied to how we use energy and
in which forms.
In simplified terms, one could argue that the task before policy makers is twofold, a manifestation of complementary imperatives on both supply and demand sides. On the supply
side is the recognition that there are long term environmental costs to traditional fossil fuels, when used as an energy source with current technology. This might lead us to ask
exactly how high these costs are, whether they should be fully accounted for in setting fuel
prices today and so on. These are all important questions that economists are attempting to
answer. Yet besides economic instruments, part of the long term solution must surely come
from technology change - both in order to drive down costs of renewable energy sources,
and to change the way we use fossil energy. To this end is directed a wealth of research in
engineering and science today. The goal is to find sources of supply with fewer monetary
and non-monetary costs, in particular energy sources that involve lower levels of the environmental externality. Introducing supply options with fewer externalities reduces the need
1
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to raise prices or cut consumption in the future, but it requires investing in research and
development in the present. It may also require incentivizing newer ‘clean’ energy sources
in the hope that this will spur demand and eventually reduce costs as manufacturing scales
increase.
On the demand side, the presence of serious externalities such as unpriced damages from
greenhouse gas emissions creates a strong policy motivation to reduce consumption. One
way of reducing consumption is to increase prices by a level commensurate with the magnitude of externality damages. This suggests policy mandates such as a carbon tax or a cap
and trade system. The political difficulty here is evident: At least in the present, making energy consumption more expensive entails a reduction in present day welfare; the motivation
for doing so is to reduce future damages.
For that reason, a sensible first step is to eliminate sources of waste in how we use energy
currently. In the event that our consumption of energy is ‘too high’, there may then exist
efficiency improving (so called costless or negative cost) ways of reducing demand. On the
demand side therefore, improving energy efficiency is a primary goal. Understood properly,
this is also an object on which there should (in principle) be little debate provided one
appreciates the difference between energy efficiency in a technological sense and energy
efficiency in an economic sense. It also requires distinguishing between energy efficiency
and energy conservation. In Chapter 2, I spend some time discussing these nuances and
place the discussion in this introduction within a more rigorous economic framework.
While supply side policy measures seek to provide megawatts of power and provide them
more cleanly and cost effectively, demand side measures seek to reduce the energy required
in the first place . The term ‘negawatt’ is commonly used to refer to this reduction in
demand and it is worth pointing out that achieving a ‘negawatt’ of power reduction is
equivalent in a sense to adding an additional zero emission megawatt on the supply side.
Demand side energy policy has become increasingly important today, partly because it has
grown evident that there exist significant opportunities for cost saving reductions in energy
use and improvements in economic efficiency. This recognition has also led to widespread
research on why existing markets have not already exploited this potential - this is the
puzzle of the so called ‘Energy Efficiency Gap’. In step with the growing interest in demand
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side management has been a search for examples where DSM policies have been most
effective. In other words, ‘role models’ have become extremely important, not just to prove
that demand side energy reductions can be cost effectively achieved, but also to disseminate
a shared knowledge about the types of incentive programs and policies that appear to work
well in practice. Implicit in this search for success stories is the need to make meaningful
evaluations in order to identify which populations actually provide good success stories
and to what extent their energy consumption patterns may be duplicated. This dissertation
primarily examines the case of California and one important motivation for this is the status
of California in lying at the cutting edge of energy policy innovation. At the heart of this
research is an attempt to answer the question - How well has the California experiment
with efficiency policy worked? In doing so we also gain insight into the determinants of
residential electricity consumption.

1.1

Outline

The remainder of this dissertation is organized into six chapters. In Chapter 2 I outline
a basic economic definition of energy efficiency and introduce the notion of an energy
efficiency gap.
In Chapter 3, I provide background on the types of demand side energy policies California
has introduced over the last couple of decades. I also explain the Rosenfeld curve and why
it is important. Many of California’s programs have been discussed both within and outside
the United States as examples of how to use energy efficiency to reduce energy demand.
In Chapter 4, I consider the question of program evaluation and provide a basic introduction to some of the literature on econometric program evaluation. I also discuss existing
evaluation techniques commonly used by policymakers. In particular, I seek to show how
comparisons between populations are complicated by the various factors that determine an
aggregate statistic such as electricity consumption per capita, and therefore why it is risky
to make assessments of program effectiveness based on aggregate indicies.
Next, in Chapters 5 and 6, I turn to the primary task of this dissertation which is to evaluate California’s energy efficiency programs, and try and understand what explains the
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difference between state and national energy intensities that is represented by the Rosenfeld curve. I begin in Chapter 5 with a simple analysis of all three sectors of the economy
using a sequence of statistical tests and an approach inspired by decomposition methods
to evaluate the fraction of the state-nation difference that can be explained by structural
differences, independent of the role of efficiency programs. In Chapter 6, I develop an
econometric model to more rigorously answer the same question for the residential sector. In doing so I contribute to a contemporary literature on energy policy evaluation that
seeks to apply some of the general econometric advances in this area to the specific case
of energy. I therefore use a Bayesian econometric model of household energy demand to
understand California’s low per capita electricity consumption in the residential sector. The
use of Bayesian methods is new in this context and I argue they are particularly sensible in
the context of policy evaluation because of their natural link to statistical decision theory.
I conclude in chapter 7 and also discuss emerging areas of demand side intervention, where
an effort is being made to use real time energy metering in conjuction with a range of
behavioral incentives (as opposed to traditional incentives such as price changes) to shift
energy consumption patterns. I briefly discuss some of my current research in this area. I
also review areas for future research building on the work in this dissertation.
Overall I conclude that while efficiency policies can certainly have a significant impact on
an economies energy use, the extent of reductions one can expect depends on a number
of structural characteristics that will vary between populations. This work contributes to a
growing literature arguing for better methods of evaluating demand side policy. For the specific and important case of California, this research has helped contribute to a significantly
more transparent and informed representation of policy effects in the state.

Chapter 2
Energy Efficiency and the Efficiency
Gap
‘Efficiency’ can mean very different things to different people. In a field as interdisciplinary as energy policy, it is therefore important to clarify the theoretical and modeling
frameworks one intends to use and the metrics by which one intends to measure progress.
These tend to differ across economists, grass-roots environmentalists, psychologists, engineers, corporations, policy makers and the public in general. These differences can and do
lead to disagreements in setting goals and difficulties in evaluating success or failure. For
instance, in this author’s experience, it is not uncommon for conflicts on policy questions
and academic methods to occur between economists who regard price as being the primary
motivator of consumer decision making and behavioral scientists, psychologists and social
scientists who may downplay the importance of monetary motivators in favour of a range
of other cognitive stimuli. Unsurprisingly therefore, the policy prescriptions made by these
two groups as a means of achieving a common goal (namely reducing the overall demand
for energy) may differ quite significantly.
This chapter provides a working definition of energy efficiency and an introduction to the
energy efficiency paradox. Part of the purpose of this chapter therefore is to describe the
framework used to think about energy consumption and efficiency in this dissertation. I
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assume a basic knowledge of the welfare theorems in economics and the idea of an externality (see Mas-Colell et al. 1995 and Baumol and Oates 1976). I discuss how these
concepts relate to the idea of ‘energy efficiency’ and how this differs from other related
terms such as energy conservation. This leads us to an overview of the so-called energy
efficiency gap (Section 2.2). Researchers have proposed various factors that might explain
the existence of this phenomenon and I briefly review this literature here. Many of the proposed explanations for this phenomenon are in fact descriptions of how consumers make
decisions about energy, that is they have their roots in behavioral science and behavioral
economics. Behavioral explanations are briefly reviewed here (Chapters 3 and 4 discuss
the role of market failures and imperfections in more detail).

2.1

Energy Efficiency

Efficiency is unfortunately a confusingly overloaded term. Defining the efficiency with
which an input is used requires defining an output quantity of interest (a numerator) and a
denominator which typically represents the input quantity.
Consider the realm of energy for instance. Engineers often refer to the efficiency of an
energy using technology. The sensible definition of technological efficiency in such cases
is generally of the form e = W /E, where efficiency (e) is expressed as the ratio of output
work to input energy. By definition, work is the useful component of energy. Any energy
using technology is engaged in the task of converting one or more forms of input energy
to different forms of output energy, of which some (normally one) are useful to us. The
remaining forms (most commonly heat) are wasted. A light bulb for instance has electricity
as its inputs and heat and light as outputs. The fraction of the input electrical energy that
is available as light is a technological measure of efficiency for the bulb. Similarly an airconditioner carries out an irreversible transfer of heat from a source (the room we cool)
to a sink (the ambient). Because the temperature of the source is lower than the sink, this
process involves losses. The useful work done is the heat transfered from the source. Air
conditioner efficiency is therefore the ratio of heat removed to input power (also called
the seasonal energy efficiency ratio since this ratio depends on the seasonal temperature
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difference between source and sink). A coal power plant is another instance where the
work is the electricity generated (before entering the transmission and distribution system)
and the input energy is the heating value of the coal.
This definition of efficiency takes as its starting point the identification of useful work as
the ultimately desired output. It is also a definition that treats the technology in isolation i.e it is a description of a single attribute of a single object located within an ecosystem of
objects. It is therefore a sensible definition to use when engaged in the process of product
design and development. From an economic standpoint however, our primary concern is
not with useful work but rather with utility (while recognizing that the two are related).
Indeed our goal is normally not to maximize the utility from any single object, but rather
to maximize overall utility subject to a budget constraint. From this point of view, changes
in energy use are efficiency improving only if overall utility is increased in the process.
Evidently this change can be either in the direction of increasing energy use (as an extreme
example, consider the case of a third world nation attempting to electrify households) or
in the direction of reducing it. Furthermore this implies that it might sometimes be more
economically efficient to use a technologically less efficient product, depending on how
much it costs to increase technological efficiency. Even if our primary concern is with
reducing the amount of energy used (suppose for instance that we argue that climate change
externalities necessitate this), the economic definition forces us to consider an eco-system
of products and activities. It therefore becomes important to look for the minimum cost
means of reducing energy use. This complicates matters because it is no longer obvious
that any single measure that reduces the energy used to accomplish any given activity is
automatically worth paying for.
Figure 2.1 expresses a way of thinking about energy efficiency while keeping in mind its
relationship to the idea of pareto optimality1 . Notice how increasing energy savings may be
inefficient when it results in a reduction in economic output (equivalently overall utility).
This should highlight the idea that energy efficiency is not the same thing as energy conservation, and indeed the two can be mutually opposed. While energy conservation measures
1 See

Mas-Colell et al. (1995) for a definition.
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lie in the positive y-halfplane in Figure 2.1, it is only the first quadrant that composes efficiency enhancing energy savings. Similarly increases in energy use are represented by
the negative y-halfplane. Quadrant 3 is genuine waste, where energy savings are negative
without any any gain in economic output. Quadrant 4 however is more interesting. Here
energy use increases, but so does economic output. This quadrant represents efficiency enhancing increases in energy use. Policies that seek to increase energy efficiency therefore
should be looking to maximize activities in Quadrants 1 and 4, while reducing activities in
Quadrants 2 and 3.

2.2

The Energy Efficiency Gap

Our discussion thus far has served to make the case that in order to discuss energy efficiency, we need a sound economic notion of optimality, recognizing the tradeoff between
the economic outputs obtained from energy consumption and the costs of consuming energy. It is also evident that it is no simple task to determine whether or not energy is
being used efficiently, primarily because it is not easy to quantify the utility tradeoffs that
would be incurred by reducing energy consumption. Even so, it has been empirically observed (see Jaffe and Stavins 1994, Hausman 1979) that consumers - whether residential,
commercial or industrial - often fail to invest in technologies and behaviors that would
appear to improve efficiency (in an economic sense), whilst simultaneously reducing energy consumption. These are investment options that seem to energy analysts, engineers or
economists to lie in Quadrant 1 in Figure 2.1.
The gap between the observed adoption levels of what appear to be truly efficiency enhancing measures, and the levels we might expect based on an analysis of the costs and
benefits of such measures, is called the Energy Efficiency Gap. The existence of such a gap
prima facie requires the acknowledgement that markets are not functioning efficiently, in
turn requiring us to address market failures that might result in such an outcome.
The extent of this problem is a matter of much debate in the literature and amongst policy
makers. It is important to recognize that policies to reduce energy consumption are welfare
enhancing only if such a gap exists. If there were no inefficiencies one could hardly argue
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Figure 2.1: An economic understanding of energy efficiency. Note that from the point
of view of increasing social utility, Quadrants 1 and 4 are both desirable. Quadrant 2
contains activities that might well reduce energy consumption, but at a high cost. Quadrant
1 represents opportunities to reduce genuinely inefficient energy use and is the focus of
many legislative and regulatory efforts. (Source: James Sweeney)
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that policy interventions (whether price changes, technology mandates, subsidies, education campaigns) are welfare enhancing. Furthermore the costs of reducing energy demand
depend on the nature of barriers that policy is seeking to overcome. A useful means of
visualizing this phenomenon is provided in Figure 2.2.
As the figure illustrates, in order to identify whether inefficiencies indeed exist in our use
of energy, it is necessary to determine what barriers to efficiency might be present. Environmental externalities are one such, and there is no doubt that we should be incorporating
these into the effective price we pay for energy. Typically however, when analysts refer
to an efficiency gap, they imply the existence of inefficiencies even at current prices of
energy. Explaining these requires positing the existence of other forces that either cause
market failures, or are real costs that are not easily observed by the analyst. While both
these factors can cause reduced adoption of energy efficient technologies, they act in very
different ways and may have different policy implications.
Figure 2.2, helps reiterate that there is a clear difference between maximizing technological
energy efficiency and maximizing economic energy efficiency. It is important to remember
that not all investments in efficiency make sense and often there may be pareto improvements in social utility to be had from increasing energy use, or choosing not to invest in a
more efficient technology (while spending these saved resources elsewhere). Thus there is
a difference between the market penetration of efficiency measures that would be expected
for economic optimality (with or without accounting for environmental externalities), and
the technological optimum. Determining the latter from the bottom up is an exercise that
often precedes an assessment of the seriousness of the energy gap problem. Unfortunately
pure technology potential assessments tend to assume away both real but unobserved costs,
as well as market failures and barriers that prevent full diffusion. Against such a benchmark, some (though not all) of the observed ‘efficiency gap’ is probably not paradoxical at
all.
Market failures can be caused by information failures (including insufficient consumer
awareness), incentive incompatibilities, certain types of price discrimination, pre-existing
taxes and technology mandates, increasing returns to scale in the production process and
so on. For instance, consumers may be unaware of the energy savings benefits of some

Level of Adoption of Energy Efficiency Measures
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Technologically
Efficient
Eliminate uncertainty, risk,
hidden costs, opportunity costs
Eliminate all market barriers
(including information failures)

Economically justified 'Efficiency Gap'
Not all technologically efficient
devices are economically efficient
Not all market reform is cost-effective

Pareto Efficiency
Pigovian taxes to internalize
environmental and other externalities
Minimize other market inefficiencies

Market Efficiency
Eliminate information failures
Reduce consumer 'irrationality'
Complete markets
Minimize incentive incompatibilities

Business-As-Usual Adoption of Energy Efficiency Measures

Figure 2.2: The energy efficiency gap (Adapted from Jaffe and Stavins, 1994)
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technologies or they might be unaware of the cost of energy (i.e information failures). Or
there may be a separation between those who can make an efficiency investment and those
who will reap the benefits. In rented homes for example, the tenant or landlord may have
little incentive to invest in an expensive home insulation measure because the benefits will
be born by other, future occupants while the costs are paid by the landlord today (i.e an incentive compatibility problem)2 . This may all justify institutional and policy intervention
to the extent that is cost-effective.
The situation is slightly different with real but unobserved costs on the other hand. These
barriers would include unavoidable transaction costs, inconvenience, implicit risk premiums due to uncertainty etc. In themselves, such costs are not evidence of market failures
per se. While sometimes they can be reduced, they may also be evidence of analyst ignorance resulting in a mistaken depiction of what ’optimal’ adoption levels should look
like. For instance the inconvenience associated with reinsulating ones home is a real cost
that is hard to remove. Similarly, search costs are likely to remain non-zero even though
they could be reduced through the right measures. Taken together, these unobserved costs
should probably be treated as ’market friction’ that will remain present (or is at least difficult or expensive to reduce significantly) and constrain diffustion of the technology. For
recent work that attempts to model search and inconvenience costs see Sharma 2010.
Finally, a more subtle reason for market outcomes not being efficient, may lie in the fact that
consumers do not behave as classical economic agents. They may instead make mistakes
in optimizing, ignore benefits that are in the form of small increments far into the future
or demonstrate behavioral decision making effects such as framing and loss aversion. If
this happens, the market outcome will no longer be efficient. In such cases it also becomes
difficult to compute welfare effects of different policies on consumers since we need to
reconcile the revealed behavior and assumed welfare of the consumer, and appeal to a
normative notion of welfare based on the decisions a fully rational agent would have made.
2 This

is a real concern for landlords where it is felt that the energy savings from reduced heating and
cooling needs in an insulated house may not be valued by future renters and therefore cannot be capitalized
into future rents. For recent work on incentive compatibility problems see Gillingham et al. (2010), Davis
(2010).
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That is to say, the motivation for intervention must now be paternalistic, and we may have
to assume that consumers really don’t know ’what’s good for them’.
There is a significant literature exploring the various barriers that can lower the adoption of
energy efficient technologies in the market. While I review these in greater detail in Chapter
3, in the next section I shall consider a little more carefully the link between behavioral
effects and technology adoption.

2.3

Behavior and Energy

In the previous section I discussed why it is that seemingly cost effective efficiency investments are not adopted by consumers. Explaining this paradox is a fertile area of energy
research and most possible explanations can be viewed as one of two types. First we may
have market failures of some kind (causing rational economic actors to deviate from efficient behavior). Secondly, we may explain sub-optimal choices as the consequences of
behavioral characteristics of actors who do not fit easily into a classical rational agent model
of consumers. This second set of explanations is linked to the emerging field of behavioral
economics, as also to a rich body of work within the cognitive sciences and psychology. In
practice both sets of factors no doubt contribute to patterns of consumption we observe.
Recognizing the behavioral characteristics of energy demand has grown increasingly important whether we are interested in explaining current trends, forecasting and predicting
future demand, or implementing policy to change the way people use energy today. Historically most demand side efficiency policy has focused either on encouraging the diffusion
of more efficient technologies through appliance standards and technology mandates, or
on overcoming market failures such as information gaps, incentive compatibility problems,
credit shortfalls and so on. Increasingly however, academics, policymakers and utilities
have grown interested in exploring how psychological and behavioral techniques may be
used to change energy behaviors, recognizing that households do not always act (even on
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average) as rational optimizers. Fortunately, the emerging growth of smart grid infrastructure and two way feedback technologies between the utility and consumers is rapidly providing the technological backbone necessary to implement behavioral demand side management policies. In this section I explore these issues, reviewing some of the literature on
energy behaviors and considering behavioral incentives that are beginning to form a part of
the portfolio of demand response strategies available to us.
An excellent starting point to appreciating the social and behavioral aspects of energy use
is provided by Lutzenhiser (1993). While the article in question was written over fifteen
years ago, much of it remains relevant even today. In describing the then current paradigm
of energy analysis, Lutzenheiser says,
Given the potential economic and environmental impacts of high levels of
energy use in the United States, it is important to understand how social and
technical processes produce growth and decline in energy demand. To date,
efforts to do so have focused almost entirely on the physical characteristics of
buildings and appliances, and on the aggregate effects of rising energy prices.
Unfortunately this remark remains largely accurate today. It is only in the last few years that
serious attention has begun to be focused on energy behaviors and it is still probably too
early to argue that these issues have been given the importance they merit in framing, implementing and evaluating policy. What Lutzenheiser refers to as the ‘Physical-TechnicalEconomic (PTEM)’ model of consumption continues to dominate analysis. This is not to
say that these traditional drivers are unimportant, or to suggest that our knowledge of how
they drive demand has remained static. However the fact remains that this model is a partial description of the determinants of energy use, especially in the residential sector (the
focus of this dissertation). While efficiency policy measures to date have overwhelmingly
focused on these determinants of consumption (and as shown in Chapters 5 and 6 done so
with some success), looking forward our effort should be to go beyond this framework.
Chapter 7 of this dissertation provides a roadmap and mentions some early results in this
regard.
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Models of decision making

The primary focus of this dissertation is on understanding residential energy use. The
social and behavioral features that this section is concerned with are also most strongly
observed in the context of households and individual consumers. Consequently this section
primarily makes reference to the residential sector, although instances of the literature that
discuss energy behaviors in other contexts are cited as well. While there is a growing
literature on questions of behavior and energy use, I shall draw heavily upon a few review
papers in the next few sections. I begin on a somewhat theoretical note by considering
various models of decision making in general and their application to energy in particular.
I broadly follow the discussion in an excellent review of residential energy decision models
in Wilson and Dowlatabadi (2007). Following this discussion I turn to discuss empirical
evidence of deviations from the classical utility maximization model and implications of
such behavioral effects for observed patterns of energy use.
Wilson and Dowlatabadi divide models of decision making into various categories based
on their development within different disciplines. These approaches have historically developed to answer different kinds of questions and reflect distinct perspectives. To an extent
they may be viewed as axiomatically distinct. The three primary academic disciplines into
which the authors group individual decision models are
1. Conventional and behavioral economics
2. Technology adoption theory
3. Decision making in social and environmental psychology
A fourth perspective, the social construction of decisions, is engaged with understanding
the extent to which decisions are influenced by social norms and influences and is consequently best understood as the manifestation of a collective process at an individual level.
The relationship of collective culture to individual decisions is complicated, important and
almost certainly under-studied by energy analysts. This dissertation unfortunately does not
fill this gap although in Chapter 7 examples of how some of these insights may be incorporated into demand response measures are discussed. See also Allcott (2009); Cialdini
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(2007) for a discussion of social norms and their role in determining energy behaviors.
Lutzenhiser (1993) provides a brief review of the literature on the role of household sociodemographics (for example the gender of the head of household) on consumption behavior.
There is also a history of work studying diffusion of energy technologies and social network effects (Costanzo et al., 1986; Brown, 1984; Darley and Beniger, 1981). More recent
work on diffusion of solar rooftop installations suggests the presence of peer effects here
as well (Bollinger and Gillingham, 2010).
In this discussion I take the view that it is difficult, if not impossible, to compare approaches
from different academic disciplines like for like. Furthermore there is some justification for
believing that beginning with conventional and behavioral economics, researchers have a
solid basis upon which to incorporate insights from other fields and modeling paradigms
as well. The primary difficulty here is in identifying when modification of the classical
economic utility maximization model is necessary, and along what lines. Yet once willing
to do so, it is theoretically possible to model psychological effects or collective influences.
It is not so easy however to go the other way. For instance, technology adoption theory
- principally the so-called diffusion of innovations model - has been extremely successful
as a mathematical description of how new technology ‘normally’ diffuses. Yet it is limited in its ability to predict outcomes at an individual level, or even aggregate outcomes
where individual decision makers face unique barriers or incentives. Getting from the diffusion of innovations model to a powerful, structural model of individual decision making
is therefore no easy task. For these reasons, this discussion focuses the first category conventional and behavioral economic models - and the reader is refered to Wilson and
Dowlatabadi (2007) for a fuller discussion of the other frameworks through which decision
making has been viewed.

2.3.2

Classical and behavioral economics

The classical economic model of rational choice posits that consumers seek to maximize
utility subject to a budget constraint. In itself this is a rather general theory since utility
can be obtained not just from the consumption of market goods and monetary wealth but
also from the characteristics of goods that are not priced (clean air, aesthetics of the natural
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environment), the nature of society and the decision process (justice, fairness and equity)
as well as altruism (the consumption of other individuals). A utility function defined over
all these variables does not violate the rational choice model. Without getting into a mathematical exposition of choice theory, while the utility function itself can be quite general,
rational actors are required to have well defined preferences that are ordered, known, invariant and consistent.
Most conventional economic models make other assumptions that restrict the predictive
flexibility of these models. These assumptions are for the most part intuitively reasonable
and necessary to derive many fundamental micro-economic results, including the existence
and uniqueness of market equilibria. These restrictions include quasi-concavity assumptions, continuity and differentiability of utility, monotonicity of utility, convexity of technological constraints and so on. In practice, microeconomic models also make functional
assumptions about demand curves and utility functions (an extensive literature does exist
on the implications of different assumptions. See Pollak and Wales, 1992 for example). It
is uncommon to see demand functions that include terms relating to the consumption of
other individuals, so that altruism and peer effects are relatively rare in economic models
of energy use.
Because the utility maximizing model is intrinsically quite general it is possible to argue that many situations where an economic model does not capture behavior well are
a reflection not of a failure of the underlying framework but of a poorly specified utility
function. This can certainly be argued in situations where seemingly perverse behavior
occurs due to incentive incompatibilities, information asymmetry or decision making under uncertainty. For instance, when consumers are poorly informed about energy costs or
are uncertain about the benefits of an investment in an energy efficiency technology (e.g.
home insulation), then their behavior will not be optimal from the point of view of the
fully informed outside analyst. Even so, their choices may well remain consistent with the
rational optimizer model. In such situations we might argue a market failure exists, but not
a break-down of our fundamental model of decision making. Misspecification problems in
models can manifest themselves in many ways one of which is in the form of high discount
rates when making investment decisions. The high implicit discount rates that seem to
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govern many purchase decisions as far as energy efficient technologies are concerned are
not an intuitively satisfying description of consumers, especially since these discount rates
bear little relation to the discounting observed when monetary transactions are made (see
Hausman, 1979). That said, significant amounts of research recently has sought to explain
why discount rates appear high, for example by appealing to market failures such as information asymmetries, risk aversion and transaction costs while retaining a classical utility
maximization model (see for instance, Howarth and Sanstad, 1995). Behavioural decision
making alone is therefore not necessary to explain this phenomenon.
Certain features of observed decision making however are at greater variance with classical
economic models of agent behavior. Of particular interest to energy analysts is the question of time preference and discounting behavior. Whether or not discount rates are high,
consumers seem to use discount rates that change - in other words they exhibit time inconsistent preferences. When all costs and benefits are long term, consumers tend to exhibit
greater far-sightedness i.e discount rates seem to be relatively low. Conversely when otherwise immediate gratification or benefits are delayed, decisions tend to be extremely short
sighted - in other words discount rates appear high. One way of modeling this situation is
to use hyperbolic discounting functions - a rarely used option partly because this also leads
to the breakdown of classical microeconomic equilibria results. Hyperbolic discounting is
also inconsistent with the assumption that consumers can borrow and lend at market rates.
Other consistently observed features of decision making that violate the classical utility
maximization model are framing effects, salience, loss aversion, mental accounting and
reference dependent preferences. These behavioral effects can strongly influence the decisions consumers make with regard to energy use and the adoption of efficient technologies.
They have implications for the design of policy, labeling programs and monetary and nonmonetary incentives. They may also determine how effective feedback technologies are in
a given context.
Finally, consumer decisions sometimes seem to be best described as made using decision
heuristics and ‘bounded rationality’ rather than a comprehensive optimization process. The
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cognitive burden of information gathering and processing can lead decision makers to instead rely on simpler heuristics (Al-Najjar, 2009) or to solve a simpler optimization problem. This can result in satisficing behavior where the decision maker seeks only to reach a
certain minimum threshold of utility. It may manifest itself in other ways as well, including
recognition heuristics (the choice of familiar elements), elimination heuristics and so on.

2.3.3

Empirical evidence of behavioral effects

A significant amount of empirical evidence testifies to the prevalence of behavioral effects
in energy decision making. Yoeli (2009) discusses evidence of the effectiveness of nonprice interventions such as social approval. Abrahamse et al. (2005) provide evidence of
the effects of commitment mechanisms, goal setting and consumption feedback. Numerous
information feedback experiments have been found to reduce electricity use in the range of
5 to 20 percent (see for example Fischer, 2008).
Larger scale examples of behavioral influences also exist. Allcott (2009) discusses the work
of O-POWER, a company which partners with utilities across the United States and delivers
household energy use reductions using energy use reports. These reports provide carefully
framed information and social comparisons and have been shown to create reductions in
average consumption in households.
Lutzenhiser (1993) discusses the wide variation in household energy use, even when observable demographic, physical and technical characteristics remain similar. Espey and
Espey (2004) point out the wide range of price elasticities of electricity use in the residential sector. Large, unexplained variation about the predicted mean is often a sign that the
models being used are inadequate or at least that a large fraction of the phenonomen of
interest (energy use) is influenced by factors not entering the analysis. At least some of
these may be behavioural, relating to norms, habits and so on.
Long term changes in household level energy use may also be determined in large part by
social and behavioral factors, a conclusion suggested by a US DOE Study of residential
energy use between 1979 and 1987 (DOE, 1992). As per Lutzenhiser (1993), that study
concluded that a 20 percent reduction from expected consumption growth levels may have
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accrued from these sources. The role of attitudes and motivation has also been found key
to explaining heterogeneity in energy use decisions.
The effects of many feedback and information provision experiments also seems to suggest
that a factors such as salience and framing may have a large role to play. For instance
there are many examples that suggest that information provision alone does not cause people to make what seem to be rational investments in efficiency enhancing appliances or
behaviours. Wallander (2008); Du Pont (1998); Gramhanssen et al. (2007) all suggest that
the role of labels in changing decision patterns is ambiguous, and where they do have an effect, it is by no means clear whether it is because useful information has been successfully
communicated. As Du Pont (1998) finds for example, often consumers will react to energy
labels but misunderstand the content of the label. This may mean that observed behaviors change but assumptions of rational decision-making based on accurately processing
the information on the label would be flawed. With regards feedback interventions, Darby
(2006) provides a review of large number of studies. Some of these resulted in returns of
energy use to previous levels after a while or after feedback is removed. This would seem
to argue against information and education being the sole means through which feedback
acts to change energy use, since those factors might be expected to persist.
A slightly different argument for studying salience comes from observations of the fact
that many consumers are extremely poorly informed about characteristics of purchased
energy (price for example), the effect of weather on consumption, equipment efficiency and
running costs and so on (see Kempton and Layne, 1994 for more). Empirical studies have
also found observed behavior is not consistent with a model of consumers who optimize
over the true price they pay (Ito, 2010). Other studies have found consistently inaccurate
beliefs regarding the relative effectiveness of different behaviors and investments as far as
reducing energy consumption is concerned (Kempton et al., 1984). These inaccuracies may
persist even after an energy audit is carried out. Consumers may also be frequently unaware
of consumption levels. Taken together this might suggest that energy use is often not very
important or visible to consumers and this lack of salience may play a large part in the way
decisions are made.
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Energy use in certain situations (such as master metered apartments) is associated with
a classic public goods overconsumption problem. At the same time, techniques such as
creating intergroup competition, comparative feedback and social comparisons do seem
to have an effect on consumption behavior. Even within these common property settings,
Hackett and Lutzenhiser (1991) observed remarkably large variations in energy use and in
responses to to a switch to individual billing. They suggest that both characteristics are
strongly influenced by cultural practice, peer behavior and household organization.
In one sense the most interesting descriptions of energy decision making may come from
ethnographic studies that exchange the statistical benefits of large n studies for a more
indepth focus on the details of energy behaviors. Examples include Kempton and Layne
(1994) which suggests that sometimes while conservation may take place, the motivating
factors show little signs of being economic. Turner and Gruber (1988) found an important
role for habits in the energy behaviors of 15 families they studied. Cognitive scientists have
also noted how people use mental models of energy related devices that may systematically
encourage suboptimal behavior. A good example is a model of a thermostat as a valve type
device (see Kempton, 1986 for instance).
This discussion is necessarily only the briefest of overviews to what is a growing literature.
The object is not to provide anything approaching a comprehensive review of behavior and
energy but rather to make the case that this is an important issue, particularly for policymakers seeking to influence demand. The policy evaluation studies in this dissertation
(Chapters 5, 6) consider a history of policy measures that have primarily focused on prices
and technology. In the future this may not suffice to meet overconsumption concerns.

Chapter 3
Policy and the ‘Rosenfeld Effect’
3.1

Efficiency Policy in California and the United States

For the most part, the history of modern energy efficiency policy in the United States dates
back roughly to the mid 1970s. By efficiency policies I refer to legislative and regulatory
measures aimed at reducing the amount of energy required as an input in various commercial, residential, transport and industrial activities. As I mentioned in Chapter 2 (see Section
2.3), in large part these measures focused on encouraging technological shifts through standards and incentives and to a lesser degree introducing changes in pricing structures. To a
limited extent, overlaps with the energy crisis of the late seventies, the oil spike in 1990 (coinciding with the Gulf war) and the electricity crisis in California at the start of this century
all contributed to intermittent attempts to change consumer behavior and attitudes as well
and bring these in line with more conservation oriented preferences. While efficiency and
conservation are not synonymous (see Section 2.1) , and while the policies discussed here
have largely focused on the former objective, in recent years there has been an increasing
convergence of the two motivations.
The rationale for efficiency policy is therefore an interesting topic to consider. Often the
case these policies have been spurred by crisis events such as the 1970s energy crisis or (as
described in Rosenfeld, 1999), the hot summer of 1988 when the threat of climate change
came to sudden prominence in the popular media. That is to say, concerns about running
22
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out of resources or environmental externalities have probably been the immediate cause of
many major initiatives in passing legislation and framing regulation aimed at enhancing
efficiency. At the same time, in practice, environmental externalities have not always been
used to motivate expenditures on efficient technologies. Rather the justification for these
policies has been primarily one centered around economic efficiency, even assuming there
were no environmental externalities involved. This is changing in recent years as both
energy security and climate change become more and more important policy questions.
For instance, California’s AB-32 legislation (California Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006, Assembly Bill-32, Nunez-Pavley) is motivated first and foremost by environmental
considerations. Yet it would be reasonable to argue that for the most part efficiency policies have justified their existence as being net positive benefit investments, paying off costs
through savings in energy expenditures (without a necessary appeal to additional environmental benefits). Thus they have targeted the most obviously beneficial technologies and
behaviors, the so called ‘negative cost’ low hanging fruit. See Rosenfeld (1999) for a fascinating discussion of the history of energy efficiency in California and his own motivations
for putting in place many of these measures.
Choosing to focus on technologies that seem to pay for themselves even after ignoring environmental externalities has not prevented these policies from being controversial. They
draw their rationale from an appeal to market failures that are claimed to exist over and
above the environmental externality. Evidence that some such failures exist tends to derive from the empirical observation that consumers do not appear to be willing to make
efficiency enhancing investments, even when on the face of it, such investments provide
reasonable rates of return. Some of the literature expresses this in terms of high implicit
discount rates being applied to such investments (Hausman, 1979; Sanstad et al., 2006;
Train, 1985). Why this is so is an unresolved problem (the so called Energy Efficiency
Paradox mentioned in Section 2.2), although possible explanations range from uncertainty
regarding actual savings, hidden costs, search costs, and the overestimation of real world
behavior by ex-ante engineering estimates of technology performance (see for instance
Hirst and Brown, 1990; Metcalf and Hassett, 1999 and for a more positive view on predictive ability, Aroonruengsawat et al., 2009). It is also probably true that liquidity constraints
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could inhibit the ability of some households, especially low income households from making efficiency investments (see Blumstein et al., 1980).
More compelling explanations (at least to this author) of the causes of the efficiency gap
have to do with information failures and incentive compatibility considerations. Consumers
are often unaware and poorly educated about efficiency and find themselves engaging in
transactions in which significant information asymmetries exist (see Howarth and Sanstad,
1995). Even where aware of the benefits from efficiency, there may exist incentive incompatibilities preventing them from taking action (for instance neither the landlord nor the
tenants has an incentive to make home investments that provide long term energy savings
where a property is rented out). Murtishaw and Sathaye (2006) consider the prevalence of
such principal agent problems for a variety of end uses and find they exist, at least potentially, in a significant fraction of situations. More recently Davis (2010) presented evidence
from empirical data suggesting that renters are less likely to have efficient appliances. Table
6.4 also provides some empirical evidence of split incentive concerns.
Information and incentive failures aside, an important explanation for the efficiency gap is
consumer behavior that departs from the paradigm of a rational optimizing economic agent.
These were discussed in some detail in Chapter 2. Taken together, these possible sources
of market failures or market barriers provide the justification for a variety of interventions.
This section briefly describes the primary types of policy measures that have been put in
place over the last three decades and fuller overview may be found in Gillingham et al.
(2006).
Existing programs and policies1 can be categorized into
1. Building and appliance standards
2. Financial incentive programs (often implemented through utilities)
3. Information and education programs.
1 More recently there has been increasing interest in policy measures that use behavioral and psychological

techniques to dampen electricity demand or change consumer attitudes towards energy. Historically however,
most efficiency policy in the United States has centered around technology improvements and incentives to
increase the diffusion of efficient technologies.
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The first two of these three account for most of the economic and regulatory costs involved
and form the bulk of the overall portfolio of programs that have been implemented to increase energy efficiency. These are also the measures which will be evaluated in Chapters
5 and 6 in terms of how satisfactory they are as an explanation for California’s low per
capita electricity consumption (see Section 3.2). It is worthwhile to note that California
has been different from the rest of the United States both in terms of adopting the policies
discussed here earlier and through the implementation of stricter standards. For instance,
while building energy codes have existed both nationally and in California over the last
three decades, Title-24 standards have been generally stricter than federal standards. Left
out of this categorization are the various transport policies (such as CAFE standards). This
dissertation is concerned primarily with the determinants of energy use (albeit with a focus
on electricity) in the residential, commercial and industrial sectors. For this reason I do not
look at policy in the transport sector.

3.1.1

Building and appliance standards

The first two categories mentioned here can be viewed as part of a portfolio of mandatory regulations aimed at correcting perceived market failures that have led to an insufficient diffusion of technology options that cost effectively reduce energy consumption
(and consequently energy expenditures). Appliance and building standards began to appear in the mid 1970s, with California as a leader followed by other states such as New
York. At the national level, the first building energy codes were put in place in 1975,
following the ASHRAE 90.1 standard. While Standard 90.1 significantly influenced the
evolution of a more efficient building stock in the country, states such as California have
consistently maintained more stringent building energy codes than the national norm. The
Warren-Alquist Act of 1974 established the California Energy Commission, a regulatory
body whose mandate included the development of efficiency standards for buildings and
appliances. Title-24 building codes thus went into effect in 1977 (and have been regularly
updated since) and the first appliance standards appeared in California in 1979.
As far as appliances are concerned, national standards did not take hold until much later.
The first federal standards covering a range of common appliances appeared in the 1987
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National Appliance Energy Conservation Act (NAECA). The Act covered 15 categories of
appliances (see Geller, 1997 for more) and was extended in scope in 1992 by the Energy
Policy Act. The 1992 Act also paved the way for more stringent national building codes
with the Building Energy Standards Program (later renamed the Building Energy Codes
Program) being funded in 1993.
Looking back, both building and appliance standards have had a significant influence on
both state and national trends in energy consumption. Standards applicable to California
have often exceeded the national average, which may have lead to additional energy savings
in the state. Even at a national level though, Gillingham et al. (2006) summarize results
from a variety of studies all suggesting significant energy savings (albeit with a great deal
of variation in their individual estimates)2 . McMahon et al. (2000) for instance estimated
cumulative savings from appliance standards between 1990-1997 at 1.9 quads, providing a
cumulative benefit of 17 billion dollars over that period. Meyers et al. (2003) provide similar estimates of savings over a somewhat longer period - 17.4 billion dollars over the period
from 1987 to 2000. Looking forward, studies such as Geller (1997) have suggested cumulative savings of around 196 billion through until 2030, with most of the growth in benefits
occuring in later years, as appliance stocks are forecast to shift more and more towards high
efficiency devices. In a similar vein, Meyers et al. (2003) estimated a cumulative benefit of
about 150 billion dollars over the period 1987 to 2050. Similarly the Department of Energy
(DOE) estimates savings currently obtained from building standards at about 2.5 billion per
year. Over the last two decades the Building Energy Codes Program is estimated to have
reduced energy consumption by about 1.5 quads and provided costs savings of 14 billion
dollars. As with appliance standards, savings multiply as older buildings are phased out
and as efficient construction delivers energy savings every year.
2 Many of the published savings estimates from standards use a baseline assumption of no change in
technological efficiency without the standard. This may produce overly optimistic estimates of savings since
it is likely that standards only speed up an autonomous shift to more efficient technology.
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Financial incentives

The phrase ‘financial incentives’ is used here to refer to a suite of programs that are often
implemented through utilities and make up a large fraction of what is known as demand side
management (DSM) expenditure. While these programs include both incentives that seek
to change the shape of the consumer load curve (i.e change when energy is consumed), as
well as those that aim to change the area under the load curve (reduce the amount of energy
consumed), it is the latter objective that is of primary interest to us here.
Demand side management programs aimed at increasing energy efficiency date back to the
1970s, spurred by the energy crisis. A legislative environment encouraging these incentives
was created with the passing of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (1975), the Energy Conservation and Production Act (1976) and the National Energy Conservation Policy
Act (1978). As EIA (1997) describes, the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
required the state public service commisions to consider energy efficiency when setting
rate structures. Often the utilities have been the agents through which energy efficiency
programs have been implemented. Doing so has required first removing the disincentives
utilities have towards reducing the demand for energy in any way. For this reason decoupling policies and shareholder incentives have been put in place in a number of states. Eom
and Sweeney (2009) provides an excellent overview of decoupling and shareholder incentives. Table 12 in ACEEE (2009) summarizes the the present status of decoupling efforts
in different states.
Financial incentive programs have targeted the low uptake of apparently cost effective energy efficiency investments, particularly in the residential sector. The sources of market
failure thus addressed have included information failures, credit constraints, hidden costs,
transaction and search costs, principal agent problems and indirectly consumer irrationality.
Incentive mechanisms to increase the diffusion of efficiency enhancing technologies have
centered around subsidies and rebates to reduce the first costs of high efficiency appliances,
tax credits for efficiency investments, financing and loan programs, free or discounted energy audits and so on. There are numerous examples of such programs - too many to list
here - and indeed the proliferation of many overlapping programs, implemented by many
different agencies is one reason why it has been difficult to accurately estimate their effects.
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A few prominent examples implemented at the national level include the Energy Tax Act
of 1978 which provided a tax credit to residential energy efficiency investments and the
DOE Weatherization Assistance Program, dating back to 1976. The bulk of DSM spending
though, has occured at state and utility level. Differences in state expenditures are therefore often credited as being responsible for variation in outcomes such as the observed
electricity consumption per capita. For instance, California has consistently been at the
forefront of utility driven DSM spending, and the adoption of efficiency encouraging rate
structures. The ACEEE scoreboards for 2007, 2008, and 2009 consistently rank California
in the top few states in terms of expenditures and on the basis of their state ranking index
(see ACEEE, 2007, 2008, 2009).
Independent of the administrative details of how DSM spending is made possible, significant amounts of money are reported as being spent to this end and the savings attributed
to them have also been large. Annual spending on ratepayer funded electric energy efficiency programs for instance, was reported as being over 2.2 billion dollars over all states
in 2007 (see ACEEE, 2009). Reported expenditures have varied quite a bit though, dropping from about 1.8 billion dollars in 1993 to 900 billion dollars in 1998 (nominal dollar
values). The ACEEE scorecard reports provide a useful overview of the performance of
these programs, based primarily on mandatory statistics provided by states to the Energy
Information Administration. In terms of actual savings, the EIA estimates peak load reductions from efficiency programs as growing from 13581 MW in 2003 to over 19000 MW
by 2008. Actual energy savings are better represented as reductions in total consumption
in GWh and figures available from the EIA suggest that in 2007, DSM programs across
the nation delivered incremental savings of over 9.8 GWh. Cumulative savings of course
would be larger, depending on when programs were started. At this point it is important
to point out that while self reported statistics on utility spending do exist, they have been
heavily criticized recently for being unreliable and inaccurate (see Horowitz, 2010a). In a
similar vein reliable savings estimates are hard to find. Consequently these numbers are
best regarded as indicative of significant impacts but are probably not reliable as accurate estimates of either how much money has been actually spent specifically on efficiency
motivated demand side management or how much effect such spending has had.
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Information and awareness

The primary goal of awareness programs is to educate consumers in order to prevent a
possible market failure wherein low adoption of efficiency enhancing technologies occurs
because consumers have incorrect or incomplete information about their benefits. These
policies are politically easy to implement and consequently a popular first step in any efficiency program portfolio.
In the United States, one of the largest national efforts of this type has been the appliance
labeling initiative: Energy Guide and Energy Star. The Energy Guide label is a mandatory
appliance labeling program dating back to 1979, providing information on energy consumption, annual energy costs of operation and comparisons with other appliances in the
same category. Energy Star was initiated in 1992 as a voluntary labeling program and has
been credited by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as having saved over 80 billion kWh by 2001 (see Gillingham et al., 2006 for a summary of estimates of Energy Star
savings). The program is run jointly by the EPA and the DOE and once again, while undoubtedly successful, it has been difficult to carry out ex-post estimates of the incremental
impact of the Energy Star label on the sales of efficient technologies. The primary market
failure being addressed here is informational, though it is certainly arguable that the Energy
Star is also a behavioural intervention that increases the salience of energy efficiency in the
minds of consumers and enhances its appeal. In practice, the Energy Star program has been
aided by state and utility measures that provide financial incentives to encourage purchases
that qualify for the label (for instance several lighting programs have encouraged the use
of Energy Star rated bulbs). There is therefore a clear synergy between appliance labeling
and other efforts.
Other education centric measures include free audit services (offered through a variety
of programs at the national and state level), efforts such as Building America (to provide
technical assistance to builders and efficiency information) and various state level programs
(for instance California’s Flex Your Power initiative that provides a wealth of information
to households on energy efficiency investments and energy saving behaviours).
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The Rosenfeld Effect

California’s energy policies and energy use patterns have garnered much interest in recent
years, in large part because of the state’s relatively low per capita electricity consumption
(compared to national levels) and declining energy intensities. Since the early 1970s, electricity consumption per capita in California has stayed nearly constant, while rising steadily
for the US as a whole. Consequently today, the state consumes 40 percent less electricity
per person than the national average. Although part of this difference could be the result of
natural advantages, state policy may also have played a significant role. California’s energy
policies have consistently encouraged energy efficiency programs and stringent appliance
and building standards. In this regard the state has typically led the rest of the nation. In
addition to regulatory policy, California has incentivized utilities to implement a diverse set
of programs with the aim of reducing consumer demand for energy through the adoption
of efficient technologies and conservation behavior. Eom and Sweeney (2009) provides
an overview of some of these activities, most of which are primarily focused on the demand side. Gillingham et al. (2006) contains a more national level review of demand side
programs.
In this context, it is unsurprising that a causal link is often drawn (especially in policy
discourse outside academia) between a set of regulatory policies and utility programs and
the differential between state and national electricity per-capita consumption levels. Indeed
a graph comparing retail sales of electricity per capita for California and the United States
is often casually referred to as the ‘Rosenfeld Curve’, after Arthur Rosenfeld, the influential
member of California’s Energy Commission (See Figures 3.1 and 3.2). In a similar vein,
the stark difference between the historic growth in electricity demand in the two population
(as illustrated by the two figures), is commonly refered to as the ‘Rosenfeld Effect’.
It is no profound insight to state that the energy consumed by a population is influenced
by many forces, independent of policy, technology or behavior. These include demographics (household size, income and population age), industry structure, building styles, climate, differences in appliance ownership and so on. Collectively one might refer to these
as ‘structural factors’ to distinguish their effects on demand (hard to change in even the
medium term) from that of policy and pricing (more directly controllable). Variations
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Figure 3.1: The Rosenfeld Curve showing the evolution of per capita electricity consumption in California and the United States. Source: Energy Information Administration statistics on retail electricity sales.
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Figure 3.2: Sector-wise comparison of California and US electricity consumption. Source:
Energy Information Administration statistics.
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across populations are to be expected, since we are rarely (if ever) comparing like to like
when considering how two different countries, or states, or even counties use energy. Yet
this fact is often glossed over, or is left unquantified, when discussing the effectiveness of
policy or in making judgements on the relative efficiency with which two different populations use energy.
Commonly used statistical measures such Energy Intensity (normally defined as energy per
unit GDP or per capita) are ubiquitious in the energy literature. The Rosenfeld curve is also
a plot of energy intensity (with the denominator being population instead of GDP). As a
statistic, energy intensity is an outcome variable, the net result of a variety of forces. In
most cases we are interested not only in what the energy intensity of a population looks
like but also, why it appears that way. Energy intensity therefore carries useful but limited
meaning from the point of view of policy evaluation or as a tool for setting expectations
from efficiency policy spending. Unfortunately this has not always been the way it is interpreted, both within the energy literature and in popular discourse. In Chapter 4 I expand on
this issue, looking at the growing popularity of energy indices (essentially combinations of
energy intensity measures) in the evaluation literature.
The popularity of these aggregate statistics and the use of illustrations (see Rosenfeld 2005)
such as Figure 3.1 has led - even if unintentionally - to the assumption that if only the rest of
the nation were to have followed California’s lead, it might have achieved similar outcomes.
Indeed, the state has seen a growing international reputation3 as a benchmark for the savings potential that may be obtained from certain policies (primarily the utility subsidized
diffusion of efficient technologies as well as stringent building and appliance standards).
Underlying this reputation is often the expectation that the Rosenfeld effect as experienced
in California is a reasonable indicator of what well implemented efficiency policies can
achieve - that is to say, near complete mitigation of per capita electricity demand, without
obvious costs to economic growth or standards of living. Part of the object of this dissertation is to try and understand whether such an expectation makes sense - and if not, to
what degree policy has contributed to the Rosenfeld curve looking the way it does. As
other states in the US (and countries abroad), seek to put in place similar regulations and
3 Consider

for example Commissioner Rosenfeld’s well received presentation in March 2009 to regulators
and policy makers in various cities in India (Energy Efficiency: Lessons and Plans from California).
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programs there is a growing need to determine ways of evaluating such efficiency policies.
This provides a basis for arguments about cost effectiveness and a measure of the likely
success of regulations. By comparing two populations we are able to identify role models
and success stories, and set expectations for the contribution of energy efficiency in general towards mitigating the growth in our demand for energy. Put simply, what we seek to
understand is how much the state would have consumed absent policy, or conversely, what
the the United States as a whole might have looked like if the country had the same structural characteristics (climate, demographics, industry structure etc) as California. Before
proceeding however, in the next chapter I provide a brief introduction to policy evaluation
in the context of energy.

Chapter 4
Evaluating Efficiency Policy
It is not easy to evaluate the impact of efficiency programs. The task is intrinsically difficult, made more so by the paucity of good empirical data. Because good estimates of
program effects have been hard to develop, the energy community has sometimes been
forced to rely on descriptive aggregate statistics to make retrospective judgements, and
inherently flawed methodologies to make predictive statements (see Section 4.7). In this
Chapter I discuss some reasons why this is the case and shortcomings in existing evaluation
techniques. I review a framework to carrying out a process of empirical program evaluation, drawing upon a well developed strand of the econometric literature (see for instance
Imbens and Wooldridge, 2009, Heckman and Leamer, 2008). I also relate the methodological techniques discussed here to the evaluations carried out in Chapter 5 and Chapter
6. This chapter can be treated primarily as background material introducing some of the
theory of econometric policy evaluation, that is later applied in Chapter 6 to analysing the
Rosenfeld effect and explicating the role of California policy in reducing residential energy
consumption in the state.

4.1

Prediction and Evaluation

There are two different points in time when the effects of any policy or program spending
must be examined. The first is before actual implementation (ex-ante evaluation) and is
35
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a prerequisite to forming a prior regarding the likelihood of success. Based on this prior,
decisions on whether to spend money or how much to spend can be made. This is the
process of policy forecasting or prediction. Predicting the results of any intervention may
be aided by a well defined theory (expressed through a structural model) describing how
the intervention influences observed outcomes in the population.
The second task that policy-makers must carry out is one of evaluation - that is to say,
an analysis of outcomes after implementation. Prediction and evaluation are closely linked
because an important reason to carry out evaluation is that the policy in question is expected
to continue, expand or be repeated. The outcome of evaluation is therefore used often as a
predictive tool, although the two tasks are inherently different. As an example, using the
results of a program evaluation to forecast future outcomes generally requires the analyst to
acknowledge that in important ways, the future will look like the past. For this reason, when
evaluation exercises feed directly into predictive exercises we must be careful how we map
one onto the other, and the methods used to carry out evaluation in the first place. In the
present context, it is undeniable that the reason the world outside California is interested in
the Rosenfeld effect is that California is an example that many other populations consider
worthy of emulation. This is an opinion based primarily on an evaluation (whether more
or less rigorous) of the programs that California has implemented, taken as a whole and
considered over a period of time.

4.2

Outcomes and Counterfactuals

Any process of evaluation must begin by identifying exactly what we are seeking to measure. That is to say, what are the questions which we hope to answer through our analysis?
On the face of it, this is a trivial requirement and one might imagine that - independently of
how or why we intend to carry out evaluation - there should be little difficulty in defining
exactly what the object of our interest is. In practice however, clearly defining the questions
we are interested in is not straightforward.
To provide an example, and to get away from energy for a bit in doing so, suppose we are
interested in understanding the effects of caste segregated schools on test scores in India.
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One way of framing a question, is to ask: Was the state funded creation of caste segregated
primary schools in India a successful policy intervention?
The reader will instantly notice that this is not yet a particularly well defined question. One
might ask for instance, which specific caste segregated schools we are talking about and
what exactly we mean by successful. In other words we need to define the scope of our
question (which may or may not be the same as the scope of any data we have access to),
as well as the metrics by which we measure success. Thus prior to beginning any analysis
we might clarify that we intend to answer this question for India as a whole, and that the
measure of success we have in mind are the average test scores of students who attended
these schools. Our question then changes to: Has there been an increase in the average test
scores of students attending state funded caste segregated primary schools in India?
Notice that how we define the scope and form of this question will determine how easy it is
to use data to answer it. A very narrowly defined question might be easily answered using
empirical data but be of very limited policy interest. Conversely a highly detailed question
of significant scope might be very interesting to us, but require a great deal of assumption
and extrapolation to answer given the empirical data available.
Getting back to my example of schooling in India however, let us begin by asking whether
the modified version is sufficiently well posed to begin answering? It is certainly better
posed than previously, but even before considering how to go about answering it, a reasonable critique is that the metric of success being used is nonsensical. Leaving aside the
more fundamental issue of test scores being an imperfect measure of the value added by
schooling, it is almost obvious that what we should be interested in is not the test scores
of students in caste segregated schools per se, but the difference between the scores these
students obtain and the scores they would have obtained had their been no such schools.
That is to say, we are not interested in the observed outcomes but rather in the comparison
of observed outcomes with an alternative outcome - often refered to as a counterfactual.
I discuss the question of a counterfactual more formally in Section 4.6, but for now it is
sufficient to point out it is important in evaluating policy to think in terms of a counterfactual. Even when a counterfactual is not explicitly discussed it is invariably implicitly
assumed in a comparative or evaluatory study. For instance, the Rosenfeld curve compares
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California electricity intensities to electricity intensitites in the United States. Viewing this
as an indicator of the success of state policy requires us to assume first, that an appropriate
counterfactual outcome for California is provided by the performance of rest of the nation
and secondly that energy intensities on a per capita basis are an appropriate unit with which
to measure the success of energy efficiency policy.
While thinking in terms of a counterfactual is not an optional requirement in order to carry
out evaluation, the choice of metric is one where much greater subjectivity may justifiably
obtain. Getting back to schooling for instance, another measure of success might be enrollment. Still another might be intra-communal inequities in test scores. A third might be
the earning power after graduation of students. Each of these definitions implies a slightly
different worldview of the objectives of schooling, and the same policy may be judged a
success or failure depending on the metric chosen. Again, this may seem obvious but it
highlights how important it is in the course of program evaluation to defend these choices
in the context of the overall goals of the study. In Section 4.7.2 for instance I argue that the
energy literature has a significant literature which implicitly seems to be carrying out some
kind of evaluation or comparison of populations without always clarifying exactly what the
question of interest is and why the metrics being used are suitable to answer it.
In the case of energy efficiency policy also, there are different measures that may be used.
For instance, a program involving subsidies to high efficiency compact fluoroscent lighting
might measure success in terms of the number of installed bulbs in homes in the presence
of the subsidy compared with a counterfactual number in the absence of policy. However
there are other measures of success as well, more or less appealing, and all used in practice.
One metric that is often used is to measure utility efficiency spending1 . Evidently, spending
is a good measure of relative success only in the special case where different amounts of
money are all utilized with equal efficiency of expenditure2 across the country and where
the goal of policy is to maximize the efforts that utilities make to reduce energy demand.
In many cases one might argue that neither of these two assumptions is true. Still another
1 The

widely circulated scorecard reports published by the American Council for an Energy Efficient
Economy (ACEEE) use efficiency spending as an important metric in ranking states. See for instance ACEEE
2009.
2 Where the phrase ‘efficiency of expenditure’ in this sentence means the net reductions in energy use for
every dollar of utility expenditure.
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popular metric is to compare total electricity consumption with and without the policy.
This is a compelling choice if we argue that it is only the net reduction in consumption of
electricity that is relevant here, especially if the intervention is motivated by environmental
concerns about overconsumption of fossil fuels and climate change.
To summarize therefore, before determing the methods we intend to use to evaluate policy,
we must define the questions of interest, outcomes we intend to measure and the nature of
the counterfactual against which we intend to compare the chosen outcomes. In the next
couple of sections I briefly introduce some of the economic theory that has been put in
place as a means of measuring and comparing outcomes.

4.3

Program Evaluation and Treatment Effects

There exists a highly developed literature on econometric program evaluation. Summarizing the field in any detail is outside the scope of this Chapter, but a number of well written
and comprehensive reviews do exist (Heckman and Leamer, 2008; Imbens and Wooldridge,
2009) and the interested reader is encouraged to consult them. In this section I will discuss
a few fundamental topics that provide essential background. In doing so I draw upon some
of the review material just cited.
A good starting point is to define the notion of a ‘treatment effect’. While the term comes
originally from the literature on clinical trials, it is more generally used simply to refer to
the effect that any intervention (treatment) has on the outcomes or behaviors measured in
a system. In the original sense of the term, a treatment might involve taking a new drug
and the measured outcome might be the progress of a disease. Because we are interested
in the effect of the drug on the outcome, we need some way of measuring disease progress
both without the drug, and with the drug, and then figuring out how best to capture the
difference. Mathematically, this can be represented quite elegantly.
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Potential outcomes and Treatment

Let a unit (household) within the population be indexed by i and let the outcome that is
measured be represented by Y 3 . Further, let there be two different states of the world
represented by T and N that correspond to the situations when the unit is treated or not
treated4 . Then we may refer to an outcome for household i in the treated state as YiT and
in the untreated state as YiN . In practice the population will consist of some households
that undergo treatment (whether voluntarily or not) and others that do not. Outcomes for
any given household are therefore observed in only one of the two alternate states of the
world, T and N, and not in both. This is equivalent to saying that there are two distinct
sub-populations within the overall sample, those that undergo treatment and those that do
not. Let Si indicate whether or not a household undergoes treatment so that households for
which Si = 1 are treated and those for which Si = 0 are not.
The treatment effect is a measure of the difference between the two possible outcomes,
normally measured as Ti = YiT − YiN 5 . Ti here is the treatment effect on individual i. It
is immediately evident that this is not a quantity we can measure directly because for any
individual i, we can either observe YiT or YiN but not both. Thus for every household we
have both an observed outcome and what is known as a ‘potential outcome’. In order
to compute a treatment effect of any kind (whether for an individual or averaged over a
population), we need to determine a way of inferring the value of outcomes that are not
observed. This problem lies at the core of the problem of program evaluation. Whether an
estimate of treatment effects is persuasive in any given context is often simply a question
of whether the method used to infer potential outcomes is believable.
Apart from the problem of not observing all possible outcomes for each unit, even defining
a treatment is typically a tricky task in economic problems. It is important to distinguish
between the nature of a specific policy intervention and the definition of a treated unit.
3 For

the purpose of this dissertation I define my outcome of interest in terms of household energy use.
the purpose of this discussion I will restrict myself to discussing an intervention with only two states
(T and N), although there exist problems where we may have multiple levels of treatment. A two state
definition of an intervention is the most common in the evaluation literature and it is how I will approach the
problem of determining the efficiency contribution to the Rosenfeld effect.
5 It is useful to remember that this is only one metric that may be chosen by the analyst. In certain problems
an alternate measure of the divergence of outcomes such as YiT /YiN might be more appropriate.
4 For
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For instance a program intervention might consist of a subsidy for energy efficient airconditioners. Suppose we were interested in evaluating the energy savings from such an
appliance. In such a situation the treatment might reasonably be defined as ownership
of an efficient air-conditioner. Evidently the treatment definition differs from the policy
intervention in that the latter is merely a means of making the former more likely. Thus
a household with no subsidy available might nevertheless own the efficient appliance and
conversely, the presence of a subsidy does not necessarily mean that appliance purchase
choices for any given household will change.
Whether a particular unit in the population is observed in the treated state or not is a consequence of two decisions, each of which must be well understood if we are even to define
what we are interested in measuring. The first decision is what I shall call the ‘assignment decision’. By ‘assignment’ I mean a decision taken on whether to make the treatment
available to a household. In some policy contexts, not all households have the chance to be
treated and for those that do not, the observed outcome can only be YiN . When we define the
treatment quantity to be the presence of an appliance type however, it is plausible to argue
that the option to purchase is available to all households. In other situations this may not
be true. For instance, suppose a university wishes to evaluate the effects of taking a course
in technical writing on the quality of doctoral student thesis submissions. As a first step
the course may be made available to only a subset of its graduate students and therefore
assignment is not universal.
The second decision that is important to consider is the ‘selection decision’. By this we
mean that, in general, even when a treatment is available to units of the population, they
may still choose not to opt in. In the case of households purchasing efficient appliances for
instance, whether or not the appliance is available is distinct from whether it is purchased.
Mathematically, suppose the variable D differentiates the subset of the populations that
were assigned to treatment from those who were not. Thus Di = 1 implies that household
i was given the option of availing of a policy incentive. Di = 0 implies the incentive is
not made available. Further, let Si denote a households decision to opt for the treatment
(assuming Di = 1) so that when Si = 1 then the household is treated and when Si = 0 the
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household is not treated. Notice that when a treatment is mandatory then Si = 1 always (but
can no longer be interpreted as the outcome of a voluntary choice to undergo treatment).
These two sorting mechanisms (assignment and selection) can make evaluating treatment
effects much less straightforward. They also influence how I interpret any evaluation estimates I arrive at and the nature of questions I can reasonably ask and answer. They are
closely related to a concept known as free-ridership that is of significant concern in policy
evaluation. Free ridership refers to a situation where incentives (such as subsidies) that
encourage adoption of an efficient appliance will be taken advantage of both by consumers
who choose to adopt only because of the incentive offered and by those who would have
made the adoption decision anyway. The latter group are refered to as ‘free riders’. A
policy that seeks to increase net diffusion of an efficient technology should be given credit
only for adoption decisions taken by people who fall in the first group, although the costs
of the policy would include both free riders and genuine incremental adopters.
In this study however I am not interested only in the evaluation of the field performance of
any specific technology measure. The first reason for this is that real world field savings are
a dynamically changing quantity as technology changes and improves. Consequently there
is limited value to obtaining highly accurate measures of how well any specific technological measure performed in the field because one should expect such estimates to rapidly
become obsolete. The second reason is that there are often relatively good estimates of field
performance available from engineering tests prior to deployment. This is especially true
when rebound effects are small6 . The third reason is that many of the greatest uncertainties
in efficiency programs have to do with how well they succeed in creating changes in behavior, principally in terms of increasing the market diffusion of efficient technologies. For
this reason, reporting that a specific technological measure, when adopted by a household,
saved a certain amount of energy is interesting but is not necessarily all we wish to know
in evaluating how successful a long term program of efficiency policies and expenditures
have been.
So what then am I interested in evaluating here? Briefly, I wish to bound the extent to
which the presence of a portfolio of program interventions and expenditures (exceeding
6 This

conclusion has been suggested by studies such as Greening, Lorna et al. (2000) but will in general
depend upon the end use in question.
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national levels) might have changed energy consumption in California. These measures
have commonly been credited as being a major reason why the state consumes so much
less electricity per capita than the nation as a whole and can be measured in different ways
- all imperfect but helpful as a source of insight. Two straightforward measures that both
correlate with policy strength and together cover most of the program interventions that
have been tried in the state, are direct utility expenditures on energy efficiency programs
and the relative stringency of mandatory standards. As far as standards are concerned, the
state has typically led the nation in both the time of introduction and the level of stringency of different appliance and building standards. Figure 4.1 compares the effective
dates of state and national standards for a variety of appliances. With respect to mandatory
building standards, California has typically consistently exceeded national codes on energy
efficiency related requirements over the last few decades. Finally, the state has maintained
a high level of investment in energy efficiency measured through utility spending on efficiency programs. Figure 4.2 shows levels of utility spending in California. In 2009 the
state was ranked first on the ACEEE energy efficiency scorecard, a measure that takes into
account relative levels of efficiency oriented demand side management spending. California was also the first state to implement full utility decoupling (in 1982), a key measure
required to remove the perverse situation that otherwise obtains wherein utilities have an
incentive to increase energy inefficiencies in order to increase sales.
This evaluation thus provides insight into the benefits that might be gained by implementing
similar policies elsewhere. In particular I am interested in the residential sector (see Chapter
6), although Chapter 5 carries out a simpler, back of the envelope, analysis for commercial
and industrial sectors as well. In the course of this overview therefore, I will often refer to
treatment effects over a population of households with the understanding that in practice a
treatment effect could be computed for a population made up of any type of individual unit
- households, students, commercial establishments, cars etc.
The definition of treatment I will be using is exposure to a set of programs and the treatment effect will be the impact of such exposure on energy consumption. A large treatment
effect would be indicative of an approach towards energy efficiency that seems to have
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Figure 4.1: Introduction of state and national appliance standards. Source: S Nadal
(ACEEE) in ECEEE 2003 Summer Study as reproduced in Rosenfeld (1999)

Figure 4.2: Investor owned utility spending on efficiency enhancing DSM in California.
Source: Rosenfeld (1999)
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worked in California and might therefore be worth emulating. It would also imply the energy efficiency policies can play a significant role in contributing towards total emissions
reductions. This is useful to know for instance when considering how to meet greenhouse
gas reduction targets in the most cost effective manner. This quantity is not a measure of the
field performance of one technology or a set of technologies, although it is reasonable to
suppose that if an older generation of technology measures have achieved a certain degree
of success, implementing similar policy measures now might be even more effective.
To define the quantities I measure and their interpretation more rigorously however, I must
introduce a few additional concepts in the next section.

4.4

Average Treatment Effects

In Section 4.3.1, I defined a treatment effect Ti as a hypothetical unobserved quantity associated with each household. The individual treatment effect cannot be directly measured
and in most cases cannot be infered separately for each individual i, because to do so normally requires repeated observations at the level of each unit. For this reason we are often
primarily interested in some average effect over a sub-sample of the population (or the
whole population). Perhaps the most common question that is asked about a treatment is
the mean magnitude of its effect, averaged over all units in the population. This is the average treatment effect (AT E). A closely related measure is the average effect of treatment
on the treated (T T ) which is often the more policy relevant question and one that the data
can answer without too many additional assumptions. Mathematically we have,
AT E = Ei [Ti ] = Ei [YiT −YiN ]
AIT E = Ei [Ti |Di = 1] = Ei [YiT −YiN | Di = 1]
The average treatment effect measures the difference in mean outcomes were the entire
population to be switched from an untreated state to a treated state. For instance suppose
the treatment were a mandatory regulation requiring the use of double pane windows in
households. Then if the measured outcome is expenditures on heating and cooling, the
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AT E tells us the average difference in expenditures between the state of the world when
all households in the population switch to using double pane windows, and an alternative
state where no households are required to do so (although they may still have adopted the
technology voluntarily). The quantity AIT E tells us the average effect of the treatment only
for the sub-population that is exposed to treatment. That is to say, AIT E is is the average
effect of an intent to treat.
In this study I define the treatment Di to be a sequence of energy policy interventions
implemented in California. Refering back to Chapter 3, the two broad types of policy
measures that are generally regarded as having mitigated growth in California’s electricity
demand are building and appliance standards and utility driven incentive programs. These
correspond to the two categories in which the California Energy Commission’s internal
savings estimates have been provided. The first of these two categories involves a set of
mandatory measures, while the second covers primarily financial incentives that have been
aimed for the most part at encouraging the greater diffusion of efficient technologies.
Households cannot opt out of being in a policy environment, though in some cases a program intervention may have no effect on their decisions, and in others it will change them.
The quantity AIT E is an average over both households that responded to the policy environment and those that did not. Consider the first category of interventions, namely mandatory
building and appliance standards. Here for the most part the presence of the standard implies a change in technology for those units affected. For such measures the primary source
of uncertainty is not whether or not builders or appliance manufacturers comply with the
standards but rather in the cumulative effects of the standard. This is especially the case for
building standards where a set of technological criteria are laid down, all of which are part
of a complex system that is difficult to accurately model. The treatment effect as it refers
to such interventions is therefore primarily a measure of energy changes due to a sequence
of standards requiring more efficient buildings and given historic rates of housing stock
change.
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Now consider the second category of measures: utility spending on efficiency programs.
The treatment here takes the form of an incentive or encouragement to households to undertake make investments in more efficient energy technologies7 . The primary uncertainty
surrounding such policies is whether or not the program is effective in changing purchase
behavior, although a secondary concern might involve rebound effects8 . If one is willing to
assume that rebound effects are small, as has been suggested by empirical research such as
Greening, Lorna et al. (2000), it is often possible to obtain fairly good estimates of the savings that would accrue from a household installing the higher efficiency model purely from
an engineering analysis. The treatment in this case captures overall changes in household
energy use. Energy use may change due to consumer behavior in response to the incentives
offered, the field performance of these efficient technologies and any rebound in energy
reductions that might occur. Because we are interested in the overall effect of the policy
spending on energy use and not how many appliances get sold or what happens only to
households that change behavior, the AIT E treatment effect is an informative quantity.
Notice that even for the simple case of a static, two state ‘treatment’, there is a wealth of
potential complexity to evaluating treatment effects of this type. Ti may differ from household to household. That is treatment effects may be heterogenous. In this situation the
average treatment over a sub-population may hide many of the most interesting characteristics about a treatment. For instance, consider the random assignment of a population into
treatment and control groups with all members of the first being mandatorily subjected to
the same treatment. Further suppose that for half the treated population the intervention has
7 Efficiency here is being used in the technical sense of the term,

that is the energy used for a given amount
of cooling (also called the Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio)
8 The phrase rebound effect refers to a phenomenon wherein a decrease in the energy costs of any service
(due to an increase in technological energy efficiency for instance) can be expected to lead consumers to
increase levels of consumption of that service. For example a clotheswasher that uses a lot of electricity may
be expensive to run and therefore used relatively sparingly. Replacing the appliance with a highly efficient
alternative will certainly reduce the energy consumption per load, but will also make it cheaper to wash
clothes. Consequently households may choose to increase the frequency with which they use the clothes
washer. Annual energy savings are given by E f inal − Einital= N f inal e f inal − Ninitial einitial where N is the number
of loads washed in a year and e is the electricity consumed per load. Assuming that we have replaced a
less efficient washer with a more efficient one, e f inal < einitial . However N f inal ≥ Ninitial . A situation where
N f inal = Ninitial is one where rebound effects do not exist. When N f inal > Ninitial there is some rebound and
consequently electricity consumption increases because of increased use and decreases because of improved
efficiency. Which effect predominates is theoretically unspecified and the level of rebound is an empirical
quantity to measure that will depend on the end use in question.
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a strong effect in one direction while for the other half a similar effect magnitude response
occurs in the opposite direction. Were we to evaluate the average effect of treatment in this
context, we would find a near zero effect on average, a discovery that hides more than it
reveals because it may lead us to assume the intervention has no effect.
Once we recognize that treatment effects may be heterogenous a variety of possibilities
open up with regards to how to evaluate and interpret them. One would also wish to characterize the heterogeneity in a way that adds insight into why observed distributions occur.
Characterizing heterogeneity can be done in different ways and there exist a variety of
methods to do so (random coefficient models, quantile regressions, hierarchical models,
non-parametric descriptions of heterogeneity in distribution. See also Imbens, 2004). Different methods and approaches to the heterogeneity problem require different assumptions
and data. In what follows in this chapter I will describe one specific approach I take in
Chapter 6 and motivate why I do so.

4.5

Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

In Section 1.4 I reviewed the definition of a treatment effect in the context of this study. I
also remarked upon how treatment effects will typically vary across individuals. While the
expected or average treatment is a useful summary statistic, it is not the only one we might
be interested in. A general way of thinking about the problem at hand is that the effect
of treatment is to move a population from one distribution of outcomes (the distribution
over the population of YiN ) to another distribution (YiT ). Depending on the problem context
(and the data we have available), we might wish to either summarize the change in the
whole distribution in different ways or to figure out what the effect of treatment is on some
subset of the population9 . The average treatment effect is one approach to achieving the first
objective where the entire distribution is summarized by the changes in the mean. A variant
9 The

population subset in such cases is chosen according to some policy relevent criteria that may or may
not be related to where these individuals fall on the outcome distribution. For instance a common choice
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of the ATE that incorporates heterogeneity is to model the treatment estimate as stochastic
and drawn from some known distribution, whose parameters can then be estimated10 .
An increasingly popular alternative to the ATE is the quantile treatment effect. This is an
estimate of the change in different quantiles of the outcome distribution with and without
treatment. Mathematically, the quantile treatment effect can be written as
−1
τq = FY−1
(T ) (q) − FY (N) (q)

where τq measures the difference in the quantile q of the distribution of outcomes with and
without treatment. Often evaluating τq for a few choices of q can be much more informative about treatment effects than simply evaluating changes in the mean. See Imbens and
Wooldridge (2009) for a fuller discussion of quantile treatment effects.
When little is known about potential sources of heterogeneity and the influence of policy
on different types of individuals quantile treatment effects often provide a great deal of
intuition that the average treatment effect hides. For instance, they may reveal that the effect
of a treatment is restricted to the top decile of outcomes, implying that only certain types
of individuals are being affected by the treatment. Estimating quantile treatment effects
can require significantly more empirical data however, especially where non parametric
distributions of outcomes are being evaluated. They also do not reveal information about
how observable characteristics of households correlate to different quantiles - information
which can be very valuable to policymakers looking to evaluate policy effects with a view
to expanding to a larger population.
One way of addressing this issue is to explicitly specify the nature of heterogeneity one
is interested in, segment the population on that basis and evaluate treatment effects accordingly. In its simplest form this can be understood as a two step process where one
first divides the population into sub-groups and then carries out an average treatment effect
evaluation of the group. When segmentation is on the basis of policy relevant observable
10 With

more data one might attempt to replace a parametric model of heterogeneity with a non-parametric
description, allowing the treatment effect to vary quite generally over the population. In this case it is normally
necessary to be able to estimate a treatment effect at the individual level, a level of empirical detail often
unavailable to evaluators.
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parameters, one may also use these observable group characteristics to describe how the
treatment effect varies in the population and to infer how the policy might act upon a population made up of different types of households. Observable heterogeneity of this type can
be combined with the fact that even within segments, variation in treatment effects will be
present (hopefully to a lesser degree than in the overall population). Consequently within
each population group, we could consider estimating random treatment effects or quantile
treatment effects (instead of simply a group average treatment effect). Naturally the more
variation we seek to model, the more observations we need within each group.
Perhaps the most general descriptions of heterogeneity - common in the marketing literature - involve non parametric models of unobservable heterogeneity. Here households
are assumed to be drawn from different types but there exist no observable characteristics
regarded as being apriori a good way to segment the populations (hence the adjective ‘unobservable’). Thus the distribution of heterogeneity within the population is allowed to be
quite complicated (that is, not easily parametrized as drawn from any standard distribution).
In the context of treatments acting upon households for instance, one might require panel
data on each household along with a reasonable degree of cross-sectional variation. While
some model structure can be imposed to estimate very flexible descriptions of heterogeneity with increased efficiency (see for instance Burda et al., 2008), making inferences that
are based on models this general might well require enough data to compute individual
level effects, household by household. At this point summarizing treatment effects using
such statistics as quantile effects or average treatment effects may be quite unnecessary.
Unfortunately it is uncommon to see policy evaluation carried out to this degree of detail
because of the need for a significant amount of empirical data that is informative about the
individual experience - a difficult requirement to fulfil in most situations.

4.6

Estimating Treatment Effects

In the previous two sections I have restricted myself to introducing the concept of treatment
effects and heterogeneity within the same. I also described the notion of a counterfactual.
In this section I discuss some of the considerations that arise in estimating (identifying)
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these variables in practice, given empirical data. It is outside the scope of this chapter to
discuss in any detail the various statistical estimators that are used, but I will touch upon a
few basic issues that are helpful as background to understanding the evaluation in Chapter
5 and 6.
The fundamental requirement needed to estimate treatment effects is to use available data,
in conjunction with reasonable assumptions, to figure out what the counterfactual outcomes
would have been. This is evidently not straightforward since the counterfactual, by definition, cannot be observed. Consequently estimating the value of counterfactual outcomes
typically requires a combination of two methods of inference. First we may observe untreated outcomes in a ‘control’ population that is regarded as being comparable in some
way to the population of interest. Such a control population may be made up of entirely
different individuals from those in the treated population, or may consist of the same units
but observed at a different point in time when the treatment was not applied. Alternatively,
the counterfactual may be based on a theoretical prediction in which case it may not be
necessary to observe a control population. Naturally in such cases it would be necessary to
have a theoretical model whose parameters could be estimated if necessary and which one
believes applies well enough to provide reliable counterfactual predictions.
The choice of technique to estimate the counterfactual will of course depend on the problem
at hand. Normally however, some form of mapping from observed outcomes in an untreated
control population is used in predicting what ‘would have happened’ in the treatment group.
Whether such inference is straightforward depends upon the assumptions one makes as to
the degree to which the control population is comparable to the treatment population. A
good way of understanding these issues is to consider the basic case of average treatment
effects (AT E) or more pertinent to this dissertation, the case of average effects of an intent
to treat (AIT E). We may write
0

AIT E = Ei [Ti |Di = 1] = Ei [YiT −YiN | Di = 1]
The counterfactual problem here involves a method to evaluate the expectation Ei [YiT −
YiN | Di = 1], even though we can only actually observe the outcome YiT for households in
the treatment group. YiN is the unobserved outcome.
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The simplest case is one in which we observe a control population that is regarded as being
‘identical’ in every other way to the treated population with the exception that only one
group receives the treatment. For the control population we have Di = 0 and we observe
only the outcome YiN . In this case we may write the following expression
AIT E = Ei [YiT |Di = 1] − Ei [YiN |Di = 0] + Ei [YiN |Di = 0] − Ei [YiN |Di = 1]
This is simply the expression for the AIT E adding and subtracting the term Ei [YiN |Di = 0].
In the case of a control population that is stochastically identical to the treated population (as would be the case in a randomized experiment for instance), we may argue that the last two terms in the expression for AIT E cancel out to zero. That is,
Ei [YiN |Di = 0] = Ei [YiN |Di = 1], or the expected value of untreated outcomes in the treatment and control populations is identical. In such a case the AIT E can be computed simply
by subtracting the means of treatment and control groups. The various other estimators
discussed in the previous two sections (quantile treatments, heterogenous treatments) can
be analogously obtained by evaluating the distribution of outcomes (or statistics derived
from these distributions) in the two populations with Di = 0, 1.
In most cases however, unless randomization was an explicit part of an evaluation experiment (such as a pilot study), it is difficult to argue that Ei [YiN |Di = 0] = Ei [YiN |Di = 1].
One may instead therefore appeal to the equivalence of treatment and control populations,
conditional on certain observables. That is to say we may argue that Ei [YiN |Di = 0, X] =
Ei [YiN |Di = 1, X] and evaluate AIT E also conditional on observables X. The ‘California
Effect’ estimated in Chapter 6 is an estimate of the AIT E under these conditions, with
households in California held as the treatment and those in the rest of the United States
taken to be a control group, controlling for a set of observable parameters that influence
energy consumption of households and differ between the two populations.
In many cases AIT E | X is the best we can do as far as evaluating treatment effects goes.
The validity of this estimator relies on what is known as the unconfoundedness assumption
holding (essentially equivalent to the condition Ei [YiN |Di = 0, X] = Ei [YiN |Di = 1, X]). As
Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) point out, this is a common assumption although one of the
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reasons it may be controversial is when assignment to treatment influences one or more of
the observable covariates.
The validity of a counterfactual derived from a comparison group can be increased in a
variety of ways. One such method is to use a matching technique, which in simple terms
involves comparing ‘like to like’. In the limit a matching estimator of average treatment
effects can be obtained by pairing off one household given treatment with another, ‘similar’
household not given treatment. By matching on a large number of observable covariates
we increase the likelihood that the treatment and control groups are in fact similar to each
other. Understood this way matching is a process of constructing a treatment and control
that is superior to simple randomization.
Even without randomizing, it is possible to improve the likelihood that the treatment and
control group are comparable if we first ensure they are identical on certain observables
that are theorized to define units of distinct ‘types’. In Chapter 6, the hierarchicial model
achieves precisely this because in effect, by segmenting households into different types
apriori, I compare only households of the same type (located either in California or the rest
of the nation). Thus any unobserved differences between treatment and control groups that
might contribute to differences in their levels of consumption are likely to be minimized 11 .
It is possible to use other methods to correct more carefully for potential differences between treatment and control groups. One widely used technique for doing so is the use of
difference in differences (DID) estimators (as opposed to the difference estimator described
earlier). DID estimators can be of various types and I implement two such estimates within
the context of the hierarchical model of Chapter 6.
The most commonly used formulation of a DID estimator is to compare the difference in
changes in treatment and control groups over two periods. In the first period neither group
is given the treatment and in the second only the treatment group is treated (I reiterate that
‘treatment’ is really the intent to treat in this study). Mathematically these are estimators
11 By

this I mean differences between average household energy consumption in the two groups that exists
over and above adjustments for observed covariates, and over and above differences induced by the treatment.
By comparing households that are identical on certain measures of appliance stocks I am comparing groups
that have shown a history of otherwise similar purchase decisions and thus might be reasonably expected to
show fewer differences in such unobservables.
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of the form,
ˆ = [E[Y1T |Di = 1] − E[Y0N |Di = 1]] − [E[Y1N |Di = 0] − E[Y0N |Di = 0]]
DID
Here Yi j is the outcome under condition j, observed during period i. Thus Y1T implies
treatment outcomes observed in period 1 and Y0N implies untreated outcomes in period
0. This equation simply means that we evaluate the difference in the mean change in the
treatment group (Di = 1) from one period of time (0) to another (1) and then do the same
for the control group (Di = 0). The difference between the two groups is that the treatment
group is provided treatment in time period 1 so that YiT is actually observed, while the
control group is never given treatment.
Now suppose we make the assumption that [E[Y1N |Di = 1] − E[Y0N |Di = 1]] = [E[Y1N |Di =
0] − E[Y0N |Di = 0]]. This implies that absent treatment the trends in the two groups would
have been parallel (although it does not mean we require that the mean level of energy conˆ estimator provides an
sumption in the two groups is the same). In this situation, the DID
unbiased estimate of the treatment effect while controlling for the fact that the two groups
may have different absolute levels of energy consumption, and that the treatment populations may show a change between levels of Y in the initial and final period, independent
of anything to do with the treatment. A difference in differences estimator thus controls
for unobservable variations in the mean level between the two populations (that are uncorrelated with the treatment decision) as well as exogenous changes over time that might
be expected to occur in the treatment group for reasons unrelated to the program being
evaluated.
ˆ estimator involves differencing not changes over two time periods
A variant of the DID
ˆ G ). This is not
but rather changes across two different types of comparison groups (DID
a standard estimator in the literature but is particularly useful in the context of this dissertation. Suppose we define two household types G1 and G2 where G1 are households
with minimal electricity consumption (for instance lacking electrical heating, cooling, airconditioning). Assume G2 is a set of households that have all the consumption loads that
are associated with G1 but in addition have one more electricity end use in the home (for
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instance air-conditioning). Now suppose we have the following,
αˆ1 = E[YiT | X, Di = 1, G1 ] − E[YiN | X , Di = 0, G1 ]

αˆ2 = [E[YiT | X , Di = 1, G2 ] − E[YiN | X , Di = 0, G2 ]]
ˆ G = α̂1 − α̂2
DID
Here αˆ1 is the difference between the outcomes in the treatment and comparison (control)
groups for type G1 , after correcting for observable covariates X. This can be conservatively
regarded as including both a treatment effect acting on G1 type households and any inherent
differences in average consumption levels between the two populations. Because households belonging to type G2 are arguably made up of households like G1 with an additional
appliance, one might interpret the statistic α̂2 − α̂1 as representing the incremental effect of
the treatment because of the presence of air-conditioning with remaining differences (the
influence of treatment on baseload consumption and the influence of unobservable factors that might contribute to variations in Y between the treated and control populations)
ˆ G = αˆ2 − α̂1 is an unbiased estimator of this incremental
subtracted out. The statistic DID
treatment effect when we can argue that group G1 contains all unobservable differences in
mean consumption levels between the two populations (treated California households and
the remainder of the nation in the control group). This is not always true of course but it is
plausible in the context of this study where (as we shall see in Chapter 6), households are
divided into types based on appliance ownership. This estimator can be especially valuable
in this study because we may be interested in which particular electricity end uses are most
influenced by the efficiency programs that have been implemented by California.
Selected parameter estimates at the second level of the hierarchical model of Chapter 6
provide estimates of both difference in differences between California and the rest of the
United States (across the time period from 1993-1997 and 2001-2005) as well as differences in types. These also provide insight into the specific types of programs that might
have been most effective.
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The Practice of Energy Program Evaluation

As I remarked earlier in this Chapter, there are two different points in time when the effects
of any policy or program spending must be evaluated. The first is before actual implementation (ex-ante evaluation) and is a prerequisite to forming a prior regarding the likelihood
of success. Based on this prior, decisions on whether to spend money or how much to spend
can be made. Ex-ante evaluation methods that are commonly used in the energy community
have tended to rely on a combination of engineering estimates of the performance of technologies and numerical models that attempt to descriptively capture how these technologies
might be expected to diffuse under various market and policy conditions (see for instance
market forecasts of efficient technologies for California in Itron, 2006)12 . These so called
‘engineering’ methods have often been criticized for failing to account for rebound effects,
free ridership and spillovers13 . Whether this criticism is justified is debatable. Certainly
it is true that forward looking predictions necessarily do an imperfect job of adjusting for
these factors, but they may still be serviceable estimates as far as cost benefit analyses are
concerned. For instance, the more severe the efficiency gap and the more necessary a policy
intervention appears to be, the less likely that free riding will be a major consideration. If
free riding were likely to be widespread, presumably there would be evidence of significant
adoption, even before the policy is adopted. Additionally ex-ante assessment techniques do
assume some baseline adoption (even without policy) and consequently it is by no means
obvious how inaccurate they are due to free ridership (or even the direction in which they
12 This type of forecast is different from the technology diffusion scenarios obtained from structural bottom

up or top down economic models. Structural economic models that solve for an equilibrium proceed with
explicit assumptions regarding the behavior of consumers (rational utility maximizers) and typically contain
a very limited representation of market barriers or failures that might lead to an energy gap. Consequently by
their very construction they assume away an energy efficiency gap and provide instead an interpretation of
what an optimal diffusion situation should look like, not necessarily what actual market diffusion would look
like.
13 Spillovers in general are costs or benefits that derive indirectly from a policy intervention and are not
attributed to the policy. For example the imposition of appliance standards in California may lead to reductions in the cost of manufacture of efficient appliances through learning by doing effects. In turn this may
increase the number of consumers purchasing highly efficient appliances in populations outside California,
even where there are no corresponding standards mandating them. This type of overflow adoption (if not
accounted for) would be a positive spillover of the appliance standard policy.
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are biased). Similarly as Greening, Lorna et al. (2000) found in a survey of the empirical
evidence, rebound effects often do not appear to be large in practice.
That said, it would be inaccurate to leave the impression that this type of method of exante evaluation is the best that can be done. Sometimes a more rigorous approach is to
use pilot studies, set up as controlled experiments with randomized treatment and control
groups. This type of design accounts for issues such as rebound effects or free riding,
and in addition can have the advantage of relying on real world technology performance
rather than engineering estimates. We may then apply the econometric theory presented
in preceding sections to estimate, from empirical data, the effectiveness of policy. For all
these advantages, pilot studies can be expensive, time consuming and hard to implement
and for these reasons are often bypassed. Indeed when a utility chooses to spend money
on a DSM intervention to increase efficiency, it is not necessarily in their interests to spend
large amounts of money on rigorous ex-ante evaluation mechanisms, if less rigorous and
less expensive analyses are equally acceptable to the public regulator.
The second point in time when evaluation normally occurs is after implementation (ex-post
evaluation). At this stage it is reasonable to desire as rigorous an assessment as possible because policy measures regarded as successful in one population are often implemented elsewhere, without necessarily obtaining independent estimates of expected outcomes. This is
the case whether an individual localized policy intervention is being examined, or the historic performance of two different populations is being compared14 . In the latter instance
the evaluation being performed is of a portfolio of interventions. This is precisely the problem with using aggregate outcomes such as the Rosenfeld curve as indications of how well
California policy has performed. To the extent the figure hides as much as it reveals and
does not provide much information about policy impact, it is misleading and may lead to
both unreasonable expectations and sub-optimal decisions elsewhere. Even within California, it is better to accurately understand how well previous policies have performed when
determining what needs to be done to meet future targets.
14 For

example when we look back at California over a long period of time and compare the states performance to others in the country.
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Verification Protocols

A variety of techniques are used when evaluating energy efficiency program interventions
in practice. These are summarized to a large extent by the International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol (IBVMP). This protocol underlies the program evaluation
techniques used in the United States and in Europe. It also underlies the California Public Utility Commission’s manual entitled California Energy Efficiency Evaluation Protocols: Technical, Methodological, and Reporting Requirements for Evaluation Professionals” (2006). The CPUC evaluation protocols represent the basis for whatever estimates
do exist of the impact of California’s efficiency programs, especially those implemented
throught the utilities. The IBVMP has been co-sponsored by the Department of Energy
and underlies the European Commission directives on the evaluationof energy efficiency
interventions (Horowitz, 2010b).
The IBVMP recommends both engineering methods of evaluating counterfacturals including parameter monitoring and simulation techniques as well as billing analysis. Simplifying greatly, parameter monitoring and simulation methods rely on monitoring certain post
installation variables in a sample of households and combining these with engineering algorithms or models to compute the implied savings. These engineering tools may be simple
formulae or sophisticated simulation models depending on the nature of the intervention
in question. Replacing incandescent lights with CFL bulbs is a relatively straightforward
intervention to evaluate while retrofitting a house with better insulation is much more complicated.
In practice, there are two problems with these techniques. First, in terms of implementation,
they require subjects to volunteer to allow physical monitoring of appliance behavior and
consequently will always be potential candidates for bias induced by sample self selection
and Hawthorne effects. Secondly, monitoring households after installation of a technology
may tell us about the actual performance but it leaves unclear how use patterns and technology variables may have changed from before the intervention to after. Additionally it is
often unclear whether certain commonly assumed ‘population average’ characteristics can
actually be used without error.
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Consider the replacement of an inefficient home water heater with a more efficient version.
Let us assume a highly sophisticated, error free process of measurement of the performance of these efficient water heaters in homes that installed them and a simulation model
that accurately predicts energy use of the device from measured parameters. Even under
these conditions computing actual savings will be difficult and subject to bias if any of the
following conditions hold (not an exhaustive list).
1. Households who agreed to allow monitoring are systematically different from those
who did not.
2. Once households know the appliance is monitored, their behavior changes (perhaps
towards greater conservation out of a sense of guilt).
3. The fact that the new heater is different from the old appliance, if for no other reason
than its energy costs are low, causes the levels of use before installation to differ from
those after installation (a rebound effect for instance).
4. Population average parameters that are not explicitly measured (for instance the percentage by which hot water use rises in winter) are inapplicable to the people who
actually bought the efficient appliance because they are not typical consumers.
Additionally these engineering methods must carry out somewhat adhoc corrections for
spillovers or free-riding by not only assuming how much technology diffusion would have
occured without the policy, but also making a range of assumptions regarding the behavioral characteristics of free-riders. Typically, to make this estimation possible in the absence
of other information the assumption is made that free riders are similar in most ways to new
adopters. Evidently this is likely to be a flawed assumption, and in some cases seriously
inaccurate. Baselines commonly emerge as the black box outcome of non-transparent technology diffusion and simulation mdoels which combine engineering models, expert judgements, limited statistical data, unverifiable assumptions and scenario analyses. This makes
them difficult to reproduce or critique. To sum up all of these points - the problem with
engineering ex-post methods that look only at adopters, is that they do not do a very good
job of coming up with a counterfactual estimate to compare against.
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Billing analysis is a more rigorous procedure and really refers to a set of different techniques. Billing analysis requires studying actual electricity bills, in conjunction with cross
sectional data at the household, neighbourhood and county level, to figure out the extent of
the ‘treatment effect’ created by the policy in question. The mathematical techniques are
econometric and statistical. I argue that this method can be made theoretically quite sound
and has a great deal of potential for program evaluation. In this dissertation I will describe
an econometric analysis of billing data from US households - made possible in part because
the analysis is attempting to explain the combined effects of a portfolio of policies. Unfortunately, in practice, a billing analysis is complicated and expensive and feasible only when
the intervention is expected to produce large savings. When savings are small, the influence
of policy may not be detectable through a statistical analysis of whole home consumption.
In addition, to be fully accurate, a billing analysis alone is not sufficient, unless provisions
are also made to estimate a counterfactual. A blind control group is one way of achieving
this, but can be difficult and expensive to implement.
It is a difficult task to accurately quantify savings gained from a variety of efforts implemented over a period of time, in large part because of the diversity and number of individual
programs. The California Energy Commission does produce some aggregate figures, compiled from the aggregation of various quantification methodologies applied to individual
programs, the outputs from a detailed energy system model, and self reported utility estimates of savings. These suffer from a variety of problems - individual estimates are not
transparently available (so that the regulator body estimates cannot be easily reproduced),
different methods are used together and only rarely is a billing analysis the basis for the
impact estimate. Furthermore an inherent incentive compatibility problem exists when
utilities are asked to report savings achieved by their programs and then rewarded based on
performance. There is therefore a pressing need to find ways of independently evaluating
the long term performance of policies on which hundreds of millions of dollars have been
spent, using what empirical data is available. This dissertation I hope goes part of the way
towards meeting that goal.
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Aggregate comparison of populations

A second strand of study in the energy literature centers around the comparison of different
populations using energy indices. One objective of such studies is to discover which parts
of the world have ‘done well’ in terms of achieving effiency savings. This objective is thus
closely linked to the task of independent evaluation that was remarked upon at the end of
the last section15 . Unfortunately popular existing methods based on energy indices do an
imperfect job in this regard.
As discussed in the last chapter, inter-population judgments and comparisons are frequently
made on the basis of aggregate statistics such as energy intensity, or indices derived from
the same. Energy intensity measures are characterized by an energy term in the numerator
and an appropriately chosen denominator. They are often used as the starting point for
defining index measures either by using a single ratio or combining several terms having
identical units into one number. The latter task is the objective of the technique known
as index number decomposition. These indicies are derived by expressing energy use as
a product of different sub-indices, drawing upon index decomposition techniques such as
the Laspeyres or Divisia methods. The analyst is typically interested in breaking down an
aggregate measure such as total energy consumed as the product of component indices.
Ei
i
For instance in the identity E = HH. ∑i App
HH . Appi let us refer to E as the total electricity

consumed in the residential sector, HH as the number of households, Appi as the number
of appliances of type i and Ei as the energy consumed by appliance type i. An index
decomposition method might take this identity as a starting point and attempt to break down
the evolution in overall electricity consumption E as the combined effect of three forces:
Increases in household size HH (often called an Activity Index), Changes in saturation
levels Ai /HH (a Structure Index) and lastly shifts in Ei /Appi (an Efficiency Index).
The burgeoning literature on energy indices speak to the popularity of this method today.
Ang and Zhang (2000) for instance review the literature and suggest that over 50 energy
index studies were published between 1970 and 1995 and over 124 in the five years from
15 In

the United States, this is also a goal that has occupied the US Department of Energy in recent years
because it would then provides a basis for ranking and providing incentives to states that achieve the greatest
energy efficiency improvements. Differentially rewarding certain states evidently would require a good way
of comparing the overall performance of two different populations.
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1995 to 2000. These studies span many different countries, sectors and methods. Indices
derived in this way have become popular in the world of policy evaluation as well. Viewed
as a standalone index, the Rosenfeld curve is one example. Much more sophisticated indices have become popular and Horowitz (2008), cites various examples of index numbers
being used as a evaluation metric in the European Union and the United States.
An articulate criticism of decomposition and index number methods is presented in
Horowitz (2008). In this section I restrict myself to arguing that while decomposition analyses have the virtue of providing useful insight into the various forces driving aggregate
energy consumption; they are fundamentally flawed as measures of policy impact. There
are two primary problem with these indices.
First, they are highly limited in the extent to which overall energy use is decomposed into
activity, structure and efficiency indices. They provide some information on what influences energy use but leave out a wide range of variables one might want to introduce into a
model explaining energy consumption. Second, even for the factors that are accounted for
in some way, there is an implicit assumption of independence in interpreting the results.
That is, breaking down an aggregate into an efficiency index and an activity index makes
most sense when the two forces are independent. If not, there is only limited value to asking how much of a difference an efficiency policy has made independent of activity or what
the contribution of appliance saturation alone is to the aggregate. Thirdly, in virtually all
published studies using these indices, no effort is made to incorporate statistical errors that
are typically associated with the various statistical datasets used in these studies. This is
different from the case of measurement errors that are unknown and must be ignored, but
rather a situation where the source data often come from sample surveys and have explicit
sampling errors associated with them. That is to say, they are statistical point estimates,
not measurements. When this is the case it is essential to treat any derived statistic (such as
the indices we obtain from index decomposition methods) as being distributed with a mean
and a standard error. Yet this procedure is to the best of my knowledge never carried out
making the results of these studies even more ambiguous. Finally, and most importantly,
they do not provide any reasonable way of evaluating a counterfactual - what would have
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happened had the policy intervention not occured. Absent a counterfactual there is really
no way of evaluating an energy efficiency intervention adequately.
Even where there is an attempt to describe a baseline evolution of the energy system in
index decomposition studies, the mechanism used is commonly an extension of trends
in indices in a pre-policy period, extrapolated post policy (see Horowitz, 2008 for a full
discussion). This technique risks systematically misrepresenting the counterfactual even
when assumptions of complete independence of different indices are reasonable. Where
they are not, there may be a larger error.
This is not to imply that the index decomposition literature have not been valuable. On the
contrary the literature has been extremely useful as a means of obtaining insights into long
term changes in energy use and helping us understand how different trends have evolved
over time. And indeed in Chapter 5 I present an initial study of the Rosenfeld effect that is
inspired by this type of analysis. In many cases assumptions such as the independence of
indices may be plausible, thus making it easier to interpret the results.
It is also true an index decomposition is a perfectly valid way to describe the evolution
of a system (although it is not necessarily suited to evaluation of interventions) and with
or without a counterfactual this description can still be useful. On occasion (perhaps even
often), an index decomposition analysis may do an acceptable job identifying the role of
efficiency policies or of comparing the performance of two states or countries. The point
is that there is really no way of knowing for sure. It is true that the academic literature
on energy efficiency indices does not always claim to be carrying out an evaluation of
policy nor would many authors claim that deriving indices are the best way of carrying
out comparative exercises. Even so, when studies are regularly published that compare two
populations or track progress over time and do so only using such methods, it is natural that
these indices grow to be interpreted as evidence of energy efficiency success and failure. A
large number of people are interested in efficiency evaluation and performance comparisons
and unfortunately it is human nature to take limited evidence and attempt to stretch it to
find some answers.
In addition these methods are increasingly being pushed as evaluation tools within many
countries and even amongst international agencies. The European Commissions Intelligent
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Energy Executive Agency (IAEE, 2007), specifically mentions energy indices as an evaluation tool as part of a project entitled “Evaluation and Monitoring of Energy Efficiency in the
New Member Countries and the EU25”. In the United States also, the Department of Energy’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) has spent considerable
funds and effort developing similar indices. And of course, closer home to this dissertation,
the Rosenfeld curve has often been presented in support of claims that California’s energy
policies have been highly successful and worth duplicating16 .

4.8

Looking Forward

To this point I have focused on a critique of some of the existing methods in the energy
literature. In this section, I introduce the approach I follow in Chapters 5, 6 and discuss
some of the advantages and disadvantages of my approach. My primary motivation is to
understand the reasons why California’s per capita electricity consumption has evolved so
differently from the rest of the United States. This implies that we are interested not just
in the determining the effects of a set of programs and standards, but also in understanding
some of the other factors that may have mattered and to what degree. Analyzing a portfolio
of policy interventions is a useful exercise because in practice, there are so many complementarities, conflicts, spillovers and feedback between different individual policies that
what we really wish to determine is the more aggregate question - How much difference
has the policy environment made to energy demand in a specific population? Evaluating an
individual program does not help us here and nor does the sum of individual program savings estimates necessarily equal net savings (even were such individual savings estimates
reliable, or always available).
There is also good reason to seek to quantify the influence of factors such as demographics, commercial floorspace, climate and so on. This is because the results of an evaluation
of a sequence of policies in one state are often used to make decisions on carrying out
similar interventions elsewhere. While we might like rigorous cost benefit exercises and
16 This

is not to say that they have not been a success, but rather to make the point that plots of the energy
intensity are not a good means of coming to this conclusion.
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small samples to occur prior to implementation, in order to account for geography specific
variations, this is not only possible. As such the expectations we have for reductions from
energy efficiency policy can be set accurately only if we also understand the influence of
other structural forces since these will typically vary to a significant degree between geographically diverse parts of the world. As we begin to use energy efficiency Negawatts17 as
a critical part of the battle against climate change accurately estimating how much difference they can make is important. Emissions targets such as those specified by California’s
AB-32 legislation are expected to be met with the help of a significant contribution by energy efficiency measures (see PEEC, 2008). In recent years climate policy planning has
frequently used a ‘wedges’ approach (Pacala and Socolow, 2004) and this type of forward
looking forecast requires an understanding of structural and policy forces and their influence on energy demand.
To this end I carry out a two stage approach to my problem. I begin in Chapter 5 where
I carry out a sectoral analysis of California and the United States, correcting California’s
electricity consumption for differences between the state and nation owing to a variety
of structural factors. The purpose of this exercise is to understand to what degree these
variables are important and whether California looks structurally different from the national average. If this is found to be the case, it would not be surprising that its electricity
consumption would also differ - independent of policy. The analysis in Chapter 5 uses a
sequence of statistical tests and is in the spirit of a decomposition study in that it treats
various structural influences as being independent of each other and cumulatively affecting observed electricity demand. I then perform a more involved econometric analysis
(Chapter 6) of residential sector energy demand (both electricity and a secondary fuel) to
correct some of the drawbacks with the simpler approach. The latter analysis draws upon
the econometric program evaluation framework presented in this chapter.

17 A

Negawatt refers to a Megawatt that is not used because of a capital investment substituting for energy.
Adding one Negawatt at some cost has the same effect on the system as adding a Megawatt. Indeed it is
strictly preferable since there are no hidden costs or externalities associated with the former.

Chapter 5
Deconstructing the ‘Rosenfeld Curve’
5.1

Introduction

The California experiment with energy efficiency has become a well known case study
today. So much so that in a recent issue of the Journal of Environmental Research Letters, an article entitled ‘Defining a standard metric for electricity savings’ (Koomey et al.
2010) authored by many of the United State’s leading energy and environment economists
and engineers suggested creating a unit to measure energy efficiency savings called the
‘Rosenfeld’, “...in honor of the person most responsible for the discovery and widespread
adoption of the underlying scientific principle in question—Dr Arthur H Rosenfeld.” A
recent discussion of energy efficiency in the widely read Science journal (Charles, 2009)
also focused on the Rosenfeld curve.
As other states in the US (and countries abroad), seek to put in place similar regulations
and programs it is important to determine ways of evaluating such programs. If California policy is to be emulated elsewhere in the world, it is necessary to understand exactly
how much of the Rosenfeld effect could owe to policy. This helps us understand whether
other populations could indeed duplicate the California experience and provides a basis for
understanding the degree to which energy efficiency can aid in the global effort to reduce
energy intensities. While looking at the Rosenfeld curve what we should look to ask is how
much the state would have consumed absent policy, or equivalently, what the the United
66
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States as a whole might have looked like if the country had the same structural characteristics (climate, demographics, industry structure etc) as California.
This chapter demonstrates why answering that question is complicated and presents a simple analysis to show that state programs are not the primary determinant of California’s low
energy intensities. Additionally it serves to remind us of the limited utility of aggregate
statistics such as energy intensity (expressed per capita or otherwise) in comparing populations. These statistics and others derived from energy indices (including those obtained
from index decomposition methods) have grown increasingly popular in the literature on
applied energy policy literature. While useful for many purposes, caution should be exercised in drawing causal inferences from such statistics (see also Horowitz, 2008) and this
chapter provides further evidence to that end.
While this analysis does not claim to rigorously determine the precise impact of California
efficiency programs or substitute for econometric evaluation techniques (see Chapter 6),
I do show that examining energy intensities can be misleading and demonstrate how a
variety of structural factors are important to account for when evaluating energy demand
characteristics. This argument holds not merely for California, but more generally for
intensity centered population comparisons in general.

5.2

Background

The causes underlying the differences in electricity intensity between California and the
United States have been speculated about in recent years, but for the most part the energy
economics literature has not directly analysed this problem. Bernstein et al. (2000) studied
the public benefits of energy use changes and improved efficiencies in California without
looking at the causes in detail. The California Energy Commission publishes savings estimates (see California Energy Commission 2003) that are obtained ‘bottom up’ using a
combination of scenarios generated by an energy systems model, self reported utility estimates and expert inputs. Some early work focusing specifically on California and relying
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on empirical data is that of Schipper and McMahon (1995)1 . More recently, Kahn and
Costa (2010) examine a dataset of homes from a few districts within California and conclude that building standards and political ideology play a large part in explaining why
some households consume less energy.
On a related question though, a few studies have sought to estimate the average cost effectiveness of utility efficiency programs at a national level. This body of work has sometimes
come to mixed conclusions (see for example Loughran and Kulick 2004 and Auffhammer
et al. 2008), but as a whole, these studies do suggest that utility programs implemented nationwide have produced cost effective savings, albeit with these savings making up only a
small fraction of overall energy use. In perhaps the most thorough recent analysis, Arimura
et al. (2009) concluded that demand side management (DSM) expenditures over the last
18 years have resulted in a central estimate of 1.1 percent electricity savings at a weighted
average cost to utilities (or other program funders) of about 6 cents per kWh saved. Unfortunately this conclusion does not tell us very much about why one state, California, differs
so much from the rest of the nation.
In terms of exploring state nation differences, (Horowitz 2004; 2007) is work that is perhaps
closest in spirit to my objective. The author uses simple reduced form equations relating
historic energy consumption to state level efficiency program spending levels and employs
a difference in differences estimator and a counter-factual comparison to obtain ‘policy
effects’ for states with high levels of efficiency spending.

5.3

Outline

Our first task is to investigate the importance of a variety of structural factors in driving
differences in electricity consumption between California and the country as a whole. In
order to do so, aggregate statistics derived from empirical survey data are used to carry
1 The authors concentrate on overall energy use and use decomposition methods to estimate activity,

structure and efficiency effects. The efficiency index is shown to ‘explain’ about a third of the state nation difference.
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out a simple decomposition analysis2 . This is described in Sections 5.4,5.5,5.6 which deal
with the industrial, commercial and residential sectors respectively. Historical trends are
also considered, and Section 5.8 discusses how an analysis of data from years past sheds
light on the divergence over time between the state and nation. For clarity I reproduce
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 here (Figures 5.1 and 5.2).
The conclusions from this exercise are summarized in Section 5.10. While state-nation differences in the commercial and industrial sector can largely be explained by a single factor
(floorspace distribution and industry mix respectively), the residential sector is much more
complicated. Examination of the empirical data reveals that important structural differences
exist between California and US households. Overall I find that the structural variables examined here are crucial in determining how much electricity the state has consumed. There
have been significant shifts in this structure over time, in a manner consistent with the
overall trend. This analysis suggests that observable heterogeneity between populations
has large effects on electricity consumption and consequently it is not straightforward to
determine whether or not California provides an example of successful policy (in spite of
the dramatic effects suggested by Figure 5.1).

5.4

Industrial Sector Electricity Consumption

I begin this analysis by considering the industrial sector. In 2005, about 20 percent of
California’s electricity sales were reported as being to the industrial sector. This was a
lower percentage than the corresponding figure for the United States in the same year,
where industrial sales made up about 29 percent of the total. In absolute terms also, per
capita industrial electricity consumption in California was significantly lower than for the
nation as a whole. State per capita electricity sales to industry were 1391 KWh in 2005,
2 The

term ‘decomposition’ here does not refer to the same techniques as are used in the large literature
on index decomposition techniques applied to energy analysis. Unlike those methods the approach in this
chapter is akin more to a sequence of statistical tests of empirical data and my object is not to generate
indices representing aggregate forces such as ‘efficiency’ or ‘activitiy’. The residual in this analysis has a
specific meaning and provides a bound on the policy effect. Thus we are interested precisely in the size of
this residual (unlike index decomposition techniques for which a residual is a methodological concern and in
some sense represents a degree of error).
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Figure 5.1: The Rosenfeld Curve showing the evolution of per capita electricity consumption in California and the United States
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Figure 5.2: Sector-wise comparison of California and US electricity consumption (Source:
EIA electricity sales figures).
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60 percent lower than the national average of 3438 KWh (all figures computed using EIA
retail sales figures and 2005 American Community Survey population estimates).
This is a large difference and before determining how much efficiency policies may have
contributed, it is important to adjust for a few first order structural factors. Part of the difference between the state of California and the US could be due to smaller, lighter industry,
relative to the national industry profile. There are two important aspects of the industrial
sector that influence energy use. The first is obviously the type of industry - refineries and
chemical industry units for example, are far more energy intensive than firms manufacturing microprocessors. Apart from the type of industry, the size of units makes a substantial
difference to energy intensities - partly due to economies of scale, and partly because the
product mix of smaller and larger manufacturing units may differ. Finally, it is necessary
to account for the different forms of energy that may be used by the industry. In the present
context I am interested in electricity consumption.
The first stage in our analysis of this sector is therefore to account for differences due to the
nature of industry. I disaggregate the sector both by industry type (based on NAICS codes)
and by size, as measured by the number of employees. The latter metric of size better
captures potential differences in the manufacturing process being used by the industry.
Corresponding to this choice one can write the following general expression for per capita
industrial electricity consumption

E ind =

∑i ∑ j αi j ηi pi j
P

(5.1)

where
E ind is the industrial electricity consumption per capita,
αi j is the average energy use per employee in industry type i, belonging to employee size
group j,
ηi is electricity as a fraction of total energy consumption in industry type i,
pi j is the number of employees working in units of type i and size group j,
P is the total population.
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Consider evaluating expression 5.1 with national averages for αi j and ηi but with the actual
California distribution of pi j and P. This provides a hypothetical number representing what
California industrial energy per capita would have been when adjusted for the actual industry structure but without any role for additional state specific energy efficiency. This figure
will be higher than the actual California statistic to the extent that energy use efficiencies
exist, over and above differences induced purely by industry structure. It will be lower than
the US statistic to the extent the average California industry structure differs significantly
from the national average.
I use the United States Economic Census and the 2005 Statistics of US Business survey
to obtain information on the distribution (by number of employees) of different industries
in both California and the United States. The 2006 Manufacturing Energy Consumption
Survey (Energy Information Administration 2006) provides energy intensities (energy use
per employee) for different unit sizes and NAICS codes. The industrial sector was categorized into manufacturing industries, construction, mining and agriculture, forestry and
fishing subsectors. The manufacturing sub-sector was further broken down into different
industry types covering over 96 percent of the total number of employees in manufacturing.
Because electricity intensities in the manufacturing sector differ not just based on the type
of industry but also the size of units within each type, it is not straightforward to summarize
this analysis in a single table. Some insight may be gained from Table 5.1 while keeping in
mind that the electricity intensity listed is for the average unit size which may be different
from the unit sizes actually present in the two populations. In many instances this ‘within
group’ variation further enhances the divergence between state and nation.
I find that a significant fraction of the observed difference in industrial electricity consumption between the nation and the state may be explained simply by which industries make up
the largest share of the industrial sector, and the unit sizes most prevalent. Based on these
factors alone, California’s per capita industrial electricity sales are predicted to be only
about 81.30 percent of the nationwide figure or about 2796 KWh. Thus a 18.70 percent
reduction is accounted for simply by differences in industry structure (see Table 5.2).
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NAICS
334
23
315
339
312
324
11
337
327
311
323
325
335
314
332
326
313
322
321
21
336
333
331

Industry Name
Computer and Electronic Product Mfg
Construction
Apparel Mfg
Other
Miscellaneous Mfg
Beverage and Tobacco
Petroleum
Agriculture, forestry, fishing, & hunting
Furniture and related products
Nonmetallic Mineral Product Mfg
Food Mfg
Printing and support activities
Chemical Mfg
Electrical equipment, appliance, component mfg
Textile Product Mills
Fabricated Metal Product Mfg
Plastics and rubber products
Textile Mills
Paper mfg
Wood Product mfg
Mining
Transportation Equipment Mfg
Machinery Mfg
Primary Metal mfg

CA Employment Percentage
9.73%
36.69%
3.61%
2.19%
4.27%
1.41%
0.50%
1.01%
2.53%
1.96%
6.64%
2.71%
3.27%
1.42%
0.00%
6.32%
3.35%
0.00%
1.15%
1.56%
0.83%
5.72%
3.13%
0.00%

US Employment Percentage
5.02%
32.12%
1.15%
0.67%
3.26%
0.73%
0.00%
0.80%
2.59%
2.22%
6.96%
3.12%
3.84%
2.02%
0.78%
7.20%
4.27%
0.99%
2.15%
2.63%
2.36%
7.75%
5.24%
2.14%
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CA-US % Difference
4.71%
4.58%
2.46%
1.51%
1.01%
0.67%
0.50%
0.21%
-0.06%
-0.26%
-0.32%
-0.40%
-0.56%
-0.60%
-0.78%
-0.88%
-0.92%
-0.99%
-1.00%
-1.08%
-1.52%
-2.02%
-2.12%
-2.14%

Table 5.1: Electricity intensity and industry structure for California and the United States
at the two digit NAICS level (Source: 2005 SUSBS and 2006 MECS)

5.4.1

Industry self generation

Aside from the structural makeup of the industrial sector, an additional factor influencing
retail electricity sales is the percentage of electricity generated on-site, since electricity
generated on-site is not included in data on electricity sales (or adjusted for in Figure 5.1),
even though it represents electricity use. There is a greater fraction of on-site generation
in California than in the United States. While total on-site generation nationally stood at
144,739 KWh in 2005 (14.20 percent of total industrial sales), in California the corresponding figure was 16,615 KWh (33.61 percent of state industrial electricity sales). Were the
share of self generation in California the same as the national average, an increase in state
retail electricity sales mighted be expected. Expressed as a percentage of national average
industrial sector energy consumption this implies an adjustment by about 6.6 percent of the
national average (all figures based on EIA records)3 .
3 The

national average consumption was over two and a half times state consumption in 2005. This
percentage is approximately 19 percent expressed as a fraction of state per capita figures.
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Adjusting for these two factors explains about half (48 percent) of the difference between
state and national figures. The remainder must owe to other causes including higher efficiency in California’s industrial sector. This does not rule out other forces contributing
to the observed difference. Nor does it rule out the possibility that California industry are
more efficient for reasons independent of any efforts made by the state or utilities. With
those caveats however, one could start by regarding 52 percent of the observed US-CA
difference in 2005 as being an approximate upper bound on the effects of policy. In per
capita energy units this is about 1061 KWh per capita (see Table 5.2). The propogation of
statistical sampling errors in my corrections is accounted for wherever original sampling
errors are available to me. In the case of the industrial sector statistical error is associated
with the estimates of manufacturing sector electricity consumption figures (from the EIA
MECS 2002, 2006 surveys), but not with the counts of establishments of a particular size
and type (those numbers are based on universal counts from the Census Bureau). Table 5.2
contains statistical errors corresponding to 90 percent confidence.

5.5

Commercial Sector Electricity Consumption

As a primarily services oriented economy, most of California’s economic output comes
from activities classified as belonging to the commercial sector. On a per capita basis nearly
half of electricity sales are to commercial consumers. Unlike in the case of industry, most
use of electricity in this sector is for lighting, space conditioning and the use of various
appliances (such as office equipment). Because most energy demands in the sector are
associated with building related loads, a natural variable to examine in understanding the
commercial sector is building floor space. Thus just as NAICS codes and business size
were used as the basis for studying the industrial sector, square feet of building space and
the distribution of floor space end uses will be employed as the basis for studying units in
the commercial sector.
The energy intensities of different parts of the commercial sector differ widely. For example, food sales and food service (restaurants, cafeterias, food stores, etc.) establishments
use about 50 KWh of electricity per square foot, significantly more than the educational
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sector, where energy intensities are about 11 KWh per sq ft (national average figures, from
the 2003 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey). Thus the distribution of
end uses in the commercial sector can potentially have a significant impact on electricity consumed. Additionally, there are significant differences in the per capita density of
commercial floorspace between California and the US. The US as a whole uses more commercial floorspace per capita, across all end uses, than does California (see Figure 5.5).
Consequently independent of any efficiency differences (for instance high efficiency lighting, or better HVAC systems) the state electricity consumption would be lowered because
of this fact.
Commercial electricity sales may be estimated as
E com = ∑
i

αi fi
P

(5.2)

where
αi is the electricity intensity for floorspace belonging to end use type i,
fi is the floorspace occupied by buildings of end use type i,
P is the total state population.

Evaluating expression 5.2 with national energy intensity averages (αi , the KWh per square
foot across different end uses) but the actual distribution of floorspace in California ( fi )
provides us with a counterfactual estimate of what state commercial sector consumption
would be, corrected for floorspace differences but not accounting for any additional state
specific energy efficiency improvements. Using 2003 figures (the latest year of the CBECS
survey), and comparing this with the corresponding US figure, indicates that state-nation
differences in per capita commercial floorspace density alone, account for California’s per
capita consumption being about 27 percent lower than the national figure. The actual difference in 2003, based on a comparison of CEC sales figures for the state and EIA statistics
for the nation, was only somewhat greater (33 percent of the US figure). It therefore seems
that most of the difference between state and national level commercial electricity sales can
be explained by differences in floor space intensity (square feet per capita), and the sector
usage shares. The residual can then be regarded as a combination of the effects of policy
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Figure 5.3: A comparison of California and US commercial floorspace. Source: California
Energy Commission 2003, Energy Information Administration 2003
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variables (efficiency measures, utility programs, prices, appliance and building standards)
and other unaccounted structural factors. Table 5.2 presents the 2003 estimates extrapolated to 2005 (to provide all sectoral results for a common year). Figure 5.5 illustrates the
results of a historical decomposition using available data from the CBECS surveys back to
1979.

5.6

Residential Sector Electricity Consumption

The largest and fastest growing electricity consuming sector in California is the residential
sector. It is both complicated and interesting because a variety of factors affect use of electricity and because many of these factors can be influenced to change consumption. The
basic consuming unit within this sector is the household; consequently our interest is in factors that influence the electricity consumption of households. In keeping with the goal of
this chapter, I quantify factors such as demographics or climate that are independent from
energy efficiency policies, and distinguish these from other forces, such as prices and technology characteristics, that are directly influenced by energy efficiency policies. Whether
any given factor is a structural or policy independent variable is to an extent a matter of
assumption, but by attempting to explicitly calculating the contribution of different factors to the Rosenfeld effect I hope to highlight just how much of a difference observable
heterogeneity makes. Some variables one might regard as structural are listed below.
1. Household income distribution
2. Household size distribution
3. Householder age profile
4. Climate characteristics
5. Urbanization
6. Housing unit floor space
7. Housing unit age
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8. Fuel choices (for space conditioning and water heating)
In attempting to quantify the role of each of these variables on residential sector electricity
consumption, the following general methodology is employed. Beginning with aggregate
data from surveys of consumption and household data4 , I define test statistics that are measures of the expected household electricity consumption in California and the US, corrected
for state-nation differences in one factor alone. This is similar to the adjustments made in
analysing the commercial and industrial sectors, except repeated for more factors. In general terms we have
Êus = f (αus , Xus )
ca
Êad
j = f (αus , Xca )

Here Êus is an expression for per capita residential electricity consumption written as a
function of a vector of structural parameters Xus (such as the number of households of a
particular size) and a vector of ‘efficiency’ parameters αus (such as the national average
electricity use for a household in a given size group). By using national average values for
αus and X an estimate of the national average electricity consumption is obtained. When
we substitute values of the state structural parameters Xca in place of the national structure,
ca . Ê ca is
while leaving the efficiency parameters αus at the national average, we obtain Êad
j
ad j

an estimate of what the national figure Êus would have been, had the US structure looked
like California but efficiency remained unchanged. To obtain the empirical estimates required to carry this out, I rely on the EIA Residential Energy Consumption Surveys (RECS)
as well as the American Community Survey and Census data (primarily as a source of accurate population counts). Because a significant sampling error is associated with inputs
X, α(since our best estimates of these are sample surveys such as the EIA RECS survey), I
derive a standard error for all test statistics as well. I then look for statistically significant
ca against
differences between the US and CA values. That is I test the hypothesis Êus 6= Êad
j
4 Data are primarily from the decennial US Census reports, the American Community Surveys and from
sample surveys such as the EIA Residential Electricity Consumption Survey (Energy Information Administration 2005).
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ca . A significant difference between the two values is then
the null hypothesis Êus = Êad
j

attributed to state-nation differences in the particular characteristic in question.
In spirit this type of analysis is similar to index decomposition techniques such as the
Laspeyres or Divisia index methods that are often used to analyze time series of macro
data (see for example Schipper and McMahon 1995, Metcalf 2008). One concern which is
common in these studies is that while the data for decomposition are often obtained from
empirical surveys, typically no assessment is made of the extent to which sampling standard errors influence the derived indices. In this chapter, wherever possible, I explicitly
account for the sampling error in my data. This ensures that structural factors are incorporated in the decomposition only if they are likely to be significant5 . The aggregation
over various structural factors is multiplicative. Before proceeding I should acknowledge a
problem that the alert reader will no doubt have already noticed. By aggregating the effect
of different structural variables I assume that these are independent forces. To the extent
that this is not true, we may end up double counting certain structural effects. Chapter 6
takes a different approach to this problem and estimates a complete econometric model of
household demand that addresses this concern for the residential sector.

5.6.1

Household income distribution

Household income is a key driver of energy consumption patterns, through its link to increased living standards and consequently lifestyle changes. In general, lower household
incomes are associated with lower energy consumption. As income rises, so does the demand for energy, primarily owing to increasing appliance stocks. At high income levels
some flattening or even reductions in consumption may be observed. This is both due
to saturation in energy demand, as well as an increasing ability to afford energy efficient
technologies.
5 Unfortunately a statistical significance test is not always possible because of shortcomings in data sources

in some cases, especially in analysing data before 2005. Table 5.2 provides estimates with error bounds
wherever possible.
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In testing for the effect of household income I define two quantities
ad j
Êca
=∑
i

i αi
Hi αi
Hca
us
and Êus = ∑ us us
Pca
Pus
i

where
i and H i are the numbers of CA and US households in income group i, respectively,
Hca
us

Pca and Pus are the total number of households in California and the US, respectively,
i is the national average household electricity consumption (annually) for a household
αus

in income group i.
ad j

Êus is the average household electricity consumption in the United States. Êca estimates
what the average household electricity consumption in California would be, if the state
differed from the nation only in the distribution of households by income. Differences bein can then be interpreted as differences in average per capita consumption
tween Ēus and Eca

that result purely from differences in the distributions of households by income group. Forad j

ad j

mally I test the hypothesis H0 : Êca = Êus versus the alternative H1 : Êca 6= Êus and thus
account for standard errors in empirical data.
I find that state-nation differences in household income distribution alone, would cause
California’s household electricity consumption to exceed the national figure by about 5.90
percent (±2.48 percent) of the US average. This difference is significant at a 90 percent
confidence level and thus H0 is rejected6 .

5.6.2

Household size distribution

A demographic characteristic that could affect observed per capita electricity consumption
is the average size of households in a state. Larger families are able to attain economies
of scale (see O’Neill and Chen 2002) and therefore systematic differences in the size of
6 I assume a Gaussian distribution for the t-statistic in this test because of the fact that sample sizes involved

are large, and treating the denominator (which is a complete population count from the census) as constant.
The latter assumption allows the use of a standard Gaussian test as opposed to the much more complicated
test for a normal ratio distribution.
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households in California as compared to the national average could reduce per capita residential energy consumption figures. Census data indicates that such a difference does exist,
with the average household size in 2005 in California being 2.92 members as compared to
2.60 for the United States.
The test statistic in this case is conceptually the same as that for household income. I define
the two quantities:

ad j
Êca
=∑
i

i αi
Hca
Hi αi
us
and Êus = ∑ us us
Pca
Pus
i

where,
i and H i are the number of CA and US households in size group i, respectively,
Hca
ca

Pca and Pus are the total number of households in California and the US, respectively,
i is the national average household electricity consumption (annually) for a household
αus

in size group i.
ad j

Êus is the actual average electricity consumption per household for the US. Êca now estimates what the average household electricity consumption in California would be, if the
only difference between California and the US were the distribution of households by size
group.
ad j

I test the hypothesis H0 : Êca = Êus versus the alternative. I find no statistically signifiad j

cant difference between Êca and Êus . This finding is consistent with the observation that
economies of scale are obtained in larger households, allowing household size increases
without significant increases in energy consumption. Since this is the case, we may compute a per capita figure for electricity consumption by dividing the per household electricity consumption by the average household size. This was done for the United States and
California, and the difference was found to be statistically significant. California’s greater
household size was found to explain an approximately 9 percent reduction (± 3.74 percent)
from the national average figures.
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Climate characteristics

In order to estimate the effect of climate on household electricity use, two distinct end
uses were considered - space heating and air conditioning. For space heating, two factors
need to be taken into account. The first is the difference in population weighted heating
degree days between California and the United States. The second is the choice of heating
fuel - the popularity of natural gas over electricity for heating in California households
reduces observed electricity consumption. The heating energy load in California, adjusted
for differences in climate and fuel type but not accounting for any additional efficiency
improvements (ensured by using the national average level of energy intensity αus in the
ad j

formula) is given by Êca as follows.
ad j
Êca
= ηca

αus
HDDca
HDDus

Here HDD refers to population weighted heating degree days (climate effect) and ηca is
the fraction of households using electricity as the heating source (fuel substitution effect).
αus is the national average electricity consumption for space heating in households that use
ad j

electricity as the primary heating energy source. Êca thus linearly adjusts the national
average household heating electricity demand for the differences in climate (HDD) and
appliance ownership/fuel choices (η) in California. αus can be obtained from the RECS
surveys.
For cooling, I distinguish between central and room air-conditioning. Electricity demand
for air conditioning purposes is estimated as follows:
cool
cac
Eca
= ηca

cac
rac
αus
rac αus
CDDca + ηca
CDDca
CDDus
CDDus

cac
Here CDD refers to population weighted cooling degree days (climate effect) and ηca
rac are the fraction of households using central AC equipment (cac) or room AC
and ηca
cac and α rac is the national average electricity consumption
equipment (rac) respectively. αus
us

on air-conditioning for households using equipment type cac or rac respectively.
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There are significant differences in HDD and CDD values between the nation as a whole
and California. The milder climate in the state of California, lower appliance ownership and
fuel substitution possibilities in space heating, are reflected in a statistically significant difference in the expected electricity consumption for space heating and cooling, independent
of any other efficiency effects. For 2005, I find that point estimates suggest about a 7.92
percent (± 1.35 percent) reduction in electricity consumption for California due to reduced
cooling needs, and a 4.31 percent (± 0.88 percent) reduction due to differences in space
heating demand (both as a percentage of total US household electricity consumption).

5.6.4

Household floor space and Urbanization

The location of a household in a city, a suburb, or a rural area has a marked effect on
residential energy use patterns. Rural and suburban locations also tend to be correlated
with larger housing units all else equal. Indeed the availability of more living space is a
major reason for population sprawl outside the metropolis. Yet for a given household size
(number of persons), larger housing units (in terms of floorspace) will tend to use more
energy, with higher heating and cooling loads as well as a greater lighting load. The effect
of California’s greater urbanization should therefore be reflected in a comparison on the
basis of housing unit floor space distributions for the state and the nation. Comparing the
distribution of housing unit floorspace between California and the United States reveals
that within the state, dwellings tend to be smaller than the national average.7
In order to estimate the effect of smaller housing units on electricity consumption I define
the quantity
ad j
= ηus ∑
Êca
i

i αi
Hca
Hi αi
us
and Êus = ηus ∑ us us
Pca
Pus
i

where
i and H i are California and US housing units in floorspace size-group i,
Hca
us
7 It

is interesting that while the average family size in California is larger than the national average, the
average size of the housing unit appears to be smaller. Urbanization might be one reason for this. Both RECS
data and estimates from the American Community Survey suggest that the fraction of housing units located
outside of towns and cities nationwide, exceeds the corresponding fraction in California.
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ηus is the national average electricity consumption as a fraction of household energy consumption,
i is the national average household energy consumption for a unit in floorspace group i,
αus

Pca and Pus are the total number of housing units in California and the US respectively.
ad j

Testing for differences between Êca and the national average figure (Êus ) suggests that
floorspace differences account for a statistically significant reduction in California household electricity consumption of about 8.36 percent of the national average. The standard
error on this estimate is relatively large (see Table 5.2) owing to the high sampling error
of the RECS empirical data used to carry out this adjustment. Even so, the difference is
significant at a 90 percent confidence level.8

5.6.5

Fuel choices for water heating

It is no surprise that household fuel-mix differences translate to variations in electricity
demand. The RECS 2005 reveals that on a national level electricity makes up 41.23 percent
of the total energy consumed, while in California the same figure is 35.80 percent. I have
already accounted for electricity demand differences due to the greater use of natural gas for
space heating in California. A similar analysis of electricity consumption for water heating
applications, reveals that California’s greater reliance on fuels other than electricity for
water heating, would account for some reduction in overall electricity demand in this sector.
Nationwide, over 39 percent of households use electricity as the primary fuel for water
heating, while in California this fraction is under 11 percent (based on the 2005 RECS). It is
unsurprising therefore that water heating fuel choices accounts for a statistically significant
reduction in California’s electricity demand of about 7.81 percent (±0.5 percent) of the
national average household electricity consumption9 .
8 The

difference between state and nation floorspace distribution and consequent effects on electricity
consumption is even more marked for years prior to 2005.
9 It could be argued that state policy has had an indirect influence on fuel-mix decisions. For example,
Title-24 building standards may have made it harder to construct all electric homes in California. However,
simple switches in the form of energy used do not necessarily imply direct reductions in energy use and
carbon emissions. For this reason it makes sense to separately quantify reductions in electricity consumption
due to fuel mix differences.
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Other factors

The distribution of householder ages10 and housing unit age were not found to be statistically significant contributers to the state nation difference in the aggregate decomposition
analysis. Householder age profiles are very similar in the state and nation. While California does have slightly newer housing units, on combining housing unit age with electricity
consumption as a function of unit age, insufficient evidence was found (based on the RECS
2005 survey and standard errors in those figures) to conclude that the effect is a significant
dampener of electricity consumption.
Apart from these factors, it is also interesting to examine the role of lifestyles in influencing
electricity use. The analysis here does not directly attempt to quantify such differences and
it would be necessary to obtain more data to do so accurately. These are also variables
that might be expected to change under the influence of state policy and utility programs,
in particular educational and information campaigns. The 2005 RECS dataset does reveal
some evidence of differences in the way Californians treat energy when compared with the
rest of the nation.
Regarding heating for example, more Californian houses have programmable thermostats
(54 percent) than the national average (34.55 percent). This is an increase since 2001
when the figures were 35.60 percent and 23.40 percent respectively, but the gap has not
narrowed much. This is probably testament to the utility incentive programs that have
been in place in the state for many years. However technology aside, more Californians
lower the temperature in the day when the house is empty and while sleeping. As many
as 45 percent of Californian residents reported that they switched off heating when the
house was empty as opposed to about 8 percent for the nation as a whole. Thus there are
differences in both technology (which regulators and utilities programs have tried hard to
encourage and incentivize), and behavior. Explicitly switching off heating both at night
and when the house is unoccupied does reduce energy use - whether motivated by cost
or other considerations such as environmental concern. Similar differences obtain when
10 A

demographic characteristic that is a partial determinant of household energy consumption is the age
of the householder. In part, this is because household income is correlated with age, with income rising with
age. However, apart from the income effect, there is evidence to suggest that householder age differences
may independently affect energy use patterns (see O’Neill and Chen (2002)).
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looking at other appliances. For example not only do fewer California household’s possess
in home washing machines, of those that do about 33 percent have Energy Star washers.
Nationwide the figure stands at about 24 percent.

5.7

The Role of Prices

In the discussion up to this point, there has not been a separate estimate of any reduction
in demand due to the higher average electricity prices that prevail in California. The state’s
electricity tariffs are somewhat higher on average than the rest of the nation. But electricity
bills are often lower than the national average (in part thanks to lower consumption aided by
greater efficiency of use). Electricity prices are strongly influenced by state policy, including regulations on utilities and the supply sources they are allowed to use. Consequently
the fraction of the difference between California and the United States that I fail to explain
after adjusting for various structural factors needs to be understood as including the effects
of higher prices.
From the point of view of my analysis, this makes sense because electricity prices in California (and indeed the United States as a whole) are very much influenced by policy. In
addition it is not easy to figure out what role prices play in modulating electricity use, as
distinct from other regulatory influences. This is partly because tariff increases by utilities
(sometimes mandated or indirectly caused by regulators) often go hand in hand with the
adoption of efficiency enhancing technologies. Since such adoption is partly as a result
of mandated standards and partly a rational optimization process by consumers to a modified monetary incentive, separating the two is difficult. Chapter 6 outlines a more detailed
discussion of price effects in the context of an economic model of residential electricity demand, applied to understanding the California-US difference in consumption. The analysis
there provides for a detailed treatment of price and estimates a separate price effect.
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Historical Trends in Electricity Consumption

The discussion to this point has focused on examining different factors contributing to low
electricity consumption in California, for a snapshot of time in the recent past (2005 to be
precise). This is the latest year for which the date needed is available. That said, given that
the difference between California’s electricity consumption levels and the national average
has gradually increased over the last four decades, it is important to examine years before
2005 in order to test whether the observed time trend of increasing divergence between the
state and nation in Figure 5.2 can be explained by this type of analysis.
I therefore decompose historical data, using the same methods described earlier in this
chapter. For the residential sector RECS surveys for years before 2005 are used in conjunction with US census data for population counts. In some cases older data for California (specifically information on appliance saturation used to quantify heating and cooling
loads) has been sourced from CEC energy model outputs11 (California Energy Commission 2003). Similarly for the commercial sector I draw upon historical floorspace data from
the California Energy Commission demand forecasts.
Data constraints are most severe for the industrial sector as a result of the switch from the
SIC to NAICS classification in 1997. This reclassification has made it difficult to obtain
comparable employee data for years before 1997. Fortunately, the difference in electricity
consumption levels between the state and nation in the industrial sector has changed very
slowly over the past twenty years. Both the United States and California display relatively
flat levels of industrial electricity consumption (per capita) in recent years. At first glance,
this trend is not surprising since energy costs are an important part of total costs in some
industries. Economically beneficial energy savings are likely to spread faster nationwide
in the industrial sector than in the residential sector. Thus it is possible that the relatively
stable difference is largely a consequence of consistent differences in industrial sector composition and on-site generation differences12 . Even so, the portion of the California-US
differential attributed to the residual (interpreted as policy) term does increase with time.
11 In these cases standard errors cannot be estimated because the numbers used are not from sample surveys.
12 This

does not mean that California industry has not grown more efficient, only that these efficiencies are
likely to have spread nationwide, with the spillover effects thus dampening the Rosenfeld effect - a measure
of the difference between state and nation, not absolute efficiency.
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This is because the consumption gap owing to structural differences shrinks somewhat over
time. Figure 5.6 illustrates the time trend I obtain.
The three sectors seem to exhibit distinctly different trends. Perhaps the most surprising
is the commercial sector where the average floorspace distribution has tracked changes in
electricity consumption very closely. The majority of the difference between the state and
and national numbers is captured by this single variable and this is true even as we look at
data from years before 2003. The kink in Figure 5.5 is also difficult to explain since to the
best of my knowledge, no structural shock consistent with such a sharp deviation occured
around that time. The 1992 estimate is therefore likely to be unreliable, possibly due to
errors in my figures on floorspace distribution in that year (most probably due to inaccurate
estimates for California). This analysis does not delve into the question of why California
has smaller commercial establishments than the US average. Two explanations I regard as
plausible are first, the higher costs of land ownership including the costs of property taxes,
and second cultural differences and good weather in California which makes it possible
for more activities to take place outside. While this is only speculation, it is possible that
this results in schools, restaurants and office buildings choosing to set aside more open air
space for occupants in California than elsewhere.
As far as industry structure is concerned, there is evidence of a fairly consistent trend in
California of shifts in industry towards less energy intensive activities. This explains a large
fraction of the overall difference although even after correcting for industry structure, there
remains a signficant residual that has steadily increased from near zero about 10 years ago
to a projected value of over 1000 KWh per capita in 2005.
Most intriguing is the residential sector where Figure 5.4 only skims the surface of the types
of changes that explain the Rosenfeld effect over time. For instance, household sizes in California have steadily grown over time while in the rest of the United States precisely the
opposite trend has occured. In 1970 the average household sizes in the country was about
3.1 members per household while the California statistic was about 2.5. Fast forwarding to
2005, California households have grown to an average size of 2.92 while the rest of the nation has fragmented to the extent that the average size today nationally is only 2.60 persons.
This shift underlies the trend in Figure 5.4 where the ‘household size’ effect is seen to be
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increasing over time. Similarly the difference between the floorspace of California homes
(smaller on average) and the national average has also increased over time which is even
more significant when one considers that the number of persons in a household has gone up.
On the other hand there has been some decline in the importance of climate as the state has
seen increasing population growth in relatively more extreme climate zones ( particularly
in colder regions of the state), alongside an increase in air conditioning appliance saturation
numbers. All told however, the residual between national statistics and California numbers
has risen slowly. This is consistent with the hypothesis that aggressive program measures
coupled with higher average prices and tiered rate structures have increased the efficiency
savings the state has managed to achieve.

5.9

Results

In the case of the industrial and residential sectors the most recent data analyzed here is
from 200513 . For the commercial sector I do not go beyond 2003 since that is the most recent year of data from the EIA Commercial Building and Energy Consumption survey (the
primary data source for this study). Table 5.2 presents results for 2005, with the commercial sector estimates extrapolated from the analysis for 2003. The value column provides
the portion of difference explained by structural differences. The Adjustment Percentage
column represents the value as a percentage of the national figure. The adjusted value is
simply the national average after correcting for successive structural drivers. The residual per capita row provides the unexplained portion hypothesized as owing to policy and
prices along with its contribution to the overall difference. Figures 5.4,5.5,5.6 graphically
represent the deconstruction over time for the three sectors separately.

13 To

be precise in the case of the industrial sector decomposition I rely on the 2006 MECS for electricity
intensity values, in conjunction with industry structure data from 2005
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Residential 2005
US per capita average
4415
US per household average
11480
Structural Adjustment Factor
Value (KWh) Adjustment Percentage 90 % SE
Adjusted (KWh)
Heating load (Climate and Fuel Choices)
495
4.31%
0.88%
10985
Cooling load (Climate)
909
7.92%
1.35%
10077
Water Heating load
897
7.81%
0.50%
9180
Income
-542
-5.90%
2.48%
9721
Floorspace
813
8.36%
8.33%
8909
Per capita adjusted
3426
After Household Size Adjustment
311
9.07%
3.74%
3116
California Household Average
2395
Residual Per Capita
721
35.68%
(share of residual in difference)
Industrial 2005
US per capita average
3438
Structural Adjustment Factor
Value (KWh)
Adjustment %
90 % SE
Adjusted (KWh)
Industry structure
642
18.67%
4.30%
2796
Self generation
227
6.60%
2367
California per capita average
1391
Residual Per Capita
1178
57.56%
(share of residual in difference)
Commercial 2005
US per capita average
4586
Structural Adjustment Factor
Value (KWh)
Adjustment %
90 % SE
Adjusted (KWh)
Floorspace Distribution
1244
27.13%
3342
California per capita average
3253
Residual Per Capita
89
6.65%
(share of residual in difference)

Table 5.2: Structural and residual (policy) contributions to California-US differences in
electricity consumption by sector. Standard errors are provided where they could be estimated (where data sources carried information on sampling errors).
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Figure 5.4: Decomposition of the residential sector (1980-2005). Note the increasing share
of the residual but also time variations in structural differences
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Figure 5.5: Decomposition of the commercial sector (1979-2005). Note the decreasing
share of the residual. I am not aware of the existence of a structural shock explaining the
kink in 1995 and this may be indicative of problems with the floorspace data (CBECS
1995) for that year.
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Figure 5.6: Decomposition of the industrial sector (1997-2005). Note the increasing share
of the residual as the difference in industry structure shrinks.
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The difference in per capita electricity consumption between California and the United
States is represented here as a combination of an structural difference and a residual difference. The first term is the portion of the observed difference that can be explained by the
structural adjustments applied cumulatively to the US average. The residual is the portion
unexplained by observed structural differences. This fraction can therefore be regarded as
owing to policy, price effects as well as other forces that might be missing from my decomposition. To the extent that this analysis is successful in accounting for most of the
policy independent factors that might significantly influence electricity demand, the residual will be close to the effects of policy and price differences. At the very least this provides
a starting point for thinking about how much of the Rosenfeld effect is easily duplicated
elsewhere, even with the adoption of similar policies. Using 2005 statistics, I find that
nearly 35 percent of the difference lies in the residual, a very significant fraction. This is
made up of a residual of about 721 KWh per capita for the residential sector, 1061 KWh per
capita for the industrial sector and 89 KWh per capita for the commercial sector. This suggests that California policy has been extremely influential in making the Rosenfeld curve
a reality. At the same time about two-thirds of this difference does not seem to require an
appeal to greater efficiency or conservation behavior to explain. This underscores the fact
that California’s more aggressive policies are only a part of the story behind the Rosenfeld
curve. Many other factors are more important.
As Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 indicate, the decomposition results are consistent with the
trend of increasing divergence between the two populations. The residual share (attributed
at least partly to policy and prices) has indeed grown with time. Interestingly however,
structural factors influencing electricity use have also changed significantly with time. For
instance over the period from 1970 to the present the average size of California households
has grown steadily, while the average size of US households has dropped. Further, while
climate variations may have remained roughly constant (not entirely so because population weights have shifted), their importance to the difference between state and nation has
changed. This is because the ownership of air-conditioning has grown at different rates in
California (where cooling is not always needed) versus the national average. Other drivers
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seem to have grown less important over time. For instance, floorspace differences between
the state and nation have declined in recent years. Table 5.3 presents the residual portions
(interpreted as a policy effect) of the Rosenfeld effect for 2001 and 2005.

5.9.1

California Energy Commission forecasts

Over the years California has gradually instituted many programs and policy measures
aimed at demand side management, energy savings and energy efficiency. These include
programs run by investor owned utilities, rebates to emerging technology, retrofitting aid
and surveys, education and training programs, appliance recycling and advocacy efforts.
In addition, building and appliance standards of increasing stringency have been enforced
by the California Energy Commission (CEC), acting under the Warren-Alquist Act. Recent efforts include instituting widespread demand response management schemes allowing utilities to exercise some control over peaking loads and aggressive incentives for the
investor-owned utilities to encourage their customers to invest in energy efficiency. Thus
policy efforts have grown more aggressive over time, utility spending has increased and
many of the technological improvements put in place deliver cumulative reductions into
the future. For these reasons we might reasonably expect an increasing share of the statenation difference to be independent of structural differences.
An attempted comparison with California Energy Commission (CEC) estimates of the effects of utility programs and regulatory standards is instructive. It is a difficult task to
accurately quantify savings gained from these efforts, in large part because of the variety
and number of individual utility programs. Since the first version of this analysis, presented
in 2008, the CEC does produced updated savings figures, compiled from the aggregation
of various quantification methodologies applied to individual programs, the outputs from a
detailed energy system model, and self reported utility estimates of savings14 . The figures
reported in Table 5.3 are the total savings estimates for 2001 and 2005 from the California Energy Demand 2010 - 2020 Commission-Adopted Forecast, which contains revised
estimates of efficiency savings. For the residential sector, it is interesting that these are
14 Details

on the methodology used in making forecasts and savings estimates are available in the Energy
Demand Forecast Methods Report (California Energy Commission 2005).
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Year

Residential

CEC (Residential)

Industrial

CEC (Industrial)

Commercial

CEC (Commercial)

2001

533

427

517

-

290

258

2005

721

524

1178

-

89

307

Table 5.3: Total unexplained difference compared to revised 2010 CEC estimates of California programs from the 2010-2020 Demand Forecast. Energy commission estimates
exclude market and price effects. Figures in KWh per capita.
relatively close to the results I obtain given that they rely on a more detailed bottom up
approach.
For the commercial sector, the 2001 estimates from the CEC and the estimates from this
analysis are quite close, but a divergence occurs in 2005. Adjusting purely for floorspace
explains much of the difference between state and national intensity estimates. One possibly explanation for this might lie in the fact that commercial properties outside the state may
have grown more efficient, with efficient technologies diffusing more widely outside California. The difference between my estimate and the CEC estimate might then be viewed as
a consequence of the difference between a comparison with the national average (my measure) versus a comparison against an exogenous baseline model of technology adoption
(the CEC measure).
The California Energy Commission does not generate similar estimates emerging from a
structural energy model for the industrial sector. Demand forecasts for industry are provided using econometric and statistical forecasting methods and declines in energy intensity far exceed the savings claimed by utilities for their industry programs. This gap in the
official reports, combined with the fact that my analysis suggests a very large unexplained
residual in the industrial sector, points to the need for future work in order to examine the
reasons why this part of the economy seems to have grown so much more efficient over
time.
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Conclusions

The motivation of this chapter is twofold. First and foremost, I have sought to make the
point that even a simple analysis of empirical data makes it clear that a variety of socioeconomic factors need to be accounted for before comparing population energy intensities.
Secondly I carried out an empirical analysis to estimate what fraction of the difference between California and the United States is the result of policy independent characteristics
such as climate or demographics, and what fraction may be due to proactive policy measures aimed at saving energy. In order to accomplish this, I estimate the effect of various
policy independent factors and successively subtract their contribution from the overall difference. The results are instructive and suggest that we could do a lot better than using
illustrations such as Figure 5.1 in arguing the effectiveness of energy efficiency.
The methods used here do have shortcomings. First, the results do not estimate spillover
affects into other states due to California’s policies. Accounting for such spillover benefits
is a difficult task, but to the extent they exist, they make state policy even more significant
than this type of comparison reveals. Of course this is not an issue if all we seek to do is
explain the Rosenfeld effect itself, since that is a comparison net of spillovers.
Two other concerns remain. The first of these involves the possibility of indirect influences
of policy on some of the other explanatory factors I have studied. For instance, if efficiency
programs were to change average household sizes in California, then presumably the effect
of the latter might owe to the former. The second, potentially more serious issue involves
possible correlations among the structural factors that are considered here. In particular, for
the residential sector, multiple variables are being corrected for and by cumulatively multiplying their influence I am assuming that they act independently. While this is an intuitively
plausible assumption in some cases, it need not always hold. Rigorously accounting for
correlations requires the specification and estimation of a full fledged economic model of
household demand estimated using micro-data (see Chapter 6 for an econometric analysis
of the residential sector which produces similar results to those presented here).
That said, comparing energy intensities (normally defined as energy per unit GDP or per
capita) is an activity ubiquitious in policy debates. The Rosenfeld curve is also a plot of
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energy intensity (with the denominator being population instead of GDP). As a statistic,
energy intensity is an outcome variable, the net result of a variety of forces. In most cases
we are interested not only in what the energy intensity of a population looks like but also,
why it appears that way. Energy intensity therefore carries useful but limited meaning from
the point of view of policy evaluation or as a tool for setting expectations from efficiency
policy spending. Unfortunately this has not always been the way it is interpreted, both
within the energy literature and in popular discourse and as the analysis here demonstrates,
the stunning performance of California may be difficult to duplicate through state policy
alone.

Chapter 6
An Econometric Model of Residential
Energy Consumption
6.1

Background

In Chapter 5, I used a sequence of statistical tests to disaggregate the role of various structural factors in creating the state nation difference in Figure 5.1. I concluded that over two
thirds of the difference between state and national per capita electricity consumption levels
may be explained by appealing to differences in industry structure, floorspace, climate and
the like, with the remainder (about a third) possibly due to the state’s energy efficiency policies. While that chapter makes the case that energy intensities are misleading on face value,
the quantitative estimate suffers from potential concerns of ‘double counting’ because I do
not develop a formal econometric model.
This chapter builds upon Chapter 5 and undertakes a more detailed examination of changes
in the residential sector. The primary objective of this exercise is to shed some light on
why California per capita residential energy consumption is so much lower than the country as a whole1 . Along the way I also delve into evidence suggesting specific efficiency
1 It

should be clear that we are primarily attempting to explain a stark difference between two population
averages through the use of aggregate empirical data coupled with a detailed decomposition. This is subtly
different from estimating the overall effect of policy on efficiency measures in total - a separately interesting
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policy measures such as building standards may have been most effective in modulating
energy demand and find evidence of substantial heterogeneity in the response of different
household types of energy efficiency policy interventions.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the history of modern energy efficiency policy in the United
States dates back roughly to the mid 1970s. By efficiency policy we refer to legislative and
regulatory measures aimed at reducing the amount of energy required as an input in various
commercial, residential, transport and industrial activities.
Existing programs and policies2 can broadly be categorized into
1. Building and appliance standards
2. Financial incentive programs
3. Information and education programs.
Over the course of this chapter I will use terms such as ‘policy effect’ or ‘program impact’.
Unless otherwise stated the policies and programs these phrases refer to are the energy
efficiency oriented measures described here.

6.2

Outline

This analysis begins with Section 6.3 where I discuss the nature of household demand for
energy in detail, as well as a few characteristics of electricity consumption specifically. In
this chapter, I model household energy consumption starting from a flexible indirect utility
function. The population is segmented into types based on appliance portfolios and other
question but one that is not our focus here. Understanding the overall effect of any energy efficiency program, can be very hard because of policy spillovers across both state and national borders. With that said,
many important regulatory measures - such as building standards or household efficiency incentives - may
reasonably be supposed to have small direct spillovers.
2 More recently there has been increasing interest in policy measures that use behavioral and psychological
techniques to dampen electricity demand or change consumer attitudes towards energy. Historically however,
most efficiency policy in the United States has centered around technology improvements and incentives to
increase the diffusion of efficient technologies.
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characteristics and a hierarchical, random coefficients specification of demand is estimated.
A residual (policy) effect estimator is allowed to vary across household types, enabling us
to understand not just what fraction of the Rosenfeld effect owes to policy, but also which
types of households have been most strongly impacted. This information translates into
valuable insights into the specific types of policy measures that seem to have been most
useful (out of the varied portfolio that has been implemented over the years). The model is
described in some detail in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
Section 6.6 contains a description of the empirical data we use to estimate the parameters
of the demand model and Section 6.7 describes the estimation methodology used and a
discussion of some of the issues raised while carrying out the econometrics. Section 6.8 introduces and discusses some of the estimation results in detail. Section 6.9 synthesises the
effects of different factors and places them in the context of the Rosenfeld curve, answering
the original question posed in the title of this chapter. The Appendix provides details on
the Gibbs sampling steps used for estimation along with the posterior means of all parameter estimates and their Bayesian credibility values as well as a discussion of some minor
results.

6.3

Household Energy Demand

One way of viewing energy use in households is as a combination of demand for two
distinct types of fuels. The first of these is electricity, which is the only source (in developed country contexts) of energy for end uses such as lighting, electronics and virtually all
household appliances. For end uses that do not require thermal energy (heating), electricity
is essentially the only usable form of energy in US households. It is the highest quality
form of energy commonly available, is delivered differently from other fuels, can be accessed at a variety of sites within the house, is commonly rerouted by homeowners and is
billed separately. While households may often be all electric (where heating end uses are
also electrical), there is no other energy source for which a similar monopoly can be said to
hold. In practice, electricity is therefore a necessary energy source in a modern, developed
country household.
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Electricity demand is also indirect in that households do not derive utility from the consumption of electricity qua electricity but instead from a set of electricity services3 . Each
of these should be seen as possessing their own demand curves, with part of their price
being electricity costs. Consequently, when we speak of elasticities of electricity consumption we are referring to an average, net figure that emerges as a consequence of adjustments
of differing degrees in the consumption of a variety of electricity using services. Evidently
therefore, households consuming electricity for different sets of services (i.e households
possessing differing appliance portfolios) are likely to have overall demand functions that
may look quite different.
Electricity apart, a variety of other fuels are used by households in different parts of the
country. While the chemical composition and market price of these fuels might differ,
they show strong similarities in terms of how they are actually consumed and to what end.
Almost without exception, the secondary energy source(s) is burned to provide thermal
energy, and used to enable the consumption of a few energy services that involve heating
in some way4 . Most commonly this is space and water heating and cooking. For the most
part, there are two such fuels commonly used in the United States - natural gas and fuel oil
- although liquefied propane gas (LPG) is also occasionally consumed. Differences in end
use aside, the ways in which households interact with these fuels is also very different from
electricity. In general, these fuels are burned at a few specific points in the house, cannot be
rerouted and do not provide much flexibility in use. Because the energy conversion process
is combustion, a convenient unit in which to measure demand is Btu. As with electricity,
both policy and policy independent factors such as home area or climate can be expected to
modulate a households demand for these fuels. Thus in terms of understanding the impacts
of both structural factors and policy measures, it is helpful to examine how consumption
of these fuels varies across household types and geography as well. In this analysis I will
refer to all these energy sources together as the ‘secondary fuel’ and model them as such.
3 These

services are generally linked to specific appliances and include watching a movie at night, cooling
the house in summer, having a hot shower, lighting the house etc.
4 As other sources of energy such as residential solar thermal and solar electrical installations grow more
popular this modeling assumption will begin to hold less well. Over the time period of this study though
(2005 and before) and indeed even in the present, the diffusion of decentralized renewable energy in the
market may be regarded as negligible.
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Economic Model of Energy Demand

While the ‘Rosenfeld Curve’ of 5.1 is a description of electricity consumption intensities,
the model described in this section is a joint description of energy use in the household, addressing both electricity demand and demand for heating fuels. Within California it is natural gas, not electricity, that is the most commonly used fuel for heating purposes5 . Nearly
88 percent of households in the state consume natural gas in comparison to a national average of about 62 percent (2005 RECS figures). The use of natural gas in a household will
change electricity consumption patterns and correspondingly change the avenues through
which efficiency programs can reduce demand.
Secondly, efficiency policy has not focused solely on reducing the consumption of electricity. On the contrary, interventions such as stricter building standards or subsidies for
the purchase of better insulated water heaters have aimed to reduce the consumption of
whatever energy source is used for heating or cooling end uses. In the case of a household
with electric heating and electric water heating, this should mean a reduction in demand
for electricity. On the other hand, if the fuel used for these end uses is natural gas, there
may be no change in electricity consumption but there will likely be a drop in natural gas
demand. Thus from the point of view of understanding policy effectiveness, changes in
demand for both fuels provide valuable insight. Figure 6.1 shows the distribution of energy
consumption across different end uses in the U.S. residential sector. While electricity is the
most important fuel, heating demands for example may be fulfilled by other fuels. Even
in these cases however, for the most part (and we return to this subject after describing the
demand model), there is very little flexibility to change fuels once the initial building and
appliance stock is in place.
In an ideal world, because electricity is an indirectly consumed good, a complete electricity
demand model should begin by modeling demand for electricity consuming appliances
individually and deriving electricity demand from there. Unfortunately this requires data on
5 Acknowledging the somewhat inaccurate terminology involved in referring to electricity as a ‘fuel’ rather

than an ‘energy carrier’.
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Figure 6.1: U.S. residential energy consumption percentages by end use. M denotes end
uses with mixed fuels. E denotes electrical end uses. Source: DOE 2010 Buildings Energy
Data Book. URL: http://buildingsdatabook.eren.doe.gov/TableView.aspx?table=2.1.5
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ownership and use at the appliance level, information which is almost always unavailable
to the empirical researcher6 .
Consequently, in this chapter I derive the demand function from a flexible utility function
representing overall benefits from both electricity and the secondary heating fuels7 . Households are assumed to maximize an indirect utility function v(p, I) of the following form

y + ψ [exp(−θe Pe ) + exp(−θ P )] when secondary fuel consumption occurs
h h
v=
y + ψ [exp(−θ P )]
when no secondary fuel is consumed
e e
where y is income, v is total utility and Pe and Ph are the average prices of electricity and
the secondary heating fuels consumed. This model is an expression of the practical fact
that most households cannot be said to exercise much choice in whether or not they have
access to natural gas or fuel oil for heating. Conditional on their choice of a house to live
in, it is reasonable to suggest that any further consumption decisions are based on the fuels
available. It is only when heating is provided by natural gas or fuel oil that consumption
decisions must optimize over both electricity and the heating fuel. An alternative view of
this formulation is that this analysis separates the decision to use a secondary fuel, from
the decision on how much to consume. The first is implicitly made when a home is chosen
while the second is an ongoing process of utility maximization conditional on the first
decision.
This functional form for utility has been used in the literature studying demand for telephone minutes (e.g. Narayanan et al. 2007, Hobson and Spady 1988). The properties of
this utility function have been discussed in Narayanan et al. 2007. It is attractive for my purposes primarily because it lends itself to an easily estimable and flexible demand function,
is suited to applications where income elasticity is insignificant, does not impose constant
price elasticities, and is consistent with risk averse agents.
6 As

appliance specific monitoring and feedback becomes more common in the short to medium term,
this constraint may change allowing us to understand significantly more than we do now about changes in
behaviour in response to variations in price and other characteristics of energy.
7 Heterogeneity implies that households with different appliance stocks are allowed to have different parameters in the utility and demand functions.
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This utility function can be interpreted either as modeling demand of a good without significant income effects or as leading to a demand function where the income effect is not
separately identified and is instead combined with the constant term. At least in the United
States income elasticities have generally been found insignificant, once we condition on
the ownership of a particular set of appliances8 . Additionally it can be argued that it is always difficult to identify an income effect for electricity - in this or other studies - because
demand for electricity is the sum of demand for various appliance end uses. Since empirical data rarely measures the full appliance stock within a household it is difficult to claim
that one has controlled for appliance ownership in measuring income elasticities. Without
such control, the coefficient on income in a demand estimation problem also measures the
effects of increasing (unobserved) appliance stocks with increasing income. Thus in some
sense the income elasticity is fundamentally unidentified, motivating the choice of such a
functional form.
It is possible from the indirect utility to derive the demand for electricity and the heating
fuel using Roy’s identity so that

xe = −

∂ v/∂ pe
= ψθ p exp(−θ p Pe )
∂ v/∂ y

(6.1)

xh = −

∂ v/∂ ph
= ψθh exp(−θ p Pe )
∂ v/∂ y

(6.2)

Here xe , xh represent demand for electricity and the secondary fuel and ψ is a vector of
demand modifiers. If we let ln(ψ) = β Z + ε ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) where Z is a set of observed
modifiers of demand (including a constant term), β are parameters in the demand function
and ε is an unobserved component, then we can transform this equation to a log-level
demand function of the following form9
ye = ln(xe ) = β Z − θ p Pe + ε

(6.3)

8 Reiss and White (2005)find this result using a subset of the data I employ (California RECS 1993,97).Du-

bin and McFadden (1984) and Parti and Parti (1980) find similar results. Train and Mehrez (1994) study the
welfare implications of optional Time of Use pricing of electricity, employing a Gorman polar form utility
leading to a demand function free of income effects.
9 Note that the termln θ is combined with the intercept in the demand equation
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The form of the demand function obtained here is quite standard, with one restriction,
namely cross price elasticities that are set to zero. This restriction is reasonable (and often
used in the recent literature, as in (Reiss and White, 2005)) where the barriers to fuel
switching are high. This describes the situation for the residential sector very well, where
it is extremely hard and expensive to change heating fuels once the home is constructed.
These end uses make up most of the non-electric energy end uses. Of the remainder, it is
technically possible to swap from gas to electric clothes dryers but this is still expensive,
requiring the purchase of an entirely different appliance. This particular end use is also
only a small fraction of overall energy use (about 0.6 percent in 2006, based on the 2010
Buildings Energy Databook).

6.5

Econometric Specification

I model households as being heterogeneous in the way in which they use energy and in
their responses to variations in factors such as income, household size, prices or climate
variations. An ex-ante segmentation of households into different types is carried out using a set of observable characteristics. From the point of view of understanding policy,
observable heterogeneity is particularly useful for many reasons. Predicting the impact
of similar measures in a different population and learning something about the channels
through which policies have worked, requires understanding which types of households
have been impacted most. In this instance we may reasonably suppose that households
will behave differently depending on their appliance holdings and certain other sociological characteristics. This being the case it is probable that the impact of California’s energy
efficiency policies on actual household consumption would have varied depending on the
type of household in question. In part this is because both regulatory standards and utility
programs have a technology component to them that interacts with appliance stocks. Improving home insulation for instance will change electricity demand for a household with
central air conditioning much more than it will a household that does not use electricity
for cooling or heating. Thus rebates for insulation and retrofits will differ in effectiveness
depending on the type of adopter.
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In addition to observable heterogeneity, the model structure allows for unobservable heterogeneity in the demand parameters associated with each household type. The latter is
important because ignoring unobserved heterogeneity will in general lead to biased parameter estimates and inference (see Allenby and Rossi, 1998). In particular, simulations
of counterfactuals in a model of household demand may be inaccurate where unobservable heterogeneity is not modeled but functional forms are non-linear. To the best of my
knowledge this study is the first examination of efficiency policy to explicitly address this
problem.
A hierarchical model is therefore used to describe demand. At the top level are the type
specific demand equations for electricity and natural gas

xe,t = f (Zt , Pe,t , εe,t ; βe,t , θe,t )

(6.4)

xh,t = f (Zt , Ph,t , εh,t ; βh,t , θh,t )
βe,t = Ge,t ∆e + νe ∼ N(0,Vek )

(6.5)
(6.6)

βh,t = Gh,t ∆h + νh ∼ N(0,Vhk )
θe,t = G̃e,t ∆˜ e + ηe ∼ N(0,Vep )

(6.7)
(6.8)

θh,t = Gh,t ∆h + ηh ∼ N(0,Vhp )
~ε = [εe,t εh,t ] ∼ N(~0, Σ)

(6.9)
(6.10)

Here xe,t , xh,t represent annual consumption vectors of electricity and the secondary (heating) fuel (in units of KWh and Btu respectively) for all households of type t. f is the
demand equation and will be of the form in Equation 6.3, Zt are a set of demand modifiers10 . Pe,t and Ph,t are vectors of average prices of electricity and the secondary fuel for
households of type t.
The subscript t identifies demand equations for type t ∈ (1, 2...T ) with non price parameters
βe,t and βh,t respectively. θe,t and θh,t represent the own price coefficients for electricity
or natural gas (these are not price elasticities since the demand equation is log-linear in
10 These

on.

could include climate, demographics, housing unit characteristics, occupancy information and so
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consumption and price). The demand for the two energy sources is assumed to be correlated. The demand equations thus form a pair of seemingly unrelated regression equations
(Zellner 1971). Thusεe,h are stochastic terms distributed bivariate normal with some variance Σ. They represent demand shocks observed by the household but unobservable to the
econometrician.
The estimators for the demand function parameters β , θ are Bayesian shrinkage estimators.
The second level allows for the parameters of the demand function to vary across different
household types, as a function of certain type characteristics Gt . ∆e,h represent the parameters to be estimated at the second level. In the specific case of this model, the heterogeneity
inθe is described slightly differently from the other parameters in the demand function (β ).
In the equations above therefore G̃e,t 6= Ge,t . The reason for this difference (as is discussed
in Section 6.7) owes primarily to issues with the empirical data that is available.η, ν are
multivariate normally distributed stochastic terms at the second level allowing us to fit
data to the model. Vek , Vhk , Vep , Vhp represent the variance of these stochastic terms. This
specification allows the coefficients in the demand equation to vary quite generally across
households within a type while also capturing any systematic variation across types through
the term Gt ∆t .
The expressions for xe,t and xh,t in can be written as follows (following the expression
0

derived in 6.3). Note that here Zt has been separated into [Zt CAt ] where the first block is a
matrix of demand modifiers (see Table 6.1) and the second is a vector of dummy variables
(CAt ) which is 1 when the household is located in California and 0 otherwise.

0

0

0

0

ye,t = ln(xe ) = βe,t Zt + δe,t (CA) − θe,t Pe,t + εe,t
yh,t = ln(xh ) = βh,t Zt + δh,t (CA) − θh,t Ph,t + εh,t
It is useful at this point to discuss the use of average prices in the model. A fundamental
issue in modeling electricity demand is that consumer knowledge of prices seems limited
and the nature of their response to price ambiguous. Electricity pricing in many parts of the
nation, especially California, has become highly non-linear and demonstrates both 2nd and
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3rd degree price discrimination. Furthermore these schedules are typically not transparently communicated to the end user. It is therefore non-trivial for the consumer to compute
marginal costs at any point in time. It is also hard to determine tier rates, and information
on the times when consumption crosses tiers, from the only regular communication a consumer has with the utility - namely the monthly bill. In order to optimize against tiered
prices consumers must be assumed to be aware of seasonal variations, all other breakpoints
in the tier structure and must be assumed to have learned over time how much they will
consume over a month - accounting for any shocks and in the absence of any real time
information on consumption.
Rather than modeling consumers with a perfect knowledge of electricity prices therefore,
it often seems more accurate to think of them as responding to either a biased price belief
or to an average price, and as making decisions under price uncertainty. Borenstein (2009)
discusses this issue in some detail and finds for a population in California that reproducing
empirical distributions of consumption seems to require modeling consumers as either optimizing over the tiered schedule with some error, or reacting only to the average or marginal
price. In earlier work Shin (1985) finds evidence suggesting consumers seem to respond
to average not marginal prices. Most recently Ito (2010) uses utility level data to suggest
that in the short run at least, consumers seem to respond to average prices and not marginal
prices or the full tier structure.
This type of evidence would then suggest that models that assume households fully optimize over the non-linear schedule (see for example Reiss and White 2005) are less than
ideal descriptions of actual consumer behaviour, even though they are satisfying in a theoretical sense. In recent years some authors have chosen alternative formulations of consumer response, either using simpler models of price response or combining optimization
over a tiered schedule with a behavioral ‘optimization error’ term (see McRae 2009).
In this chapter I incline towards a description of consumer behavior that implies a continuous choice model with demand being influenced by the average price rather than the
outcome of solving a discrete continuous demand problem over the non-linear schedule.
This choice seems best suited to a long run model estimated using annual demand data,
and a reasonably good description of actual consumer behavior at this point in time. That
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said, this chapter is not intended to be a definitive statement on how households respond to
electricity price changes. Answering that question requires studying the nature of household response to non-linear prices under uncertainty and incomplete information.

6.5.1

Treatment Effects and the California policy bound

California’s history of program interventions aimed at encouraging energy efficiency may
be regarded as a ‘treatment’ to which households within the state have been exposed. The
effects of this treatment will naturally vary across individual households and in most cases
cannot be inferred separately for each unit. For this reason we are often interested in some
average effect over the whole population. This is the average treatment effect (AT E). A
related quantity is the average effect of treatment on the treated (T T ) which is often the
more policy relevant question and one that the data can tell us about without too many
additional assumptions. Mathematically we have,
AT E = Ei [Ti ] = Ei [YiT −YiN ]
T T = Ei [Ti |Si = 1] = Ei [YiT −YiN | Si = 1]
where Ti represents the treatment effect on unit i in the population, YiT , YiN represent the
outcomes with and without treatment for unit i and Si is an indicator representing whether
or not a household was subjected to treatment Ti . Naturally for any unit i, only one of YiT or
YiN may be observed with the other being an unobserved ‘potential’ outcome. Estimating
the unobserved outcome using available data is the central object of a program evaluation
analysis.
I define the indicator Si to be the history of energy policy interventions implemented in
California. Referring back to Chapter 3, the two broad types of policy measures that are
generally regarded as having mitigated growth in California’s electricity demand are building and appliance standards and utility driven incentive programs. The first of these two
categories involves a set of mandatory measures, while the second covers primarily financial incentives that have been aimed for the most part at encouraging the greater diffusion
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of efficient technologies. When treatment is defined as the presence of California’s program interventions, the treatment effect being evaluated is better understood as the effect
of an intent to treat. Households cannot opt out of being in a policy environment, though
in some cases a program intervention may have no effect on their decisions, and in others it
will change them. This is a quantity of primary interest to policy makers since it accounts
for households that do not comply with the (often voluntary) measures that a regulator
might propose.
In testing for a California policy effect I proceed as follows. In Zt I include a dummy variable that equals 1 for households in California. Let the coefficients associated with this
dummy in the two demand equations be δe,t , δh,t ∈ βe,t , βh,t . The magnitude of δt is interpreted as an indication of the type specific effect of being in California on a household’s
energy consumption (either of electricity or the secondary fuel) over and above differences
in the structural covariates in Z and prices P. By estimating a type specific effect δt I am
able to capture heterogeneity in household responses to state and utility programs. This
may be regarded as the average difference owing to unaccounted factors varying systematically between California and the rest of the nation. Some of this California effect could owe
to policy and regulatory differences between the state and nation. δ will approach the true
treatment effect if one believes that outcomes in households outside California provide, on
average, a valid counterfactual to which the treated group (the state) can be compared11 for
the purpose of policy evaluation. Note that as far as understanding the Rosenfeld curve and
similar comparisons is concerned, this is by definition the only comparison which we may
make.
It is not my intention to claim that the counterfactual formed by households outside California is a perfect choice. Whether this is so depends on how completely the covariate
controls correct for non-policy differences in the two groups. In interpreting δt a more
conservative assumption would be that it represents an approximation to policy impact and
possibly an upper bound. At the very least the size of δ is suggestive as to whether the role
11 To

be more precise the model undertakes a comparison of households of a specific type inside California
with their corresponding types outside the state. That is, the segmentation in the demand function implements
a form of matching wherein similar households are compared to each other in the two populations. This
should increase the confidence we have in the validity of comparisons.
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of policy has been large or small, and how similar it is to the occasional estimates produced
by regulatory bodies, using different evaluation methods.
It is also worth discussing why I have not included a more explicit indicator of policy effort in the model (as opposed to a state dummy alone). Perhaps the most detailed public
information on efficiency spending is the utility specific expenditure amounts on energy efficiency measures that are publicly available from EIA-861 returns archived by the Energy
Information Administration. Unfortunately using utility spending data (available aggregated at state or district level) necessitates a more macro-level examination of policy impact which in turn removes our ability to ask questions about heterogeneous impacts across
households. Utility expenditure also proxies for only one aspect of policy effort in a state
or region and does not relate to many other important measures such as the stringency of
building and appliance standards, the effect of state funded public information campaigns
and so on12 .
Secondly, it is has been argued that the expenditure data publicly available suffer from
serious errors (Horowitz 2010a) and are consequently unreliable estimates of either policy
efforts or actual spending. To the extent this is true, including these covariates (even if
one were to also include some measure of building standards of differing strictness) would
introduce a known and potentially large error into estimates. Such an error is difficult to
deal with because it is unclear whether the resulting quantification of policy impacts overestimates or under-estimates true policy effects.
In this chapter therefore I elect to pick a known devil over an unknown one. The estimated
δ in the top level demand function here may mismeasure the true treatment effect but the
structure of potential errors is fairly transparent. In addition, the ways in which δ changes
across different household groups provides estimates of efficiency effects on specific end
uses which control much more strictly for potentially unmodeled and confounding differences. The model also evaluates the difference in trends between California and the United
12 This

is also a concern in evaluating the results from studies focused on evaluating utility DSM , since
regulatory measures such as the stringency of building standards (that tend to be correlated with high utility
spending) have not generally been controlled for in previous work. An exception is the work of Arimura
et al. (2009) who do include a measure of building standards in their regressions. However that paper finds no
significant effect of such standards, perhaps an indication that they are inadequately capturing these regulatory
measures using the dummy variables they employ.
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States over the period 1993-1997 and 2001-2005. This is an estimate of whether energy
consumption per household in California has grown more slowly than that of the rest of the
United States over this period. It should also be noted that much of the evaluation literature
on national level evaluation of utility energy efficiency expenditure has concluded that the
impact of these programs has been small (of the order of 1 percent in Arimura et al. (2009))
whilst the role of building and appliance standards has been either ignored or determined
to be negligible. For California alone, these are not findings that seem intuitively reasonable or consistent with studies such as Aroonruengsawat et al. (2009) and Kahn and Costa
(2010) or with estimates produced by the regulatory body (California Energy Commision).
The results of this chapter suggest it is plausible that at least for this state, efficiency policy
has had significant impacts of a comparable order to regulatory estimates (see Section 6.9).
The heterogeneity in values of δt in the population is also consistent with the conclusion
that building standards and HVAC appliance standards may have made a significant difference to energy demand. Note that the second level of the hierarchical model enables us to
examine how δe,t , δh,t (the type specific treatment effects), vary with the corresponding type
characteristics Gt . For instance, if Gt were to contain variables identifying the presence of
specific appliances within the households then the corresponding row in ∆t tells us how
the presence of these appliances modifies the average treatment effect of state policy. This
information is useful in order to determine which policies have had the largest contribution
to the overall treatment effect, and what the effects of a similar portfolio of policies might
be in the context of another population with a different type distribution to California. As
we shall see, the specification of the second level allows us to estimate a form of ‘difference
in differences’ estimator that provides further insight into the role of energy efficiency in
California.

6.5.2

The demand model

Column 1 of Table 6.1 lists the covariates that enter the two top level demand functions
for households (Z, Pe , Pg ), and Columns 2 and 3 specify the variables entering the various
segmentation equations at the second level of the hierarchy. An explanation of a few of
these variable names is in order at this point. Within the demand equation, the ‘occupancy
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dummy’ is an indicator variable that is set to 1 if there is normally someone at home during
the day in the household (this information is provided in response to a specific question in
the Residential Energy Consumption Survey). Similarly the variable Urban/Rural location
is a set of two indicators that capture the location of the household as self classified by
the household. If the household reports their home as being in a city, the Urban dummy is
set to 1. If the home is reported as being in a rural area, the Rural dummy is set to one.
Both can enter the demand model because the RECS allows for two more answers to the
location question - ‘small town’ and ‘suburbs’ are intermediate options. If either of these is
reported both Urban and Rural dummies are set at 0. This section has discussed the role of
the California dummy in the model and the remaining variables should be reasonably self
explanatory.
The second level of the model describes the heterogeneity in parameter estimates in terms
of a lower level vector of type variables. These are all binary variables that take either a 1 or a 0 value for any given household. For instance a rich household surveyed
in 2001, using electric air conditioning, electric water heating but without any electric heating appliances, luxury goods or durables would have a type vector as follows:
Gt = [1(Intercept), 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1(Time)]. A household type t is by definition, a group of
households, all of whom have exactly the same group characteristics. These variables are
primarily meant to describe the appliance stock in a household in line with our underlying
assumption that households with different appliances will respond differently to incentives,
structural factors and policy. I briefly describe the segmenting variables used here.
1. Electric Air Conditioning: Households that possess some form of electric airconditioning.
2. Electric Water Heating: Households that use electricity for water heating (as opposed
to natural gas or another fuel).
3. Electric Space Heating: Households using electricity to provide space heating
4. Durable Goods: Virtually all households possess a basic stock of durable appliances
such as a primary refrigerator. Many also own a second refrigerator. This variable
is used to identify households that exceed the baseline stock. This is also an index,
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set to 1 if the household owns all three of the following: Dishwasher, Clothes Dryer,
Clothes Washer.
5. Home Ownership: Home ownership is an indication of two characteristics of the
household. First it implies some degree of financial well being. Secondly ownership
of a home leads to a very different set of incentive structures - both with regards
to appliance purchase behavior and with regards to investments in energy efficiency
measures. I discuss these considerations later in the chapter.
6. Low Income: The assumption of zero income effects may break down for low income
households. I include a variable identifying households in the bottom quintile of
the income distribution. These are also households that may have limited appliance
stocks and limited ability to make investments in efficiency measures.
7. Time: It is interesting to see whether the policy effect suggested by the model
changes over time. I include an indicator variable that takes a value of 1 when the
household observation comes from 2001 or later. The inclusion of a time dummy
in the household type vector enables the estimation of a difference in differences
estimator of policy impact over the study period.
All characteristics in Column 2 of the table enter the vector Ge,t and all except time enter
G̃e,t (see Section 6.4.1). The type specification for the heating fuel (Gh,t ) is defined using a subset of these characteristics (Intercept, Electric Heating, Low Income and Time).
The heterogeneity specification for the secondary fuel segments households into 32 types
corresponding to the 23 combinations that the three second level variable values can take.
Of these 31 are represented in the data. In the electricity demand model I estimate coefficients for 97 household types13 . Because the groups in the electricity demand system are
more finely defined than the heterogeneity specification for natural gas one may regard all
households as simply belonging to one of 97 types (so that t ∈ [1 . . . 94]). Thus the mapping
from an electricity type to a natural gas type is onto but not one-one (there may be many
electricity household ‘types’ corresponding to the same natural gas ‘type’)
13 After

removing a few outliers, some observations with missing data and certain types with less than
15 observations cumulatively over all RECS surveys from 1993 to 2005, I am left with 96 household types
actually represented in the data.
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Ge : Type Characteristics (Electricity) Gh : Type Characteristics (Secondary Fuel)

Intercept

Intercept

Intercept

Cooling and Heating Degree Days

Electric Air-Conditioning

Electric Water Heating

Price (Electricity)

Electric Water Heating

Electric Heating

Price (Secondary Fuel)

Electric Heating

Home Ownership

Housing Unit Floorspace

Durables Ownership

Very Low Income
Time (Absent inG̃)

Household Size

Home Ownership

Housing Unit Age

Very Low Income

Occupancy Dummy

Time (Absent inG̃)

Urban/Rural Location
California Dummy

Table 6.1: Model covariates in demand function (left column) and heterogeneity segmentation for the two fuels (right columns). Number of types estimated from the data: 97
(electricity demand model), 31 (secondary heating fuel model).

6.6

Data

A major challenge to researchers attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of efficiency policy has been obtaining suitable empirical data. Most of the existing literature on this question has employed macro data available at the state or utility level and often at a yearly
resolution for the last couple of decades. Examples include Horowitz 2007, Loughran and
Kulick 2004 and Arimura et al. 2009. These studies have all had as their object, an evaluation of the effectiveness of utility expenditure in the United States. With the exception of
Horowitz, the others have generally used EIA data on expenditures as reported.
The analysis in this chapter uses the detailed household level microdata available every 4
years through the Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS). The RECS is a crosssectional survey of households across the United States, administered by the Energy Information Administration, providing consumption and expenditure data on a variety of energy
sources along with details of the physical and demographic characteristics of the household and the appliance stock possessed. The sample is probability weighted and the survey
has been conducted at four year intervals from 1978 to 2005 (the most recent available
data). The 2005 survey collected data from 4,382 households in housing units statistically
selected to represent the 111.1 million housing units in the United States. The survey is
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Time Period Electricity (KWh) Secondary Fuel (1000 BTU)

Fraction All-Electric

Outside CA

1993-1997

10683.50

93823.94

0.28

California

1993-1997

6443.78

50527.17

0.14

Outside CA

2001-2005

11153.41

80851.06

0.24

California

2001-2005

6549.64

47319.76

0.09

Table 6.2: Average consumption per household of electricity and secondary heating fuels
(where used) in California and the rest of the nation
conducted through in-home interviews and include an inventory of appliances and a survey
of the respondent. The data set is supplemented with consumption figures from the utility and weather data from the National Weather Service (NWS). Further details about the
RECS data and survey design are available in EIA (1994). RECS data are tabulated for the
four Census regions, the nine Census divisions, and since 1993 for the observations from
the four most populous States - California, Florida, New York, and Texas - are separately
identified. In order to identify California observations, I am restricted to using only the
survey data from 1993 and later.
I pool together four RECS surveys from the 1993, 1997, 2001 and 2005 RECS to carry out
estimation. The additional detail in this data set allows me to estimate a more informative
structural model than would be possible relying on aggregate state level data. Combining
all four iterations of the RECS surveys (1993, 1997, 2001, 2005) I have a total of 19,779
observations available for inference, with about 42 percent belonging to the period after
200114 . Table 6.2 provides the observed average values of electricity consumption (KWh)
and secondary heating fuel consumption (1000 BTU) within and outside California.
The RECS surveys provide for significant cross-sectional variation in prices, consumption, climate, demographic characteristics and the other covariates that enter the demand
function (see Appendix A). This variation identifies the demand system. Note that not all
possible household types are represented in the data used for estimation and some types
may be represented only by a few observations. Even so to the extent the model identifies
14 This

is reflective of the steadily decreasing sample sizes that the RECS has made available to researchers
over the last few survey years. The 2009 RECS is expected to use a much larger sample and should help
reverse this trend.
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variation in parameters at the second level, it can be used to make inference about 100
percent of the population. For those types with few observations, it is the model structure
at the second level (variation in demand parameters with type characteristics) that is used
to infer demand parameters at the top level. A time dummy is introduced that separates the
1993 and 1997 cohorts from those from the 2001 and 2005 survey years. This enables us to
test for changes in the demand function over time although we are admittedly losing some
time variation through combining two survey years together.

6.7

Estimation

The model specified in Equations 6.4 through 6.10 is estimated as a Bayesian hierarchical
linear model with the top level consisting of a two equation Seemingly Unrelated Regression Equation (SURE) system. Posterior distributions of parameters are obtained using
a Gibbs sampler. The priors used are proper, and highly uninformative so that given the
number of sample observations, final posterior distributions are essentially insensitive to
the prior. Normal distributions are employed for the demand parameters at the first and
second level of the model with an inverse Wishart prior for the variances. Appendix A
provides more details of the prior distributions used and the form of the posteriors. I use
a burn in period of 40000 iterations by which time the Markov chain is observed to converge. I then use the next 10000 draws as samples from the final estimated posterior. A
brief derivation of the conditional posterior distributions and the full likelihood, along with
the steps of the Gibbs sampler, is provided in the Appendix. The reader is encouraged to
refer to Rossi et al. (2006) for a more detailed discussion of the estimation of Bayesian
hierarchical linear models.

6.7.1

Estimating price elasticities

In the context of the Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) microdata that I use
here (Section 6.6 provides more details on this data set), it is necessary to discuss a couple
of inter-related concerns relating to how price is dealt with in the model. The central
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of Pacific Gas and Electric rate structure as of August 2010. Note
that level of consumption defined as the baseline differs across the service territories of the
utility, may vary by season. Low income consumers face a different rate structure.
challenge owes to the fact that electricity price schedules have typically been non-linear,
in particular in the last 10-15 years, and even earlier in California. It is common to see
utilities offer electricity on a tiered price schedule, with marginal prices rising depending
on the block in which consumption is currently taking place. Figure 6.2 illustrates this with
a representation of the tiered pricing schedules currently offered by PG&E in California.
The RECS data sets used here, which to the best of this authors knowledge represent the
only such national survey instrument, span the period from 1993 to 2005. The survey
provides researchers with only the average price paid by consumers, not their full rate
schedule. At first glance this might seem perfectly adequate given our discussion of the
ambiguity surrounding what price consumers respond to, and since average price is used
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in the demand equation. Unfortunately, under a tiered rate structure the average price
is no longer exogenous to demand and simply regressing consumption against price may
lead to biased estimates of average price elasticies. While estimating price response is
not the primary objective of this chapter (and the parameter estimate on the California
dummy δ may still be unbiased provided price is orthogonal to the dummy variable), this
is nevertheless a potential concern that it makes sense to alleviate.
To instrument for endogenous prices, I use two additional variables. First I employ dummies for the census division. These are exogenous to demand but correlated with price to
a limited degree, capturing variations in generation and transmission costs and regulatory
fees across the country. Next, for the 1993 and 1997 survey years I obtain the local utility
average price for baseline quantities of electricity and natural gas for each household15 .
This price is exogenous to the household demand equation because it is not affected by
consumption levels, and is predetermined by utilities in consultation with the regulator
(typically over a three year period). It is therefore also uncorrelated with individual, annual
shocks. Thus it fulfils the so called exclusion restriction. At the same time, the predetermined baseline price is correlated with average prices because a significant amount of the
inframarginal consumption of households is billed at a rate identical or close to the exogenous utility area rate (even though the marginal unit may be billed at a slightly higher or
lower tier).
Instrumental variable methods in bayesian models are still a relatively new addition to the
literature. This chapter implements the method described in Yang et al. (2003), to augment
the demand side equations described above with a limited information supply side model
for average price, using the two instruments just described. In brief (see Appendix for
more), the demand system described in Equations 6.4-6.10 is augmented with a supply
side specification for price as described below. Here IVe,h are the instruments for electricity
and the secondary heating fuel, namely census division dummies and the exogenous utility
15 This

variable was originally released as part of the survey microdata and has since been removed. I
managed to obtain the original survey data sets containing the two exogenous price variables. Thanks for
this are owed to Peter Reiss. For the 2001 and 2005 surveys this variable was not available and has not been
released by the EIA.
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area rate16 . Note that the supply side specification also allows for heterogeneity in that
the degree of correlation between instruments and the the average price is allowed to be
different across the 31 different natural gas household types. While dropping or adding this
flexibility does not change our final estimates much, we frame the model this way because
an examination of utility pricing structures reveals that tiered rates do in fact differ between
(for example) all-electric households and dual fuel households.
pe,t = αe,t IVe,t + ωe,t
ph,t = αh,t IVh,t + ωh,t
αe,t = G̃h Se,t + νe ∼ N(0,Whk )
αh,t = G̃h Sh,t + νh ∼ N(0,Whk )
Ēt = [εe,t , εh,t , ωe,t , ωh,t ] = N(0, S)

(6.11)

The relationship between demand side prices and the supply side is captured by linking the
stochastic terms in the demand equation and the pricing equation, as in Equation 6.11.
The complete model can now be estimated using a simple Markov Chain Monte Carlo
sampler, with one addition complication. Going back to the discussion of instruments a few
paragraphs ago, one of the problems we have to overcome is that instruments are available
only for about half the sample (the 1993 and 1997 survey years, see footnote 16). With
one additional assumption this constraint is straightforward to circumvent in a bayesian
paradigm. The assumption we make is that the underlying price response coefficient does
not change over time. While we still allow all other parameter estimates to vary between
the period before 2001 and after 2001, the same is assumed to not be the case for price.
Note that appliance stocks are allowed to modify the price coefficient and thus the primary
source of heterogeneity is still retained. Referring back to remarks made in Section 6.5, it
is for this reason that the second level heterogeneity specification for electricity is different
from the other parameters in that the Time variable is not present in G̃e,t (see Table 6.1 and
equations 6.4-6.10).
16 For

the heating fuels in some cases more than one fuel type is consumed (for examples small amounts of
propane along with the major heating fuel). The instrument (and the average price on the left hand side) is a
weighted average of the individual fuel prices in those cases.
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With this assumption in place, the complete estimation is carried out using a two stage
procedure. First, I use only the first half of the dataset and instrumenting for price, recover
type specific price coefficient posteriors (along with those for the other parameters). Next
in step two I re-estimate the demand side using the complete dataset. In this step I treat
the price coefficient as known and where required in the MCMC sampler, I draw from
the posterior estimated in step one. Since the first step yields a consistent estimate of the
price coefficients for all types, this distribution may be used in the second stage provided
we are willing to treat the price coefficient as a structural parameter that does not change
significantly between the 1993-1997 period and the 2001-2005 period.
As I show in Section 6.8.2, it turns out that the price elasticity I estimate is very close
to prior estimates in the literature that have used the full price schedule and have been
estimated for similar households.

6.8

Results

I discuss the results emerging from the estimated demand system in three parts. I begin in
Section 6.8.1 with an overview of the extent to which California households seem to differ
from their counterparts elsewhere, once we control for a variety of structural factors. I show
this amount is relatively small - certainly when compared to the stark picture the Rosenfeld
curve presents on its own. Next in Section 6.8.2, I consider the issue of price response
and the variation in this parameter within the population. In doing so I also discuss the
average elasticity I estimate in the context of other results in the literature. In Section 6.8.3
I discuss evidence that emerges from this model and the RECS data that supports theories
of the existence of split incentive market failures that reduce the adoption of efficiency
measures in rented homes.
The model estimated here provides us information on the observable and unobservable
heterogeneity in demand parameters associated with other factors beyond price and the state
dummy. Table 6.3 provides estimates of all second level parameters for electricity and the
secondary heating fuel. The columns of the table correspond to parameters in the demand
function and rows correspond to characteristics of type (as present in Ge,h ). The estimates
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at the second level tell us how the presence or absence of a group characteristic modifies the
parameters of demand. The values provided are means of the posterior distributions at the
second level with significant values marked with a star. The last row of the table provides
the scale of the demand function covariates. Finally, note that these estimates can be related
to percentage changes in energy consumption owing to different type characteristics.
Interpreting this table requires some care. The row headers are characteristics that a household might possess and segment the population into different types. Each of these characteristics are binary as described in Section 6.5.2. The column headers are variables in
the demand function. The numbers within the cells can be used to read off the coefficients of the estimated demand function. An example might be helpful. Consider Row 1
(Base Row). This row provides the estimated demand function for households that have
none of the appliance stocks/ characteristics that are listed below. They have no electric
air-conditioning, no electric heating, are not low income and so on. For these households,
the demand function coefficients corresponding to each of the demand modifiers (Intercept,
HDD, CDD and so on) can be read off in the cells directly to the right. The price coefficient
of -2.35 indicates a negative price elasticity (approximately -0.235 at 10 cents per KWh).
The coefficient -0.13 (corresponding to the California dummy δ ) indicates that this type of
household consumes about 13 percent less electricity in California than elsewhere.
The rows below the Base row tell us how demand needs to be modified as household characteristics change. For example, the addition of electric air-conditioning alone will change
the demand function for a household and the nature of the new demand function is obtained
by adding together the Base Row and the Electric Air-Conditioning row (Row 2). Thus for
instance the intercept will go up by from 7.94 to 8.44 (a change of 0.50), as one would
expect since an additional electrical end use is now present. Sensitivity to heating degree
days changes dramatically from an insignificant estimate of 0.09, to a highly significant
estimate of -0.26. Again this makes sense because an appliance is now present whose use
is strongly influenced by temperature. In a similar vein the California dummy coefficient
decreases further, from -0.13 to -0.22 (a decrease of -0.09). This indicates that the gap between CA and non-CA homes widens when we consider households with air-conditioning
as well.
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Parameter Variation with Type Characteristics in Electricity Demand Equation
Intercept

HDD

CDD

HomeArea

HHMembers

OldHouse

NewHouse

AtHome

HHAge

Rural

Urban

CA (δ )

Base

7.94**

0.09

0.40**

0.23**

1.05**

-0.06**

-0.16**

0.03

0.03

0.10**

-0.04

-0.13**

PriceCoeff
-2.35**

Electric Air-Conditioning

0.50**

-0.35**

0.25**

0.02

-0.10**

0.02

0.06*

0.02

-0.03

-0.03

-0.02

-0.09**

-1.60**

Electric Water Heating

0.46**

0.20**

-0.33**

-0.02

0.17**

-0.02

0.01

-0.01

-0.01

-0.04

-0.02

-0.01

-0.57**

Electric Heating

0.35**

0.03

-0.19**

0.05*

-0.11*

0.02

-0.06*

-0.05*

0.01

-0.02

-0.01

-0.05

-0.83**

Durables

0.39**

-0.04

0.08

-0.10**

0.06

0.02

0.05

-0.01

0.01

0.04

-0.02

0.08**

-0.58**

Home Ownership

0.43**

-0.21**

-0.24**

-0.08**

-0.01

-0.04

-0.06

-0.01

0.01

-0.04

0.02

0.01

-0.84**

Low Income

-0.03

-0.04

-0.11*

0.01

0.08

0.06**

0.05*

0.00

-0.07**

0.02

0.05*

-0.06*

0.03

Time

-0.01

0.05

0.13**

-0.04*

0.06

0.00

0.08**

0.02

-0.07**

0.01

-0.01

-0.07**

NA

Units

1

10000 DD

5000 DD

1000 sq.ft

10 persons

1

1

1

50yrs

1

1

1

1 cent/KWh

Intercept

HDD

CDD

HomeArea

HHMembers

OldHouse

NewHouse

AtHome

HHAge

Rural

Urban

CA (δ )

PriceCoeff

Base

11.40**

0.16

-0.87**

0.16*

0.54**

0.19**

0.10

0.08

0.03

-0.09

-0.05

-0.58**

-5.85**

Electric Water Heating

-0.41**

0.54**

0.40**

-0.06

0.23**

-0.02

-0.04

-0.02

0.13*

0.11

-0.02

0.21**

-0.07

Electric Heating

0.08

-0.05

-0.09

0.09

0.26**

-0.04

-0.17**

-0.06

-0.04

0.05

0.05

0.02

-2.13**

Home Ownership

-0.26**

0.18*

0.16

0.00

-0.10

-0.06

-0.10

-0.01

0.05

0.02

0.04

0.11

1.23**

Low Income

-0.05

-0.12

0.01

0.03*

0.02

0.07*

-0.07

0.01

0.01

0.15*

-0.03

-0.05

-1.40**

Time

-0.22**

0.14

0.06

-0.03

-0.22**

0.08

-0.12

0.06

-0.04

-0.02

-0.01

-0.01

NA

Units

1

10000 DD

5000 DD

1000 sq.ft

10 persons

1

1

1

50yrs

1

1

1

1 cent/104 BTU

Parameter Variation with Type Characteristics in Secondary Fuel Demand Equation

Table 6.3: Mean values of the second level hierarchy coefficients. The header row lists
parameters present in the demand equation. The Intercept row provides base values of
these parameters. Each subsequent named row provides the mean increment or decrement
associated with each demand parameter for households that possess the related row characteristic. A single star indicates significance at an 85 percent credibility level and two stars
indicate significance at 90 percent.
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The role of policy

The primary purpose of estimating this model is to understand how much of a difference remains between California households and others in the nation, once we account for the various structural parameters in the demand function. This is represented by the state dummy
for CA (denoted by δe,h ). Each of the household types represented in the population is
allowed to have a different value of δt and it is evidently interesting to see how δt varies
across types because this tells us something about which policies may have been most
effective.
Note that it is possible that there are spillover effects associated with at least some of California’s efficiency policies. Equally, some policies in other states might affect California
energy use. Finally there may be spillover effects from programs implemented in other
countries. For instance Chinese market expansion and manufacturing improvements may
have contributed to driving down costs of CFL bulbs worldwide.
Accounting for spillovers rigorously is difficult at the best of times, but it is reasonable
to argue that for program interventions centered around mandatory building standards and
incentives provided to residential consumers to make efficiency purposes, any spillovers
are likely to be limited. For instance, meeting higher efficiency standards does come at
a cost and unless consumers are willing to pay for efficiency it is unlikely that construction in states without such mandates will be significantly affected simply due to standards
implemented elsewhere. Similarly while both policy outside the country and within California may in theory help to reduce manufacturing costs of certain residential efficiency
investments, in practice the state’s ability to influence average appliance prices set by large
multinational firms is likely to be very small.
Assuming very significant spillovers would seem to go against observed consumer reluctance to invest in energy efficiency - the energy efficiency gap is a puzzling and difficult
problem precisely because much of the time consumers do not seem to rationally undertake
energy saving behavior. Were they to do so many of the program interventions in California
and elsewhere would be unnecessary since for the most part they have involved encouraging the diffusion of technology options that seem to pass a cost benefit analysis at current
market prices.
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It is not the intention of this chapter to theorize on why the so-called ‘efficiency gap’ exists
(see Jaffe (1994) for a good review of this subject) or to posit whether its presence indicates
consumer irrationality, market failures or simply unaccounted hidden costs. Whatever the
cause however, we are probably not fortunate enough to count on large spillover effects.
There is no ‘free lunch’ for those who would seek to see widespread market transformation!
That said, regardless of ones beliefs as to the magnitude of these considerations, it would
still be accurate to regard the ’policy effect’ estimated here as a net effect, over and above
any spillovers. From the point of view of explaining the Rosenfeld curve (which also only
measures net differences between state and nation) we need only explain this net effect.
The estimated parameter values δt are interesting and suggest a limited influence of policy.
The values of δ may be expressed in terms of a percentage reduction in electricity or heating fuel use associated with being in California owing to the effect of efficiency measures
and any confounding unobservables missing in the model. When combined with the representation of household types in the population (using the probability weights associated
with each observation in the RECS survey) they can be used to obtain a distribution of
residual effects (δ )17 . Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate these distributions for electricity and
the secondary heating fuels respectively.
Note that each of these figures contains two distribution plots - one computed using the
distribution of households in the United States as a whole and the other using the California
distribution. Because the distribution of household types in the two populations is not
identical, and because the reductions captured by δ vary with type, we would expect the
nature of demand shifts in the country as a whole to differ from that in California even if
both groups had been subjected to exactly the same policy measures and reacted in similar
ways. The differences between the distribution shapes and mean reductions in Figures 6.3
and 6.4 illustrate this fact. They also demonstrate how the estimates of a model can be
used to make predictive statements about another population and why heterogeneity is so
important here. It is precisely because all households are not the same, and will not react
17 As a rough approximation the parameter value directly translates to a percentage decline but to determine

percentages accurately it is necessary to also account for the fact that each type specific δt estimate is associated with a household type with different mean consumption levels. Furthermore posterior distributions of
δt differ across types. To accurately compute expected population distributions therefore, one needs to carry
out a simulation exercise using the posterior parameter distribution.
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to a program intervention the same way, that the results of similar interventions in different
populations will differ. For that reason, simply calculating an average estimate of policy
impact is only of limited utility.
The figures show the simulated distribution of treatment effects (the ‘California Effect’
captured by δ ). There is heterogeneity induced by the different household types in the
population, each of which are allowed to have a different average effect. The curve is
smooth because the model fits a normal distribution to each of the different types, what is
plotted is therefore a mixture of normals. The table shows how δ varies across types and is
simple the relevant column taken from Table 6.3.
Overall the estimates of δ capture an effect corresponding to around a 13.7 percent reduction in California (as a percentage of the national average consumption). For the secondary
heating fuel (natural gas for the most part in California), the California effect unexplained
by structure is much higher at about 40 percent of the national average. At first glance
this might suggest that there are confounding factors in the secondary fuel demand model
that are contributing to this difference. Two potential confounds of this type are household
behavior and technology differences. However while both may contribute to the overall effects captured by δ it is not entirely misleading to regard them as indicators of ‘efficiency’.
With regards behavior - especially as it relates to heating end uses - the RECS data sets do
reveal some evidence of differences in the way Californians treat energy when compared
with the rest of the nation. For instance in 2005, more Californians reported lowering
the temperature in the day when the house is empty and while sleeping than the national
average. As many as 45 percent of Californian residents reported that they switched off
heating when the house was empty as opposed to about 8 percent for the nation as a whole.
Explicitly switching off heating both at night and when the house is unoccupied does reduce energy use - whether motivated by cost or other considerations such as environmental
concern. There are two points of view that one might take regarding such conservation
behavior. One is that it represents the outcome of regulatory and utility efforts to educate
consumers about the importance of saving energy. The other point of view is that Californians are intrinsically different from the rest of the nation and these differences arise
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completely independent of policy. As with all things, the truth probably lies somewhere in
between, but this author inclines more to the former point of view.
The other cause for a large difference, especially in natural gas consumption, may be intrinsic technological differences. In grouping together the secondary heating fuels because of
their similarity in how the consumer interacts with them we have also compared different
combustion technologies. Natural gas home heating tends to be more efficient than using
fuel oil where the need to maintain exhaust at a certain minimum heat results in combustion efficiencies that normally cannot exceed 85 percent. A natural gas furnace on the other
hand, which burns a higher quality fuel, can be much more efficient (around 95 percent for
the best models). Unfortunately I am unaware of any good estimate of the efficiency of the
stock of home furnaces in different parts of the country and therefore it is hard to separate
the role of this factor in explaining δh .
All else equal therefore a population that uses natural gas as its primary heating source
may well consume fewer BTUs for the same results than one that relies on fuel oil. And of
course it is reasonable to argue that California’s reliance on natural gas is the outcome of a
variety of factors of which modern energy efficiency policy is not the most important. That
said, the efficiency difference in a technological sense between the two options remains
real and ex-ante there is no reason why we could not think of switching over to alternative
heating sources in other parts of the country (especially the colder states of the North-East).
While California regulatory standards may not be the only reason the state uses natural gas
they have at least contributed to making it difficult to switch to less efficient (though often
cheaper) fuel sources.

6.8.1.1

Have HVAC interventions been the real success story?

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 also provide the estimated parameter values for δe , δh at the second
level of the hierarchy (as does Table 6.3). This is useful to see how the difference between
households in the state and those outside varies depending on type characteristics. These
estimates provide a type of difference in differences estimator that suggests that heating
and cooling end uses might be one area where program interventions have been especially
successful.
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Figure 6.3: Percentage reductions in electricity consumption attributed to the California
dummy (δe ). Table provides second level parameter estimates showing how δe varies
across type characteristics. ** indicates 90 percent significance, * indicates 85 percent
significance.
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Figure 6.4: Percentage reductions in electricity consumption attributed to the California
dummy (δh ). Table provides second level parameter estimates showing how δe varies
across type characteristics. ** indicates 90 percent significance, * indicates 85 percent
significance.
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The tables next to the distribution plots tell us how the difference between CA and non-CA
house varies with the presence of type characteristics. The first row (Base) is the magnitude
of δe associated with households that have none of the additional electrical end uses - that
is no electric heating, water heating or cooling, a zero for the durables indicator. They are
also not in the poorest quintile and do not own homes. The parameter value in the second
row (Electric AC for Figure 6.3) indicates that households with this characteristic show an
even larger CA effect (δ values going from -0.13 for Base types to −0.22, an addition of
−0.09, when an electric AC is owned). The rows below this tell us whether this difference
increases or decreases as a specific type characteristic is ‘added on’ (that is they provide
the net effect of each characteristic on δe ). There are significant effects associated with
electric air-conditioning, electric heating, durables ownership and time. The difference
also increases on average with time (about 7 percent between the 1993-97 and the 20012005 cohorts). Finally - and somewhat counter-intuitively - the state nation divergence
reduces when the durables indicator is 1. Low income households also show a greater than
average California effect.
These numbers are interesting, especially those associated with the electric air conditioning
and heating dummies, because in one sense they provide stronger evidence of the role of
policy than the top level distribution of δe alone. Recall that one disadvantage of the estimate δe is that it potentially contains other factors that are unobserved but correlated with
California households and independent of efficiency policy. The change in δe in households with electric air-conditioning however might do a much better job of eliminating
unobserved confounding factors. To be specific, one may assume that the base value of δe
(about 13 percent) captures any confounding effects and some fraction of efficiency policy
impacts that influence even ‘base’ consumption households. Then the increment to δe owing to electric air conditioning (a further 9 percent reduction) exists over and above these
confounds (it is the difference in δe values between households with and without electric
air-conditioning) and provides much stronger evidence that policy interventions may have
helped reduce energy used for cooling end uses. This is indicative of a significant impact
of building standards, insulation rebates, air-conditioner appliance standards and so on.
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A similar argument holds for the increased (in magnitude) state effect (δ ) for households
with electric heating and this again points to possibly large impacts of programs targeting
HVAC technologies. These measures include Title 24 building standards, rebates provided
for the purchase of insulation and for home retrofits and utility financed installation of programmable thermostats in homes. Finally, other programs that are not focused on heating
and cooling (such as efficient CFL lighting subsidies) may have played some role in driving
the baseline reduction that is observed. Other recent work that has suggested a significant
impact of building standards in California is Kahn and Costa (2010) and Aroonruengsawat
et al. (2009). This conclusion is reinforced by the large residual policy effect seen for the
secondary fuel (in California this primarily implies natural gas), which is used largely for
heating purposes.
The change in δe corresponding to Time in the second level points to a diverging trend.
This estimator measures the difference in rates of change between the two populations.
Whether this owes to greater policy differences in this period or not is debatable. However
it is consistent with the implication of the Rosenfeld curve that the state of California has
steadily pulled away from the nation over time. The estimate is small but highly significant
even though only a limited amount of time variation is available in the data. Note that over
the period of time studied here the rate of divergence between the two population intensities
does seem to have slowed.
Lastly we have a result that suggests that households in California with more durables (or at
least both a clothes washer and a clothes dryer) are significantly less different in percentage
terms than their counterparts elsewhere (there is significant positive increment in δe ). This
might suggest that households in California with more durables consume more electricity
without an offsetting difference in efficiency compared to their counterparts elsewhere.

6.8.2

Price response

While the central objective of this study is not to estimate price elasticities, the price coefficients estimated over the household types are still of some interest. One reason for this
is that prices of electricity and natural gas are significantly influenced by regulatory policy. In California, utility decoupling initiatives and utility driven efficiency programs have
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certainly influenced the rate structures consumers see. The average prices of electricity in
California are not a result purely of market forces, indeed there would be a strong case for
arguing that the largest single determinant of rate changes is regulatory policy. In any case
to the extent prices may be slightly different between the state and the rest of the nation,
overall consumption should be expected to be different as well. The degree to which price
variations will influence electricity and secondary fuel consumption levels will depend on
the price response (inferred from parameters θe,h ) that is suggested by the data. Note that
the parameters θe,h do not directly translate to price elasticities but can be expressed as such
(εe = θe Pe ). Also, as with the parameter in the previous section we need to draw from type
specific elasticity posteriors to obtain the distribution in population of the price elasticity.
Figure 6.5 presents the type specific electricity price elasticities implied by the model corresponding to an average price of 10 cents per KWh (2005 dollars). I interpret my price
response as being closer to the medium to long run elasticity of demand which is likely to
be larger than a short run elasticity. Whether these are reasonable estimates is a difficult
question to answer because it is hard to find much agreement in the literature on what the
medium term price elasticity of residential electricity demand actually is. Previous work
has estimated widely divergent elasticities. In a meta survey Espey and Espey (2004) found
that the literature contains estimates of short run price elasticities ranging between -2.01
to -0.004 with a mean of -0.35. Long run elasticities range between -2.25 to -0.04 with a
mean of -0.85 and a median of -0.81. Similarly Reiss and White (2005) discuss the range
of price elasticity estimates in the literature and suggest that numbers ranging from nearly
0 to -0.6 are most commonly obtained. In recent work using a California specific data set,
Gillingham et al. (2010) find a price responsiveness of near 0 for the specific end use of
electric heating. The price elasticities infered here seem reasonable in this light.
There is one interesting feature of the distribution of elasticity estimates that is worth noting. For a population distribution of household types that matches California, there seems
to exist a multimodal distribution of price responsiveness with a long tail. There is a large
probability mass of less responsive consumers with elasticities around -0.40 and lower
and then another cluster of consumers with elasticities around -0.6 (at a constant price).
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Figure 6.5: Variation in price elasticity across household types. Elasticities are computed
from price coefficient estimates assuming an average price of 10 cents per KWh. Average
elasticity for California and the US population differs due to differences in type distribution.
This chapter does not claim to speak to exactly what the true price response looks like 18 .
However as a qualitative matter, my results indicate that the distribution of price elasticities in California is different from that in the rest of the country with a larger mass of
less responsive consumers. This owes to the distribution of different household types with
heterogeneous price response coefficients.
Figure 6.5 also contains a table showing how the price coefficient varies with type characteristics. In general there is evidence that consumers with more electrical end uses are
more responsive to price - consistent with the idea that they have more ‘room to manouvere’
since they have a greater number of appliances whose use can be adjusted19 .
18 There are more fundamental concerns regarding exactly what price consumers are responding to that
would need answering first. Papers such as Borenstein, 2009; Ito, 2010 go some way to this end.
19 Households using more electricity are probably paying higher bills and consequently may be more aware
of the effects of price changes. This would also lead to similar results of greater elasticities for heavy users
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Figure 6.6: Variation in price elasticity of the secondary fuel across household types. Elasticities are computed from price coefficient estimates assuming an average price of 1 dollar
per therm.
I also obtain price elasticities for the secondary heating fuel (primarily fuel oil and natural
gas) corresponding to a price of 100 cents per therm. Figure 6.6 presents these estimates. In
general price responsiveness seems higher than in the case of electricity and the distribution
of heterogeneity in the population is much smoother.

6.8.3

The ‘Split Incentives’ problem

It has often been theorized in the energy literature that home owners may be more likely
than renters and/or households that do not pay for electricity directly, to make energy efficiency investments (see Murtishaw and Sathaye 2006). This is an instance of an incentive
compatibility problem wherein households who do not own their dwelling are unlikely to
but it is not clear that in a cross sectional study of annual elasticities this type of individual salience argument
is meaningful.
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be willing to make long term investments with large capital costs that would improve the
energy efficiency of the building. At the same time the owner might not wish to make this
investment either energy bills are paid by the tenant and consequently there would be no
direct benefit to the owner from making efficiency upgrades.
As a consequence one might expect energy consumption in dwellings occupied by owners
to be lower than it is in rented homes. In practice however, this hypothesis has been difficult
to test directly. Two recent working papers that attempt to shed some light on this problem
are Gillingham et al. (2010) and Davis (2010). The authors come to mixed conclusions.
The first paper looks at heating energy use and finds no strong evidence of differences in
energy consumption, nor the temperature levels at which thermostats are set. The authors
do point out however that households show certain differences in the frequency with which
they change heating and cooling temperature settings depending on whether they pay for
heating or not. They also point out that insulation levels seems better in households which
own their dwelling. Davis examines whether there is a significant difference in the ownership of energy efficient appliances between home owners and tenants (based on the 2005
RECS data) and finds that there is does seem to be the case. This chapter does not look
at differences in other investments such as insulation and weatherization however, both of
which (as the author also notes), might be even more likely candidate for split incentive
problems. Unfortunately neither of these two studies looks at energy use directly.
While the split incentive problem is not the primary topic of interest in this chapter, because
one of the determinants of heterogeneity in my model is whether or not the home is owned
by the household, I am able to make a contribution to this debate and highlight some of
the reasons why it may be difficult to detect split incentive considerations in practice. To
do this we need to look at the way the constant term in the demand function changes for
the two fuel types (electricity and the secondary fuel), depending on whether or not the
household owns the dwelling. This information is provided in Table 6.3 in the first column.

6.8.3.1

Electricity versus the secondary fuel

To begin, let us consider the difference between the qualitative sign of the parameter estimates associated with home ownership for the two fuels. Electricity use seems to increase
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for households that are home owners. The parameter estimate at the second level is 0.43
and significant, translating to an increase in electricity consumption of about 48 percent associated with home ownership20 . This likely reflects two factors at play here. First, home
owners, all else equal are likely to be richer than those who are renters. While the income
effects associated with electricity consumption may be small, appliance ownership (as I
have remarked earlier) will increase with income. To the extent that home ownership plays
the part of a proxy for greater income and increased appliance stocks, it is unsurprising that
electricity use may increase for home owners. Secondly, even at the same income level,
it is likely that home owners may make greater investments in electricity using appliances
than renters. ‘Feathering ones nest’ is an important part of living in your own house and
one might expect home owners to invest in a variety of small and large appliances - home
theatre systems, increased lighting, workshop equipment in garages and so on.
If home owners do indeed gradually accumulate more electricial appliances it is not surprising that their net electricity consumption will exceed that of renters. This effect may
well swamp any efficiency improvements that might occur because of increased adoption
of efficiency enhancing technologies. I suggest this underlies the increase in electricity
consumption levels predicted for electricity by the model. Detecting split incentives in
electricity consumption might therefore be much easier to do by looking directly at the
existence of efficient appliances in the home (rather than overall electricity consumption).
This is the approach Davis (2010) takes.
The situation is somewhat different for secondary heating fuels - natural gas, fuel oil and
the like. Unlike in the case of electricity, it is by no means clear that increases in income
would translate to the addition of different end uses for these fuels. This is simply a reflection of the fact that these fuels are primarily used for thermal heating purposes, which
tend to be limited to cooking, space heating, water heating and occasionally clothes drying.
Furthermore whether or not a household is set up to use natural gas for these end uses is
20 This

number can be calculated by converting the log parameter estimates to original energy consumption
numbers (by taking an exponent of the parameter value). For electricity, mean consumption by renters is given
by eEr where Er is the log of average electricity consumption by renter households. The increase in expected
consumption due to a switch to home ownership is given by e(Er +∆i ) − eEr , where ∆i is the parameter estimate
corresponding to home-ownership (0.43).
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primarily a consequence of the availability of the fuel and building construction considerations that are not easily amenable to changes after the initial choice. Thus income increases
would not necessarily translate to a wider range of end uses for the secondary fuel. This is
all the more so since the end uses for the secondary fuels are rather basic and would need
to be in place whether or not the resident owns or rents the dwelling.
As a consequence of these differences in the way electricity is used as opposed to the
secondary fuels, one might expect that differences in the level of investment in efficiency
enhancing technologies would more visibly influence energy consumption of heating fuels
than it would electricity.Recall that large capital intensive investments with long pay back
periods - retrofits, insulation upgrades and the like - are all strong candidates for split incentive problems and at the same time are aimed largely at improving HVAC efficiency.
And indeed, in the case of the heating fuels, the demand model predicts entirely different
behavior for homeowners as opposed to renters. The coefficient estimate is again significant but negative implying a decrease in secondary fuel consumption of about 29 percent
corresponding to a shift from a rented dwelling to an owned dwelling.
I therefore interpret the significant negative coefficient associated with home ownership
(indicative of significant declines in consumption of heating fuels for such homes) as being
relatively strong evidence that is consistent with the existence of incentive compatibility
market failures. Taken together with the results in Davis (2010), which focused on electricity and suggested that home owners may possess more efficient appliances on average,
I suggest that these results present evidence that the split incentive problem may be even
more severe for the other fuels. Table 6.4 presents some other, more direct, indicators of energy efficiency investments focusing on behaviors that are closely tied to the end uses that
the secondary fuels are used to fulfill. The intent is simply to show that there seems consistent evidence of increased diffusion of these technologies and behaviors amongst home
owners than renters (who may not pay utility bills directly and may have fewer incentives
to invest in home efficiency upgrades). This might explain why they appear to consume
less energy. For a more rigorous claim one would wish to control for other covariates such
as income and credit constraints and the like in comparing the outcome variables in Table
6.4, but that is an analysis best left to a separate study.
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Efficiency Behavior

Owner Occupied

Renter Occupied

Well Insulated Home

42.00%

30.30%

Low-E Coating (Double or Triple Pane)

9.99%

1.52%

Some Windows Replaced

23.30%

10.61%

Have Programmable Thermostat

35.47%

16.36%

Reduce Temperature During Day

58.48%

43.40%

Reduce Temperature During Night

67.15%

53.70%

Lower Heat When Unoccupied

40.08%

27.88%

Lower Heat At Night

42.64%

22.42%

Table 6.4: Indicators of efficiency investments in homeowners and renters from the 2005
RECS survey.

6.8.4

Appliance ownership and type distribution

Before moving to the concluding portions of this chapter a few brief comments on appliance
ownership and type distribution may be helpful. In order to understand why California
differs from the rest of United States, on average, we need to characterize the distribution
of household types in the 2 populations. Because the model itself conditions on appliance
stocks through the segmentation into broad household types, ownership patterns are only
observed in the data as given - i.e the model does not explain how and why appliance
ownership decisions are made by households. Yet, to the extent that the type distribution
of households differs between California and the United States, so will average electricity
consumption. To state this in more mathematical terms
Ȳ = ET E[Y |t] =

Z

E[Y |t] fT dt

Here average electricity consumption (Ȳ ) will differ between state and nation, even if conditional consumption E[Y |t] is the same for every type t ∈ (1 . . . T ), provided the distribution
of types is different. In such a case one could conclude that while there appears to be no
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efficiency improvements at the level of technology or appliance use (and consequently efficiency enhancing policies appear to be ineffective), ownership of appliances does differ.
This would still result in differences in mean per capita energy consumed.
Indeed the shares of different types do differ markedly between the non California and
California samples. This variation suggests systematic differences in appliance purchase
decisions in the two populations. For instance California has a smaller share of many of the
household types that have air conditioning and fewer poor households. Since the primary
aim here is to study the California policy effect for different households, most results are
presented conditional on appliance and fuel choices. From the point of view of explaining
the Rosenfeld curve as a whole though, the type distribution is important and it is evident
that two type characteristics - ownership of air-conditioning, and the use of electricity for
heating applications - are far more common outside California than within the state. Each of
these choices contributes to reducing the electricity consumed by the state and consequently
bolsters the difference in the Rosenfeld curve21 . Thus structural forces such as climate or
household size act in two different ways on the population. For instance climate will affect
the demand for each household type but it will also influence appliance purchase decisions
and therefore the type distribution. The percentage reductions implied by differences in
household type distributions alone (Section 6.9) are therefore another way of looking at the
hidden influence of structural characteristics that may act to change a population’s energy
intensity.

6.9

Synthesis

It is helpful to collect together the model estimates for both electricity and the secondary
fuel in order to break down the Rosenfeld effect into its constitutive components. I use the
demand parameters estimated here for different household types and combine these with
RECS sample weights to obtain implied reductions in California demand due to various
21 Needless

to say, neither of these factors in themselves imply greater efficiency or policy success. In fact
fuel substitution does not even necessarily imply energy savings (although switching away from electricity
will reduce electricity consumption measures).
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structural factors. Similarly, I also form a population estimate for the California dummy
(or bound on treatment) δe,h .
The Rosenfeld curve is normally drawn in units of per capita electricity consumption and
energy per capita is a very commonly used statistic when discussing how the energy use
characteristics of populations. Therefore Figures 6.7, 6.8 use this metric and convert household reductions to per capita reductions. In order to compute these effects sizes the estimated demand function parameters are combined with California and non-California mean
values for the various covariates. This is done separately for each household type and averaged over the population using the RECS sampling weights corresponding to each type.
This tells us the influence of the structural differences between California and the United
States. I plot reductions due to only those factors that pass a significance test - i.e for
whom the uncertainty in demand parameter posteriors is not so large as to negate the possibility of making statistically significant statements regarding the difference between the
two populations. For instance,
0

0

ye,t = ln(xe ) = βe,t Zt + δe,t (CA) − θe,t Pe,t + εe,t

∆KW Ht,price = exp(θ̂e,t PCA,t + Êca ) − exp(θ̂e,t PUS,t + Êca,t )
∆KW H price is an estimate of the change in annual electricity consumption that a household
type in California would show if prices faced by all members of that type were changed
to be the same as those outside the state (all else held equal). When PCA,t (the actual
California prices) is systematically higher than PUS,t (prices in non-CA households) then
∆KW H price will be negative, implying a reduction in state consumption owing to higher
prices. Here θ̂e,t is the price coefficient estimated from the data and Êca,t is the mean electricity consumption in California for the type in question. Because the parameter estimates
θ̂e,t are stochastic with some estimated posterior distribution the implied change in consumption will also be uncertain. The distribution of ∆KW H price can be used to carry out
a significance test. Note that the primary effect of climate is likely to be in changing the
type distribution of households (AC penetration for example). Consequently I interpret the
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Figure 6.7: A decomposition of the difference between California and the rest of the country in per capita electricity consumption. Numbers at the bottom are block heights in annual KWh per capita. The green block is the bound on California program effects (the δ
dummy). Estimates are averages over the 2001, 2005 time periods.
HDD and CDD effect as representing additional effects on demand over and above their
influence on type distribution.
It is easy to see from Figure 6.7 that the average reductions in electricity consumption that
we may attribute to non-price policy impact is very limited at about 317 KWh per capita
annually or approximately 20 percent of the overall difference between the state and the rest
of the nation. This is still a significant reduction of course but it suggests a very different
story than a comparison of electricity intensities by themselves. When the impact of price
is included the total share due to price (heavily influenced by regulation) and policy is about
512 KWh annually or 32.5 percent of the actual difference22 .
22 This

is smaller than the figure obtained by in Chapter 5 using a simpler decomposition method that
would have included the impact of both price and policy (along with other unobserved differences, if any).
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Figure 6.8: A decomposition of the difference between California and the rest of the country in per capita heating fuel consumption. Numbers at the bottom are block heights in
annual KBtu per capita. The green block is the bound on California program effects (the δ
dummy). Estimates are averages over the 2001, 2005 time periods.
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Year

CEC (Residential)

CEC (Industrial)

CEC (Commercial)

2001

427

-

258

2005

524

-

307

Table 6.5: Revised CEC savings estimates of California programs from the 2010-2020
Demand Forecast. Energy commission estimates exclude market and price effects. Figures
in KWh per capita.
The recently released California Energy Commissions 2010-2020 Demand Forecast model
provides updated official estimates of cumulative savings in the residential sector over time.
A comparison with California Energy Commission (CEC) estimates of the effects of utility
programs and regulatory standards is instructive. It is a difficult task to accurately quantify
savings gained from these efforts, in large part because of the variety and number of individual utility programs. The CEC does produce some aggregate figures, compiled from
the aggregation of various quantification methodologies applied to individual programs,
the outputs from a detailed energy system model, and self reported utility estimates of savings23 . Education, training and awareness generation programs are excluded from savings
estimates due to the difficulty in quantifying them. Some caution should be exercised in
interpreting CEC estimates provided for comparison in Table 6.5 because numbers published in different years as part of the demand forecast models have typically been subject
to changes and modifications. The figures reported here are the total electricity savings estimates for 2001 and 2005 from the California Energy Demand 2010 - 2020 CommissionAdopted Forecast (CEC 2010), which contains revised estimates of efficiency savings. It
is interesting that the residential sector savings estimates are close to the results we obtain
given that they derive from an entirely different bottom up approach.
The relative agreement between the regulator’s newest figures and our own is heartening
as an evaluation of the California Energy Commission’s current methods although as remarked earlier savings numbers have been modified on an ongoing basis. That said, it
is important and useful to use empirical microdata as an evaluation technique because in
That chapter suggested a ‘residual effect’ of about 702 KWh per capita in 2005 and 545 KWh per capita in
2001.
23 Some details on the methodology used in making forecasts and savings estimates are available in the
Energy Demand Forecast Methods Report (California Energy Commission 2005).
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general regulators and a utility do have an incentive to over-report savings once policy is
funded. In many cases the regulatory framework is not as rigorous as the California Energy
Commission’s has been, rendering it even harder to evaluate policy. Finally it is instructive
that even with the existence of internal models predicting smaller savings, the majority of
public discourse on efficiency and program interventions has tended to rely on the use of
aggregate statistics such as an energy intensity comparison.
I use the econometric model to estimate the policy bound and impact of prices for the 199397 and 2001-05 periods and then interpolate between the two periods. I compare with the
newest CEC estimates of program impacts over this period of time. Figure 6.9 contains
the results. This graph is instructive on the question of how much of the Rosenfeld effect
might actually be policy driven.
For the secondary heating fuel (natural gas in California) I obtain a much larger estimate of
δg suggesting that about 43 percent of the difference between California and non-California
households might owe to the state’s efficiency related efforts. An additional 12.3 percent
can be attributed to price differences and 21.2 percent of the gap owes to differences in
household types. Again these findings are qualitatively consistent with the conclusions
of separate studies carried out recently such as Kahn and Costa (2010) that indicate that
building standards might have been an especially effective part of the portfolio of efficiency
enhancing interventions attempted in California.
A few final remarks are worth making here. Even though for California it appears that
the influence of efficiency interventions may have been limited in scope, as Figure 6.3 and
6.4 show the impact on different household types is quite varied. Households with energy
expenditures on heating and cooling end uses seem to be most clearly impacted. Yet with
regards electricity demand these types are also only a relatively small fraction (especially in
the case of air conditioning) of the California population. This would seem to suggest that
the potential impact of similar policies - such as strong building standards and incentives
to improve air-conditioner efficiency - might be much greater in geographies that have
more extreme climates. In particular this holds out a lot of promise for such policy in
other countries such as India, where mitigating growth in energy demand is simultaneously
an urgent environmental, economic and energy security concern. While my analysis is
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Deconstructing the Rosenfeld Curve
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Figure 6.9: Counterfactual plots of California electricity intensities absent policy and
higher prices compared with California Energy Commission estimates.
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not by any means a perfect estimate of program impacts - given the importance and costs
of efficiency policy, as well as their increasing popularity all over the world, it is useful to
understand roughly how much of an impact we can expect to make through these measures.
Going forward, it would be helpful to implement program measures of this type with a
required evaluation component - ideally with a randomized treatment and control group.
While this can raise initial costs, it is of great value in determining expected benefits more
precisely.
To make a broader methodological point, in the energy community, comparisons of energy
intensity are very popular. This single metric (typically expressed per unit GDP instead
of per capita) also remains fundamental to international climate change negotiations. Part
of the motivation for this analysis has been to make the point that while indices such as
energy intensities (and more sophisticated versions derived from decomposition methods)
can provide a great deal of insight, they also hide as much as they reveal. In particular,
we need to be careful when we identify seemingly spectacular success stories screened on
the basis of a single aggregate statistic. It is evidently also important to recognize how
much of a difference other sructural factors can make to energy demand. This chapter also
takes care to account for unobserved heterogeneity in the model. With the increasing use of
econometric models for counter-factual policy simulations by policy makers, it is important
to recognize the errors that can accumulate when unobserved heterogeneity is ignored. This
becomes particularly important where not just the sign of estimators is important but also
their magnitude (as in a typical cost benefit analysis).

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Next Steps
The work in this dissertation was intended to shed some light on what underlies the performance of a population (California) that looks very different from its neighbours. In doing
so I make clear the role of structural and individual heterogeneity in influencing overall
energy use. In other words, while energy efficiency programs may well make a significant
difference to energy consumption (and the results of this research do not invalidate this
belief), they cannot be seen as a panacea.
The attraction of efficiency enhancing measures, as I discuss in Chapter 1, is that they appear to be win-win - providing costless reductions in energy demand and carbon emissions.
Perhaps for this reason it is understandable that there is excitement when a population
seems to virtually stall growth in per capita energy use coincident with the implementation
of state and utility programs and regulations that target energy efficiency.
This dissertation has sought to make a clear case for more restrained optimism. California looks different from the rest of the nation mostly because it is different - in ways that
have little to do with energy policy. Thus replicating the California experience will not be
easy elsewhere. At the same time, even adjusting for a variety of factors, I find a significant
residual that might reasonable occur as a consequence of the effects of efficiency programs.
Slightly under 20 percent of the overall difference, this is a figure that matches reasonably
well with the latest estimates of savings produced by the California Energy Commission
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(see Chapter 6). There does seem to be a reasonable case to believe that efficiency programs - including both building and appliance standards and financial incentives - play an
important and necessarily (if not sufficient) role in our attempts to cut carbon emissions.
Chapter 6 also seems to suggest that the largest differences in electricity consumption between California and non-California households occur in cases where electricity is used
for heating and cooling needs. This is turn would seem to shine the spotlight on building
standards and a possibly major part played by better insulation and home design.
As with much empirical research however, this dissertation uncovers as many questions as
it answers and we discuss some of those in this chaper. These provide fruitful avenues for
further research. The remainder of this chapter introduces some of these ideas.

7.1

Demographics and Energy Use

One of the more unexpected outcomes of the analysis in Chapters 5 and 6 was to reveal
the dramatic differences in the evolution of household sizes in California versus the rest
of the nation. The role of household sizes on energy use has been remarked upon before (O’Neill and Chen, 2002) but it would be reasonable to suggest that the role of long
term demographic changes are sometimes underplayed in projecting energy use for populations. Additionally they may explain a significant amount of the variance in current
energy intensities as well. Three key demographic characteristics that can influence energy
intensities are household size and composition, urbanization or urban sprawl (dwelling
size) and aging. Of these while urbanization effects are partially captured in energy demand models through proxies such as household floorspace, it is important to model the
influences of the other variables as well. Doing so successfully requires integrating population growth models with energy demand models and modeling not just overall population size but also trends in household sizes which are influenced by cultural factors
as well as fertility and mortality rates. Some work in this regard has been very recently
carried out within the Demography, Energy, and Emissions project at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) but a remaining challenge is to incorporate
similar insights at more local levels and within other global climate change models (see
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http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/PCC/research-proj/dem-emiss.html for details on IIASA’s
work including a list of publications). At the level of individual countries for instance,
state specific heterogeneity can be a significant concern in accurately modeling outcomes
and this presents an interesting challenge for the research community.

7.2

Household Price Response

The basis of Chapter 6 is a detailed household demand model, one of whose underlying
assumptions is a decision to model households as responding to the average electricity
price they observe. While the most current research tends to support this hypothesis (see
Ito, 2010) this remains a research area in need of much more investigation. The underlying
question here is probably larger than electricity or energy demand in particularly, because
what we really seek to ask is how consumers respond to products when their prices are
‘hidden’ and non-linear in quantity, when consumption levels are difficult to track and
when feedback is infrequently provided and often in the form of an aggregate bill. Other
than electricity, telephone and internet services are occasionally also provided in this way.
To date the literature has focused on testing whether the classical economic model of a
fully rational and informed consumer optimizing over a non-linear tariff explains observed
consumption patterns well. Papers such as Ito (2010); Borenstein (2009) suggest that this
is not the case and that a more behavioral, descriptive approach using average prices (or
optimization with errors) may work better. However once we move away from the classical
model it remains an open question as to why average prices should be our behavioral model
of choice? While it is true that average prices are readily available to the econometrician,
there is less force to the argument that they are anymore visible or known to the consumer.
I would suggest therefore that there is room to test alternative theories of consumer response that place a greater importance on the feedback that they are provided - namely
the electricity bill itself. An interesting idea would be to develop theories of behavioral
response that include goal setting behavior with regards the monthly bill or coarse decision
making (responses to changes in the bill that exceed a certain level).
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Split Incentive Problems in Energy Efficiency

The results of the household demand model of Chapter 6 (Section 6.8.3) suggest that split
incentive problems may indeed play a role in the differential adoption of efficiency measures by renters as compared to home owners (or differences in efficiency investments in
homes that are lived in versus those that are rented). The work in this dissertation is suggestive but does not by any means clearly make a case for split incentives or quantify the
magnitude of this effect. I suggest that the time is ripe to employ experimental methods
to study both the factors influencing the adoption of efficiency measures (in particular expensive investments such as home retrofits) and the effect of split incentive problems on
the household decision. One way to do this might be to use an encouragement design to
randomize incentives to purchase a variety of efficiency improving technologies amongst a
set of households and study whether adoption rates differ.

7.4

Behavioral Methods to Encourage Efficiency

For the most part the efficiency programs implemented by California and discussed in
this dissertation involve either financial incentives or technology mandates. While there
is some degree of success that can and has been attained this way, it is clear that the energy
efficiency gap does not disappear entirely through the use of financial incentives or even
changes in the price of electricity. For this reason there is an increasing interest, amongst
economists, behavioral scientists and policymakers on the use of non-traditional, non-price
incentives to change behavior in ways that dampens overall energy consumption. Some of
the questions here include how to use feedback and information to change energy behaviors
as well as distinguishing between cognitive salience, learning and preference change as the
underlying cause of feedback efficacy. This includes testing the persistence of treatment
effects from feedback or other behavioral interventions.
Research in this area that I have been involved with includes a randomized experiment to
evaluate the impact of feedback (see Houde et al., 2010 ). This work uses a field experiment
to study the effect of providing real-time whole-home electricity consumption information
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to residential customers. The experiment was carried out in collaboration with Google.
1628 households located in different parts of the United States were asked to fill out an
energy consumption and behaviors survey. Participants were then randomly assigned to
treatment and control groups. The intervention consisted of installing a whole-home electricity monitoring device in residences and subsequently providing households with online
access to their electricity consumption data. On average, households that used the technology reduced their electricity consumption between 3 to 5 percent after a 3 month period,
with substantial heterogeneity in the degree of response, but the persistence of this effect
was less clear. Somewhat counter-intuitively, households already performing certain conservation oriented behaviors and efficiency increasing actions showed significantly larger
reductions following the intervention. The study also found limited evidence that the intervention may have prompted an increase in one time purchase behaviors in the treatment
group.
Going beyond real time feedback (that is also a pre-requisite to implementing real time
pricing), there has been a gradual increase in the literature studying how cognitive stimuli
such as social norms, games and peer comparisons may be used to modify energy behaviors. The success of companies such as O-Power (see also Allcott, 2009) has contributed
to this.
Similarly, research on how can community and group incentives may be effectively used to
encourage private contributions to purchasing impure public goods (one example of which
is the purchase of low carbon energy or efficient technologies) can help to show us how we
may go beyond the success of policy measures tried thus far.

Appendix A
MCMC Estimation Steps
This appendix provides further details on the form of the Gibbs Sampler used to estimate
the model in Chapter 6. Details on the prior distribution are provided along with derived
final forms of the conditional posteriors. The sequence of draws used in the Gibbs sampler
is also listed along with an explanation of the data augmentation step (as outlined in MNP
2005) that is used to get around the ‘absent dimensions’ problem discussed in Chapter 6,
Section X.
Let us begin by recalling the form of the model.
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xe,t = f (Zt , Pe,t , εe,t ; βe,t , θe,t )

(A.1)

xh,t = f (Zt , Ph,t , εh,t ; βh,t , θh,t )
βe,t = Ge,t ∆e + νe ∼ N(0,Ve )

(A.2)
(A.3)

βh,t = Gh,t ∆h + νh ∼ N(0,Vh )
θe,t = G̃e,t ∆˜ e + ηe ∼ N(0, Vee )

(A.4)

θh,t = G̃h,t ∆˜ h + ηh ∼ N(0, Ṽh )
pe,t = αe,t IVe,t + ωe,t

(A.6)
(A.7)

ph,t = αh,t IVh,t + ωh,t

(A.8)

αe,t = G̃h,t S̃e + νe ∼ N(0,We )

(A.9)

αh,t = G̃h,t S̃h + νh ∼ N(0,Wh )
Ēt = [εe,t , εh,t , ωe,t , ωh,t ] = N(0, Ψt )

(A.5)

(A.10)
(A.11)

Parameters to be estimated for the type specific demand functions include price coefficients
for the two fuels, θe,t , θh,t , other parameters βe,t and βh,t , supply side parameters αe,t and
αh,t and the joint error variance Ψt . As per standard formulation in a hierarchical model of
this type the exogenously specified priors for the demand function parameters are placed
only on the lowest level of the hierarchy and on the variance terms at all levels. Priors are
specified as follows
Ψt ∼ IW ( fto , Sto )
vec(∆e ) ∼ N(vec(∆¯ e ),Ve ⊗ A−1 )
vec(∆h ) ∼ N(vec(∆¯ h ),Vh ⊗ A−1 )
∆˜e ∼ N(∆˜ oe , Vee ⊗ A−1 )
S̃e,h, ∆˜h ∼ N(∆˜ oh , Veh ⊗ A−1 )
Here A is a diagonal matrix with small numbers on the diagonal that ensures that the prior
on ∆s is very diffuse (in the estimation of the model we set k A = 0.01 k. We also need
priors on the variance terms at the second (within group) level. These are specified to obtain
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a conjugate distribution for the posterior. Thus
2
2
Ve ,We = diag(σi,e
), σi,e
∼ IG(ai , bi )
2
2
Vh ,Wh = diag(σi,h
), σi,h
∼ IG(ai , bi )

Ṽe ∼ IG(ai , bi )
Ṽh ∼ IG(ai , bi )
Here ai , bi are constants used to ensure the starting distribution of variance terms admits a
wide range of positive values (leaving the prior uninformative on the value of the variance).
We use ai = bi = 2.5 in practice. Note that this specification of the variance is less general
than the model is capable of identifying. We have explicitly set cross diagonal terms of the
variance to be zero. The reason for doing this is twofold. First, as a practical point, simpler
versions of this model were estimated with a full covariance structure for Ve but off diagonal
terms were for the most part small. The time taken to converge however increases as does
the complexity of the model and the number of parameters that must be estimated with
the same amount of data. The second consideration is one of interpretation. The second
level in the hierarchy describes systematic changes across parameter values by household
type, but correlation terms in this structure have no obvious interpretation beyond their
statistical utility in better fitting the data. If anything, because the second level contains
only indicators of different household type characteristics that are themselves mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive in the data, it seems sensible to argue that the most
easily interpretable model specification is one with a diagonal covariance structure at the
second level.
We also need to specify priors for the joint variance of the demand system. This is accomplished using an inverse Wishart prior as follows (parameters guarantee a highly diffuse
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prior).
Σt ∼ IW ( ft0 , St0 )
ft0 = 7
"
St0

=

7 0

#

0 7

Conditional posteriors in Gibbs Sampler
Given the prior distributions and the specification of the model, the conditional posterior
distributions for parameters on the demand side can be derived as follows. In the expressions below ℜdenotes the rest of the variables in the full posterior distributions, the
subscript t "
on βt indicates
# that we are specifying the posterior demand parameters for type
e
Xt, j 0
f
t. Xt, j =
where Xt, j is the vector of covariates (other than price) in the
h
0 Xt, j
"
#
e
P
0
t, j
demand function for fuel f for household j belonging to type t 1 . Pt, j =
0 Pt,h j
is a matrix
for type
" made up# of both
" electricity
# and heating
" fuel prices
#
" t and observation
#
e
e
˜
V
0
Ṽ
0
G̃e,t ∆e
Ge,t ∆e
j. Vo =
,Ṽo =
, Ũo,t =
and Uo,t =
. Wt, j =
0 Vh
0 Ṽ h
G̃h,t ∆˜ h
Gh,t ∆h
#
"
θe,t Pe,t, j
is a two vector made up of the non-price portion of the demand function
Yt, j −
θh,t Ph,t, j
"
#
β
X
e,t e,t, j
(sometimes referred to as observable heterogeneity) and W˜t, j = Yt, j −
is a two
βh,t Xh,t, j
vector made up of the price response. The only reason to separately specify the estimation
of the price coefficient and the other coefficients in demand is that for price inference we
do not use all observations and specify a different description of heterogeneity (no time
variation). Consequently it is helpful to treat the two linearly additive portions of demand
separately in the Gibbs sampler. For the supply side parameters (those in the price setting
equation) analogous expressions can be derived. Note that the two sets of equations are
1 Note

that in general we need not have the same covariates entering the demand function for the two
demand equations.
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identical in structure coupled only by the correlated stochastic errors. In what follows we
first provide the Gibbs sampler posterior draws for households with non zero consumption
of both fuels before describing the procedure followed for households with consumption
of only one fuel. I also discuss how the differing size of the type space for electricity and
natural gas households is handled in the MCMC sampler. For duel fuel households we have
the following form of posteriors for household type t (with number of observations Nt ):
"

βe,t

#
|ℜ = N(bt , Bt )

(A.12)

βh,t
!−1

j=N j

Bi =

Vo−1 +

∑

Xt,Tj Σt−1 Xt, j

j=1

!

j=N j

bi = Bi Vo−1Uo,t +

∑

Xt,Tj Σt−1 Wt, j

j=1

"

θe,t

#
|ℜ = N(ci ,Ci )

(A.13)

θh,t
!−1

j=N j

Ci =

Ṽo−1 +

∑

Pt,T j Σt−1 Pt, j

j=1

!

j=N j

ci = Bi Ṽo−1Ũo,t +
Σt |ℜ =
SSE =

∑

Pt,T j Σt−1 W˜t, j

j=1
o
o
IW ( ft + Nt , St + SSE)
Nt 2
T

Yi, j − Xi, j βi
Yi, j − Xi, j βi +
i=1 j=1

∑∑

(A.14)


Pi, j − IVi, j αi Pi, j − IVi, (A.15)
j αi
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vec(∆e )|ℜ = N de ,Ve ⊗ (GTe Ge + A)−1

−1 T

T
¯
de = vec Ge Ge + A
Ge βe + A∆e

−1 
vec(∆h )|ℜ = N dh ,Vh ⊗ GTh Gh + A

−1 T

dh = vec GTh Gh + A
Gh βh + A∆¯ h



−1 T
T
o
˜
˜
G̃e θe + A∆e ,V∆e
vec(∆e )|ℜ = N G̃e G̃e + A

−1
V∆e = Ṽe ⊗ G̃Te G̃e + A



−1 T
G̃h θh + A∆˜ oh ,V∆h
vec(∆˜ h )|ℜ = N G̃Th G̃h + A

V∆h = Ṽh ⊗ G̃Th G̃h + A −1


K
Ve = IG a + , SSEe
2
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(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

K

SSEe =

∑ (βe − Ge,t ∆e) (βe − Ge,t ∆e)

i=1

Vh
SSEht



K
= IG a + , SSEht
2
K


= ∑ βh − Gh,t ∆h βh − Gh,t ∆h

(A.21)

i=1

Ṽh =
SSEh =
Ṽe =
SSEe =



K
IG a + , SSEh
2


θh − G̃h,t ∆˜ h θh − G̃h,t ∆˜ h


K
IG a + , SSEe
2


θe − G̃e,t ∆˜ e θe − G̃e,t ∆˜ e

(A.22)

(A.23)
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#
|ℜ = N(at , At )

αh,t
!−1

j=N j

At =

Wo−1 +

∑

I V t,T j Σt−1 I V t, j

j=1

!

j=N j

ai = Ai Wo−1Uo,t +

∑

IVt,Tj Σt−1 Pt, j

j=1


vec(S̃e )|ℜ = N de ,We ⊗ (G̃Te G̃e + A)−1

−1 T

de = vec G̃Te G̃e + A
G̃e αe + A∆¯ e

−1 
T
vec(S̃h )|ℜ = N dh ,Vh ⊗ G̃h G̃h + A


−1 T
G̃h αh + A∆¯ h
dh = vec G̃Th G̃h + A
Note that the conditional distributions in corresponding to βe,t , βh,t , θe,t , θh,t , Σt must be
drawn for each household type represented in the data set while the others apply to the
model as a whole (they describe variation in parameters across types). Also note that we
only use the formulation for the posterior distribution of price coefficients in step one of
estimation where we use a subset of data to estimate price response. In step two we use
this estimated posterior instead of drawing from the conditional distribution expression for
price.

The ‘Absent Dimensions’ problem
A technical complication in the estimation of the model described in Section 6.4, is created
by the fact that not all households use two fuels. There are a significant number of all
electric households (although they tend to be present within only a few of the type groups).
These households consume no other fuel but it is inaccurate to suggest they make a decision
to consume at the zero level. In most cases, the secondary fuel is simply not available
or not feasible to use given the choice of housing unit. A realistic characterization of
the situation is that households are faced with a continuous choice problem over a set of
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energy sources, where different housing units are provided a different choice set. This
is a continuous choice analogue to a common problem in the discrete choice literature on
choice based conjoint experiments (see Haaijer and Wedel 2002) or retail marketing studies
wherein all consumers do not have access to the same choice set at the time of purchase
(e.g Chintagunta 2002). The central problem here is that the households choice of the level
of heating fuel is neither unobserved nor zero. Instead it does not occur because the choice
is not available.
As Zeithammer and Lenk (2006) point out this is a problem in a Bayesian model. When
some elements of the data are unobserved, a Bayesian response is typically to impute it
from the joint distribution of observables. When both the dependent and independent variables are missing because the choice stimuli is not present, then this imputation is neither
possible nor even meaningful. There are a few typical responses to this problem in the
marketing literature none of which are entirely satisfactory here. For instance it is common
in scanner panel studies to consider only a few products that are universally present in the
choice set of all consumers in the data set (along with an outside choice option of course).
In my problem this is not a feasible solution because it would entail throwing out observations of all-electric households, both significantly reducing the data set and removing a
large number of types from the sample.
A second alternative involves estimating the two demand equations separately and assuming that shocks are not correlated. This helps because the estimation problem in a Bayesian
model occurs because of the difficulty in writing the posterior probability of the covariance
matrix Σ when certain dimensions are missing for some observations. Assuming away correlations allows the separate estimation of demand for the two fuels. In the case of a linear
model as in the present instance, this is a feasible solution since parameter estimates are
still unbiased. There is a concomitant efficiency loss however and probability statements
that depend on correctly estimating the variance will be incorrect.
It is pertinent to note that this is not a problem for frequentist estimation using MLE. The
reason has to do with the estimation method used in each case. Maximum likelihood estimation requires writing the likelihood function, which is well defined in this case, and
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obtaining the global maxima. Bayesian estimation using an MCMC sampler requires writing down conditional posterior distributions for the parameters of interest. In practice, we
would like these posteriors to be some known distributions - which is the primary reason
for choosing conjugate priors enabling us to avoid the introduction of Metropolis-Hastings
steps in estimation. Because there are absent dimensions in the choice problem for some
observations, the posterior distribution of the demand system covariance Σ is non-standard,
and an inverse Wishart prior for the variance is no longer conjugate. The solution to this
problem involves a data augmentation step where for all-electric households I not only calculate the actual residual in the electricity demand equation at each step of the MCMC sampler, but also augment with a pseudo residual corresponding to the absent dimension (the
→
−
secondary heating fuel demand equation). This involves drawing from an εt distributed
bivariate normal given one element, εe is observed. This follows the procedure described
and derived in Zeithammer and Lenk (2006).
When the household type involves observations with only one energy form (electricity)
being used, the posterior forms above cannot be used as is within a Gibbs sampler. The
key problem involved in expressing the posterior distributions for such types is to ensure
that conditional conjugacy of the variance term (Σt ) is retained. That is to say, while one
might simply substitute the linear demand parameters (θe,t ,βe,t ) with their single fuel analogues, it is difficult to draw inference regarding Σt where information is gained regarding
only a single element of the full covariance structure from some household observations
(the all electric households tell us only about the 1,1 element of the demand function covariance) and the full covariance matrix is inferred from the remainder. The complication
arises from the face that the conditional posterior distribution of Σt is no longer inverse
Wishart when some observations in the sum of squares term (see expression for SSE in
equation A.15) contribute two error residuals and others only one. Thus the outer product


Yi, j − Xi, j βi T Yi, j − Xi, j βi for some i is the product of a two vector (equivalently j = 2)
while for others only one fuel contributes.
The solution is quite straightforward and involves including a data augmentation step where
for households that use only electricity we draw residuals corresponding to the absent dimension. Let there be Nt∗ such out of Nt total of type t and let us index a member of the
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all-electric set by i∗ . As before Σt refers to the full 2x2 covariance matrix of the joint demand function so that Σt (1, 2) for instance represents the correlation between electricity
and secondary fuel shocks.
This may be done using the property that a subset of multivariate normal variables is also
multivariate normal. For all households where only electricity is used, we draw the missing
residual corresponding to the secondary heating fuel demand equation so that
i∗
εh,t
= NNt −Nt∗ µ, σ 2



i∗
µ = Σt (2, 1)Σt−1 (1, 1)εe,t

σ 2 = Σt (2, 2) − Σt (2, 1)Σt−1 (1, 1)Σt (2, 1)

(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)

i augmenting in this
Together with the residuals from the electricity demand function εe,t

manner for households that do not use a secondary fuel guarantees a full dimensional set of
residuals that can be used in Equation A.15 when drawing from the conditional posterior for
Σt . Unfortunately carrying out data augmentation in this manner now requires us to account
for the correlation introduced between the pseudo residuals and the observed residuals in
drawing θt , βt as well. Zeithammer and Lenk (2006) provide a straightforward way of
implementing the data augmentation for the absent dimension and correctly modifying the
draws of θ , β as well. As they demonstrate, the following steps must be followed, in
executing the Gibbs sampler:
1. For every household type t, separate observations that are all electric
2. For these all-electric homes draw pseudo residuals corresponding to the absent dimension (see Equation A.24).
3. For these
all-electric
homes construct an artificial two-vector of fuel consumption
"
#
Ei
Yi =
where Ei is the actual (log) electricity consumption in KWh and εhi is the
εhi
"
#
Ei
residual drawn. Note that for homes that consume both fuels, the vector Yi =
Qi
where Qi is the actual (log) consumption of the secondary fuel in Btu.
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4. For all-electric households also set the covariates X to 0 in the secondary fuel demand
equation (thus in essence setting pseudo residuals equal to the pseudo consumption,
and not affecting inference of the posterior of any of the other variables).
5. Steps 1 to 4 allow us to implement the Gibbs Sampler in Equations A.12 to A.23 for
all household types and observations without further modification. Equations A.12
to A.15 must be drawn once for each type t while the remaining equations apply to
the full data set (since they describe variation across types).

Handling types in the Gibbs Sampler
A brief note is in order regarding how types are specified and handled in the Gibbs sampler.
As we discussed in Chapter 6, each household belongs to a specific type t determined by
the second level of the demand model. Heterogeneity is specified differently for electricity
and the secondary fuel however, and consequently a household in fact has not one but two
‘types’, corresponding to the two fuels. Throughout this Appendix and in the main text we
use only one subscript for type however. We do this because the heterogeneity specified
with respect secondary fuel consumption is a subset of the types generated to describe
electricity consumption. That is to say, there is a many one relationship between electricity
types and secondary fuel types so that two households with different electricity types might
have the same secondary fuel type (but not vice versa). The subscript t should in general be
interpreted to mean a reference to the finer disaggregation into groups (electricity second
level), not the coarser disaggregation (secondary fuel).
This implies that there is an implicit set of restrictions that are present in the model above.
For parameters corresponding to the secondary fuel (θh,t , βh,t ) and for the joint covariance
(Σt ) posterior distributions can differ only at the coarser level of granularity. That is - if
there are 31 types corresponding to the secondary fuel demand heterogeneity, then there can
be only 31 posterior distributions of θh,t , βh,t , Σh,t . Because t indexes electricity types (of
which there are 97 in the data set) we must ensure that we aggregate inference across there
97 types where necessary. Of course for electricity parameters, the finer type distribution
will still hold, so that there will be 97 posteriors forθe,t , βe,t .
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Consider a situation where both household types t1 and t2 correspond to the same secondary
fuel grouping - let us explicitly call this group s1 . In implementing the Gibbs sampler, when
we loop across types t ∈ 1 . . . 97 for equations A.12 to A.15, we must ensure that we have
the same posterior for θh,t , βh,t and Σt for both t1 and t2 . This means that as we loop across
household types t we must keep track of those types t that map to the same secondary type
s and combine inference. For instance, consider how we must draw from βh,t . The priors
Vo and Uo in the Gibbs Sampler above will have the form specified above only at the start
of each iteration of the Monte-Carlo chain. These priors must be updated as we loop over
the type space within each iteration. To be specific, once we have ‘observed’ type t1 , we
need to ‘build upon’ the information already obtained from this type when drawing from
the posteriors θh,t , βh,t and Σt for type t2 . This is because both t1 and t2 are in reality part
of the same type as far as these three parameters are concerned (that is to say, they both
belong to type s1 ).
∗
In the MCMC #draw corresponding to
"
" type t2 #therefore, Vo must be replaced byVo =
Ve
0
Ge,t ∆e
∗ =
and Uo,t2 by Uo,t
where (abusing the notation somewhat)
2
0 Bi |t1 [2]
bi |t1 [2]
Bi |t1 [2] is the posterior variance of the βh,t1 terms obtained after observations on type t1 .
"
#
βe,t
Here βi =
so that βi |t1 [2] is to be interpreted as the normal posterior of the βh porβh,t
tion of βi following the observation of household type t1 and Bi |t1 [2] is the variance of this

posterior. Similarly bi |t1 [2] is the mean of the posterior of βh after observing households of
type t1 .
When we use these posteriors from t1 as our prior in updating for households of type t2 , we
incorporate information from both households into the resulting distribution. This resulting
distribution describes the result of inference for secondary fuel type s1 . Where more than
two types at the finer level t enter the coarser grouping s we simply extend this procedure
to aggregate over all t entering a single s. A similar updating of priors must also be done
for θh and Σt (we have described what is necessary for βh ).
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Mean Estimates

This appendix provides some summary statistics in the data and the estimated values for
all demand function parameters across all household types. The covariates Xi in the table below are as follows. Note that the RECS survey locates houses in four geographic
categories, including suburban homes which is why X10 and X11 may both enter the model.
X1 Intercept
X2 Heating degree days (in units of 10,000)
X3 Cooling degree days (in units of 5,000)
X4 Home Area (in units of 1000 square feet)
X5 Household Members (in units of 10 persons)
X6 Dummy for the house being “Old” (constructed before 1970)
X7 Dummy for the house being “New” (constructed after 1990)
X8 Dummy for whether household is occupied in day
X9 Age of the householder (units of 50 years)
X10 Dummy for a rural location
X11 Dummy for an urban location
X12 California dummy
Summary statistics and identifying variation in the continuous variables in the demand function
HDD

CDD

Floorspace

HH Size

(1000 sq ft)

(persons)

HH Age

Electricity Price

Heating Fuel Price

(cents/KWh)

(cents/10KBtu)

Minimum

0

0

90

1

16

5.405

3.253

1st Quantile

2565

1342

1000

2

35

8.870

8.123

Median

4685

2162

1586

2

46

10.637

9.582

Mean

4427

2690

1891

2.68

48.37

11.362

10.38

3rd Quantile

6030

3506

2456

4

61

13.435

12

Maximum

13634

11908

11688

15

95

23.364

28.41
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8.72

-0.10

0.28

0.15

1.27

0.00
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-0.03

-0.01

-0.21

0.15

0.00

-0.28

X9

X10

X11

X12

Posterior means of demand function parameters for electricity
Type

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

10000000

7.93

0.08

0.47

0.17

0.99

-0.17

-0.16

0.02

0.13

0.07

-0.08

-0.03

10000001

7.95

0.14

0.46

0.18

1.02

-0.05

-0.15

-0.09

-0.02

0.24

-0.08

-0.01

10000010

7.81

-0.02

0.33

0.23

1.00

0.12

-0.06

0.00

-0.04

0.14

-0.01

-0.19

10000011

7.94

0.15

0.35

0.31

1.21

-0.09

0.01

0.04

-0.12

0.09

-0.05

-0.14

10000100

8.41

-0.23

0.24

0.14

1.09

-0.13

-0.22

0.03

0.06

0.06

-0.04

-0.04

10000101

8.37

-0.03

0.24

0.08

1.14

-0.13

-0.17

0.00

-0.06

0.18

-0.01

-0.21

10000110

8.32

-0.16

0.07

0.13

1.13

-0.03

-0.23

0.02

-0.03

0.08

0.07

-0.24

10000111

8.28

-0.13

0.17

0.14

1.19

0.06

-0.11

0.06

-0.11

0.06

0.02

-0.22

10001000

8.34

0.08

0.40

0.20

1.08

-0.11

-0.06

-0.02

-0.04

0.13

-0.01

-0.15

10001001

8.29

0.10

0.63

0.14

1.16

-0.06

-0.01

0.09

0.14

0.10

-0.16

-0.13

10001010

8.27

0.04

0.29

0.09

1.20

0.01

-0.06

0.14

-0.06

0.31

-0.09

-0.06

10001011

8.32

0.05

0.54

0.04

1.27

0.10

0.05

0.12

-0.11

0.14

-0.05

-0.10

10001100

8.87

-0.07

0.22

0.07

1.09

-0.11

-0.15

-0.02

0.03

0.07

-0.07

-0.03

10001101

8.71

0.05

0.24

0.08

1.21

-0.10

-0.01

0.04

-0.08

0.05

-0.03

-0.11

10001110

8.68

-0.17

0.09

0.08

1.20

-0.06

-0.12

-0.07

0.00

0.17

0.10

-0.08

10010000

8.26

0.12

0.21

0.26

0.94

-0.03

-0.27

-0.03

-0.01

0.07

-0.05

-0.17

10010010

8.27

0.11

0.10

0.29

1.01

0.02

-0.17

0.02

-0.02

0.20

0.00

-0.30

10011000

8.71

0.08

0.24

0.13

1.03

0.07

-0.23

0.00

-0.04

0.17

-0.03

-0.03

10011001

8.66

0.11

0.42

0.07

1.06

-0.03

-0.08

0.03

0.01

0.08

-0.02

-0.16

10011100

9.11

-0.24

0.12

0.07

1.08

-0.04

-0.25

-0.01

0.12

0.06

-0.21

-0.02

10011101

9.05

-0.12

0.11

0.09

1.08

-0.09

-0.16

0.09

0.00

0.06

-0.13

-0.13

10100000

8.44

0.33

0.09

0.16

1.26

-0.03

-0.19

0.07

-0.02

0.03

-0.09

-0.17

10100010

8.33

0.21

-0.02

0.25

1.31

-0.06

-0.10

0.05

-0.01

0.03

-0.07

-0.22

10100100

8.80

0.05

-0.16

0.13

1.20

-0.18

-0.14

0.06

0.02

0.01

0.01

-0.14

10101000

8.83

0.23

0.16

0.08

1.28

-0.06

-0.10

-0.03

0.01

0.11

-0.03

0.00

10101001

8.79

0.27

0.33

0.07

1.33

0.02

-0.03

0.07

-0.05

0.10

-0.09

-0.13

10101100

9.13

-0.03

-0.08

0.11

1.17

-0.07

-0.13

-0.02

0.01

0.14

-0.05

-0.13

10101101

9.30

0.08

0.12

0.04

1.33

-0.20

-0.14

0.01

-0.07

0.01

-0.16

-0.12

10101110

9.20

0.05

-0.22

0.01

1.40

-0.10

-0.11

-0.05

-0.03

0.14

0.07

-0.13

10110000

8.76

0.33

-0.10

0.40

1.11

-0.05

-0.19

-0.07

-0.04

0.04

-0.02

-0.26

10110001

8.77

0.36

0.04

0.25

1.21

-0.12

-0.14

0.06

-0.08

0.11

-0.13

-0.20

10110010

8.72

0.26

-0.18

0.33

1.22

-0.01

-0.06

0.02

-0.04

0.07

0.07

-0.20

10110011

8.64

0.31

-0.07

0.34

1.23

0.09

-0.18

0.01

-0.11

-0.02

-0.07

-0.30

10110100

9.30

0.13

-0.32

0.04

1.14

-0.07

-0.26

0.01

0.05

-0.02

-0.05

-0.15

10111000

9.19

0.33

-0.04

0.16

1.18

-0.01

-0.11

-0.03

0.04

0.05

-0.09

-0.12

10111001

9.18

0.37

0.11

-0.02

1.25

-0.10

-0.12

0.02

0.03

0.06

-0.07

-0.20

X8
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10001111

8.72

-0.10

0.28

0.15

1.27

0.00

-0.03

-0.01

-0.21

0.15

0.00

-0.28

10111010

9.15

0.22

-0.15

0.17

1.24

0.00

-0.16

-0.03

0.05

0.03

0.01

-0.13

10111100

9.60

0.10

-0.30

0.04

1.13

-0.06

-0.26

0.03

0.09

0.07

0.00

-0.18

10111101

9.50

0.10

-0.22

0.05

1.13

-0.04

-0.20

-0.12

0.06

0.13

-0.08

-0.26

10111110

9.59

0.09

-0.42

0.10

1.26

-0.05

-0.10

-0.04

0.01

0.07

-0.01

-0.16

11000000

8.36

-0.26

0.50

0.30

0.99

-0.04

-0.04

-0.01

0.03

0.03

-0.01

-0.27

11000001

8.43

-0.19

0.81

0.20

1.04

0.00

0.01

0.08

-0.11

0.12

-0.02

-0.39

11000010

8.35

-0.38

0.47

0.21

1.04

0.05

-0.02

0.05

0.04

0.02

-0.09

-0.27

11000011

8.45

-0.26

0.64

0.13

1.10

0.02

0.03

0.14

-0.20

0.10

0.00

-0.40

11000100

8.94

-0.45

0.47

0.20

0.85

-0.08

-0.24

0.06

-0.07

0.03

0.02

-0.23

11000101

9.02

-0.38

0.56

0.01

1.09

-0.12

-0.01

0.11

0.02

0.01

-0.09

-0.21

11000110

8.83

-0.48

0.25

0.23

1.02

-0.11

-0.10

0.03

-0.06

-0.05

0.06

-0.23

11000111

8.80

-0.49

0.42

0.18

1.08

-0.09

0.00

0.15

-0.14

0.12

0.10

-0.35

11001000

8.86

-0.40

0.81

0.19

1.02

-0.05

0.02

0.07

0.00

0.14

-0.08

-0.10

11001001

8.80

-0.26

0.86

0.14

1.08

-0.04

-0.07

0.08

0.02

0.11

-0.03

-0.17

11001010

8.80

-0.36

0.62

0.08

1.08

0.13

0.04

-0.02

-0.02

0.03

-0.05

-0.23

11001011

8.79

-0.23

0.77

0.11

1.04

0.10

0.07

0.08

-0.26

0.27

0.08

-0.37

11001100

9.32

-0.49

0.57

0.12

1.03

-0.03

-0.16

0.03

0.00

0.08

-0.07

-0.11

11001101

9.29

-0.40

0.66

0.09

1.20

-0.05

-0.06

0.01

-0.06

0.04

-0.06

-0.15

11001110

9.25

-0.58

0.42

0.13

1.04

-0.08

-0.07

0.07

-0.05

0.07

0.11

-0.06

11001111

9.16

-0.50

0.49

0.07

1.14

0.06

0.05

0.08

-0.07

0.03

-0.10

-0.26

11010000

8.78

-0.27

0.48

0.27

0.85

-0.12

-0.13

0.00

-0.01

0.09

-0.06

-0.34

11010001

8.79

-0.18

0.59

0.23

0.91

-0.03

-0.12

-0.09

0.06

0.17

-0.08

-0.30

11010010

8.75

-0.14

0.30

0.40

0.84

0.06

-0.26

-0.06

-0.05

-0.06

0.03

-0.45

11010011

8.85

-0.16

0.56

0.24

0.99

0.01

-0.08

-0.10

-0.15

0.07

-0.01

-0.52

11010100

9.14

-0.50

0.27

0.29

0.75

-0.05

-0.19

0.08

-0.06

-0.07

-0.15

-0.32

11010101

9.14

-0.35

0.29

0.08

0.88

-0.06

-0.11

0.09

0.04

-0.02

0.00

-0.40

11011000

9.18

-0.27

0.56

0.26

0.88

-0.04

-0.13

-0.03

-0.05

0.17

-0.18

-0.17

11011001

9.17

-0.19

0.65

0.18

0.84

-0.01

0.01

0.03

-0.12

0.10

-0.16

-0.24

11011100

9.58

-0.60

0.41

0.11

0.93

-0.06

-0.26

0.00

0.10

0.07

-0.11

-0.19

11011101

9.65

-0.43

0.45

0.08

0.93

-0.12

-0.07

0.04

-0.03

0.03

-0.09

-0.20

11011110

9.56

-0.58

0.22

0.11

0.97

0.09

-0.10

0.12

-0.17

0.08

0.00

-0.19

11011111

9.55

-0.46

0.30

0.08

1.03

0.05

0.01

0.05

-0.16

0.07

-0.07

-0.30

11100000

8.94

-0.01

0.31

0.16

1.13

-0.03

-0.07

0.14

0.02

-0.03

-0.13

-0.31

11100001

8.84

-0.09

0.46

0.21

1.20

-0.20

-0.01

0.07

-0.14

0.09

-0.14

-0.22

11100010

8.89

-0.09

0.22

0.21

1.24

-0.04

-0.04

0.10

-0.10

0.09

-0.10

-0.33

11100100

9.31

-0.21

0.01

0.00

1.09

0.09

-0.16

0.06

0.07

0.05

-0.10

-0.21

11100101

9.29

-0.24

0.20

0.11

1.15

-0.01

-0.01

0.12

-0.11

0.02

-0.06

-0.28
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10001111

8.72

-0.10

0.28

0.15

1.27

0.00

-0.03

-0.01

-0.21

0.15

0.00

-0.28

11100110

9.31

-0.31

-0.03

0.09

1.19

-0.04

-0.14

0.00

-0.05

0.04

-0.09

-0.28

11101000

9.21

-0.12

0.37

0.13

1.18

-0.11

0.00

0.09

0.03

0.07

-0.06

-0.16

11101001

9.30

-0.05

0.54

0.03

1.25

-0.02

-0.04

0.06

-0.11

0.01

-0.11

-0.25

11101100

9.68

-0.35

0.19

0.12

1.15

-0.06

-0.16

0.03

-0.05

0.04

-0.13

-0.14

11101101

9.63

-0.21

0.26

0.07

1.20

-0.06

-0.10

-0.03

-0.02

0.08

-0.14

-0.21

11101110

9.71

-0.40

0.09

0.07

1.23

0.02

-0.13

-0.10

-0.11

0.06

-0.06

-0.19

11101111

9.69

-0.30

0.20

0.00

1.32

-0.05

0.08

0.11

-0.17

-0.03

-0.01

-0.26

11110000

9.22

0.06

0.15

0.31

1.07

-0.02

-0.13

-0.01

0.01

-0.05

-0.16

-0.22

11110001

9.22

-0.06

0.29

0.33

1.06

0.04

-0.08

0.05

-0.14

0.06

-0.11

-0.25

11110010

9.17

-0.08

0.00

0.36

1.18

0.03

-0.11

0.01

-0.04

0.01

0.00

-0.21

11110011

9.33

0.06

0.23

0.33

1.10

-0.07

-0.03

-0.13

-0.11

-0.04

-0.13

-0.42

11110100

9.64

-0.16

-0.23

0.27

1.05

-0.13

-0.25

-0.07

0.07

-0.05

-0.03

-0.24

11110101

9.65

-0.16

-0.02

0.20

1.06

0.05

-0.01

-0.11

-0.28

-0.03

0.12

-0.26

11110110

9.66

-0.26

-0.22

0.17

1.10

-0.08

-0.10

0.10

0.00

0.07

-0.06

-0.34

11110111

9.64

-0.25

-0.08

0.06

1.13

0.05

-0.05

0.09

-0.08

0.06

-0.05

-0.40

11111000

9.68

-0.01

0.11

0.10

1.10

0.09

-0.05

0.02

0.03

0.06

-0.03

-0.11

11111001

9.56

-0.08

0.33

0.11

1.19

-0.08

-0.01

0.00

-0.03

0.13

-0.06

-0.36

11111010

9.70

0.01

0.06

0.20

1.18

0.01

-0.09

0.07

-0.08

0.12

-0.12

-0.21

11111011

9.52

-0.17

0.28

0.11

1.21

0.01

0.04

0.01

-0.09

0.11

-0.07

-0.32

11111100

10.12

-0.16

-0.04

0.09

1.00

-0.10

-0.10

-0.03

-0.03

0.01

-0.08

-0.09

11111101

10.06

-0.29

0.15

0.07

0.96

-0.10

-0.11

0.01

-0.05

0.05

-0.08

-0.22

11111110

10.02

-0.34

-0.19

0.14

1.24

-0.03

-0.11

-0.07

-0.08

0.10

-0.10

-0.13

11111111

9.99

-0.31

-0.06

0.06

1.19

-0.04

0.05

-0.06

-0.05

0.04

-0.08

-0.31

100010

11.35

-0.02

-0.83

0.23

0.84

0.29

-0.06

0.04

0.05

0.08

-0.03

-0.65

Type

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

X11

X12

101100

10.95

0.22

-0.74

0.22

0.80

0.22

0.07

0.07

0.02

0.05

-0.03

-0.58

111100

10.44

0.89

-0.09

0.21

0.73

0.13

-0.11

0.01

0.08

110100

10.90

0.83

-0.23

0.25

0.92

0.19

-0.12

0.07

-0.05

0.33

0.06

-0.37

-0.10

-0.05

-0.54

100000

11.53

0.31

-0.65

0.12

0.41

0.17

-0.08

0.03

0.03

-0.08

-0.03

-0.43

111000

11.17

0.69

-0.34

0.08

0.65

0.18

-0.04

0.02

0.16

0.02

-0.09

-0.22

100100

11.27

0.50

-0.67

0.17

0.41

0.13

-0.22

110010

11.08

0.66

-0.60

0.15

0.96

0.16

-0.08

0.02

0.09

-0.03

0.12

-0.56

0.12

0.00

0.01

0.11

-0.39

101010

11.12

0.12

-0.97

0.37

0.77

0.25

-0.27

0.05

0.11

0.21

-0.01

-0.68
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100010

11.35

-0.02

-0.83

0.23

0.84

0.29

-0.06

0.04

0.05

0.08

-0.03

-0.65

111010

11.02

0.59

-0.64

0.20

1.08

0.24

-0.13

0.02

0.22

0.12

-0.06

-0.27

111110

11.17

0.01

-1.14

0.43

0.99

0.36

-0.09

0.15

-0.23

0.08

-0.22

-0.58

101000

10.41

0.75

-0.38

0.25

0.78

0.41

-0.36

-0.06

-0.05

0.23

0.02

-0.27

110110

11.31

0.32

-0.80

0.12

0.41

0.28

0.12

0.04

0.04

-0.03

-0.07

-0.57

100110

10.73

0.90

-0.50

0.11

0.71

0.18

0.01

-0.02

0.25

-0.07

-0.09

-0.19

110000

11.07

0.37

-0.75

0.27

0.50

0.25

-0.37

0.09

0.07

0.15

0.19

-0.28

101110

10.59

1.02

-0.33

0.21

0.73

-0.02

-0.49

0.19

0.29

0.17

0.05

-0.26

110101

11.24

0.17

-0.78

0.18

0.54

0.13

-0.28

0.05

0.12

0.13

-0.13

-0.53

100101

10.88

0.63

-0.59

0.16

0.64

0.18

0.03

0.21

0.27

0.29

-0.12

-0.65

110001

10.80

0.30

-0.63

0.18

0.17

0.27

-0.18

0.27

0.00

0.03

-0.19

-0.60

101101

11.42

0.12

-0.64

0.16

0.18

0.19

0.07

0.05

0.06

-0.15

-0.08

-0.46

111101

11.23

0.57

-0.38

0.06

0.59

0.04

-0.08

0.04

0.24

0.00

-0.02

-0.20

100001

11.27

0.21

-0.79

0.29

0.50

0.07

-0.25

-0.07

0.04

-0.21

0.00

-0.40

111001

10.87

0.73

-0.28

0.09

0.87

0.01

-0.10

-0.11

0.31

0.09

0.09

-0.24

100111

10.77

0.43

-0.68

0.14

0.20

0.12

-0.05

0.14

-0.01

0.04

0.02

-0.61

100011

10.17

0.77

-0.35

0.05

0.44

0.48

-0.30

0.37

0.05

0.06

-0.17

-0.46

101001

11.20

0.28

-0.96

0.11

0.54

0.24

-0.20

0.19

-0.16

-0.03

-0.10

-0.57

111011

10.68

0.71

-0.59

0.11

0.78

0.33

-0.35

-0.13

0.05

0.28

-0.21

-0.42

110111

11.01

0.38

-0.84

0.04

0.22

0.28

-0.15

0.19

0.05

-0.16

0.05

-0.63

101111

10.48

1.23

-0.42

0.02

0.42

0.31

-0.16

-0.02

0.20

0.07

-0.01

-0.08

111111

11.43

0.03

-0.96

0.21

0.75

0.23

-0.11

-0.03

-0.02

0.10

0.18

-0.60

101011

10.83

0.69

-0.31

0.23

0.98

0.01

-0.29

0.10

0.21

0.31

-0.05

-0.28
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